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Abstract 

 

Development of an Advanced Electrical System for a Solar Powered 

Racing Vehicle with an Emphasis on the Battery Protection and 

Management System 

 

Frederick Donald Engelkemeir, M.S.E. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2011 

 

Supervisor:  Gary Hallock 

 

This thesis describes the development of an electrical system for a solar powered 

racing vehicle with en emphasis on the Battery Protection System (BPS). This battery 

protection system was designed for the UTSVT’s (University of Texas Solar Vehicles 

Team) solar powered vehicle, the Samsung Solorean. The system is required due to the 

dangers of the lithium-ion cobalt battery chemistry. The system monitors the voltage, 

temperature, and current of each battery module in the 22 module battery pack and will 

physically isolate the pack from the rest of the vehicle with a high-current 

electromechanical contactor if any parameter is outside of the safe range. The system can 

be expanded to monitor any number of series battery cells. The system uses a master-

slave microcontroller architecture with a single master microcontroller that interrogates 

several slave microcontroller boards for readings over a common serial bus. The system 

uses a new voltage sensing ASIC to monitor cell voltages, along with an analog current 
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output device to measure temperature and a hall-effect device to measure current. The 

system was a complete success and has allowed the UT solar car to finish the American 

Solar Challenge cross-country “Rayce.” 
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Chapter 1  
 

Introduction 

 

 

The University of Texas Solar Vehicles Team (“UTSVT”) is an organization, 

posing for a team picture in figure 1.1, that designs, builds, and races solar powered 

vehicles. The UTSVT competes in the Formula Sun Grand Prix (FSGP and the American 

Solar Challenge (ASC). University teams from around the United States (and the world) 

compete to build the fastest and most efficient solar powered vehicle. The FSGP is a 

track event where teams compete to complete the most laps around a closed race track in 

the allotted time. The ASC is a timed cross-country stage race (or “Rayce”) on the 

highway. The 2010 ASC started in Oklahoma and ended in Chicago. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: The UTSVT 



 2 

The team’s current car is the Samsung Solorean, as shown in figure 1.2. This 

vehicle was built for the 2008 ASC, but was not completed in time. The Samsung 

Solorean went on to finish the 2009 FSGP. However, regulation changes forced the 

UTSVT to create a new Battery Protection System. This was the impetus for beginning 

this project.  

 

 

Figure 1.2: The Samsung Solorean 

A solar car contains several electrical subsystems as shown in figure 1.3. There is 

a main High Voltage bus (most university-level solar cars run at around 100V) to which 

the electric traction motor, the solar charging array, and an energy storage battery pack 

are connected to. The motor is generally a high-efficiency DC-brushless machine with a 

power-electric device called a motor controller that varies the amount of power sent to 

the motor as per the driver’s commands. The motors generally also support regenerative 

braking for extra efficiency. This is when the motor can be run in reverse as a generator 

during deceleration to recoup energy that would ordinarily be lost as heat in traditional 

friction brakes. The solar car gathers its energy from the sun using Sun Power A300 

silicon photovoltaic cells. These are interfaced onto the high voltage bus using Maximum 

Power Point Trackers (MPPTs) to extract the maximum power from the solar array. The 
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Solorean’s solar array was designed for 1200 Watts, but it is only capable of 800W since 

the solar cells were most likely damaged during lamination or installation. 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Solorean Electrical System  

The solar car also contains a battery pack. The battery pack makes up the 

difference between motor demand and solar array output. The battery pack is used to 

handle the currents of acceleration and regenerative braking. The battery also allows the 

car to store solar energy for later. The teams may begin the race with a full battery pack, 

but once the race starts, the battery is not allowed to be charged by any power source 

other than the sun. The ASC and FSGP have very strict regulations on these batteries. For 

the 2010 ASC, the battery was limited to 25Kg of lithium-ion cells. Due to the potential 

safety risks inherent with the lithium-ion chemistry, the battery pack requires a Battery 
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Protection System to ensure the safety of the battery pack. The proper operation of this 

protective safety system must be demonstrated to the ASC judges or the team will not be 

allowed to race. The BPS system was designed by me with the assistance of a EE464 

senior design team [1]. 

The Solorean also contains a CompactRIO embedded computer system from 

National Instruments that is used to control every aspect of the vehicle’s operation. This 

system can closely monitor the parameters of every vehicle subsystem and record them. 

These datalogs are very useful for optimizing the vehicle for the highest possible 

efficiency. The system also supports realtime wireless telemetry over a radio data link to 

a remote monitoring computer. This allows a team member to closely monitor the 

operation of the vehicle and to give the driver commands such that the limited amount of 

solar energy is used as effectively as possible. 
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Chapter 2  
 

BPS Requirements 

 

Lithium-ion batteries are a modern battery chemistry that can provide much 

higher energy density (generally measured in terms of watt-hours per kilogram); 

however, they are also more unstable and require more advanced electronics to monitor 

them and to ensure safety. The added electrical complexity required to ensure safe 

operation of the lithium-ion batteries is generally a small price to pay for the increased 

battery capacity and lighter weight than the older lead acid or nickel based chemistries. 

The battery system must then include a Battery Protection System (BPS) that must 

monitor the battery pack parameters and ensure that the battery pack is within safe 

operating parameters. The BPS system uses a contactor (basically a large, high current 

relay) to electrically isolate the battery pack from all external circuitry, unless the battery 

parameters are proven to be within the safe range. The system will open the contactor 

(“trip out”, “system trip”, or “protection trip”) when even a single parameter is outside of 

the allowable range. The system monitors the temperature of each module, the voltage of 

each module, and the current. There is an upper and a lower limit for temperature and 

voltage, as well as a maximum charge and discharge current. The protection thresholds 

are provided by the battery cell manufacturer in the battery cell’s datasheet. Almost every 

application of a lithium battery requires a BPS; laptop battery packs and cell phone 

batteries are the most common and there is a wide variety of specialized ICs for this 

application. However, large, high voltage lithium-ion packs, such as those used for solar 

cars and other electric vehicles, are a special case due to being a less common 

application.  
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In terms of the battery system, the terms “battery”, “cell”, and “module” are used 

and can sometimes become confused. A “battery” is the entire battery pack assembly as a 

whole. A battery “cell” is the individual element that is purchased from the battery cell 

manufacturer. In terms of our system, a module is a parallel connection of individual 

cells. The battery pack itself is comprised of multiple modules connected in series. In 

terms of the monitoring electronics, the terms “cell” and “module” may be used 

interchangeably. This is due to the fact that multiple cells connected in parallel function 

essentially identically to a single cell with the amp-hour capacity and current handling 

capability of each of the individual cells added together.  

 

The BPS system generally also incorporates other functions which would make it 

a Battery Management System (BMS). The BMS also outputs battery data to the 

vehicle’s control system. The data includes the voltage of every module, the temperature 

of every module, and the system current. Our system outputs this data once a second. A 

BMS system can also incorporate a State of Charge (SoC) and State of Health (SoH) 

system. The SoC is essentially a battery “fuel gauge” and represents the capacity 

remaining in the battery pack. The SoC is generally represented as a percentage with 

100% being a completely full battery pack and 0% being a totally depleted pack. The 

SoC algorithm monitors the battery parameters during charge and discharge to calculate 

the energy stored in the battery pack. The SoH is used to monitor the health of the battery 

pack. Batteries eventually decay with use and age that causes them to lose capacity and 

gain higher internal impedance. The SoH algorithm is used to track the degradation of the 

battery pack. It is usually represented as a percentage with 100% being a perfect new 

battery and 0% being a completely worn out pack. 
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A BMS can also contain a battery balancing system. Due to manufacturing 

differences in the battery cells and temperature gradients in the battery enclosure, 

eventually the battery cells may become out of balance. Ideally, every series module will 

contain an identical state of charge and be at the same voltage. An out of balance battery 

pack contains modules with a range of states of charge and terminal voltages. Since the 

battery module with the highest voltage is the limiting factor when charging the battery 

(since the system will trip out on any cell hitting the high voltage limit) and the lowest 

cell voltage is the limiting factor when discharging. Thus, the battery imbalance will 

reduce the effective capacity of the battery pack. A battery balancing system is additional 

circuitry under the control of the BMS that is used to equalize the charge on the battery 

modules. Most existing lithium-ion battery systems (such as laptop batteries and electric 

vehicles) contain battery balancing. Cell phones generally do not have battery balancing 

since they only use a single cell. The individual cells connected in parallel in the car’s 

battery module do not need individual balancing since their permanent parallel 

connection ensures that they all have an identical terminal voltage.  

 

The following list of system requirements are primarily driven by the ASC 

regulations [2]. They have also been shaped by the previous experiences of the UTSVT 

organization. 

 

2.1  MANDATORY  

These requirements are absolutely required. The UTSVT cannot successfully 

enter the FSGP/ASC competition unless all of these requirements are met. Failure to meet 

these requirements would constitute a failure of the system. 
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• Comply with ASC2010 regulations 

o “actively” monitor and protect against overvoltage, undervoltage, 

overtemperature, and overcurrent (charge and discharge) at the module level 

o isolate the battery in the event of a fault 

o provide isolation of the battery via a mechanical contactor (non-latching type) 

o latch into the tripped state in the event of a fault until reset (i.e., system must 

not automatically reengage the contactor when a temporary fault is removed) 

o must be contained entirely within the battery enclosures 

o any settings or programming access must be able to be sealed off by the race 

officials (putting the system in the battery enclosure would satisfy this most of 

the time). The system cannot be reprogrammed or protection thresholds 

altered without opening the battery enclosure. If the system can be 

reprogrammed over the normal communications channels, then there must be 

some sort of switch that must be flipped to enable programming. 

o battery voltage sense lines must be fused at the battery and draw less than 1 

mA. The fuses must also be rated for the DC voltage of the battery pack. 

o trip on a disconnected sense line (or blown voltage sense fuse) 

o must be testable by ASC judges with externally applied cell voltages, currents, 

and temperatures 

• System must draw no current (or a very negligible current, on par with battery self 

discharge) from the battery pack when “off”. 

• System must be able to operate continuously without errors. Errors would primarily 

consist of falsely tripping out when the battery is actually within specifications and 

failing to trip when the battery is out of specifications (a very dangerous fault). 
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• System should be reasonably free of “false trips” (a false trip is when the system trips 

even though the battery is safely within specifications) 

• Circuitry should be “safe” (i.e., proper use of fuses. BPS should not overheat and 

catch on fire!) 

• Digital systems should incorporate a hardware watchdog to guard against the 

software locking up with the contactor “on” and failing to trip during a later fault 

• A balancing system, if implemented, should have a similar watchdog timer and/or 

shut down in hardware when the BPS is turned off. 

• All critical BPS hardware must be hardwired. No “wireless” system will be 

acceptable. 

 

2.2  IMPORTANT  

These requirements are not needed to enter the solar car competition, but failure 

to meet these requirements would make successful completion of the race quite difficult. 

Basically, these requirements should be thought of as mandatory, unless there is an 

emergency situation (such as running out of time to complete the BPS project) where 

some requirements need to be dropped in favor of the above listed absolutely mandatory 

ones. 

• Provide a telemetry output that provide at a bare minimum 

o voltage of each module 

o temperature of each module 

o current 

• Provide the above telemetry at a rate of at least 1 Hz. 

• Provide the data in a format easy for the car’s existing cRIO system to handle. 
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• Consume power from an external source as opposed to operating from its own 

batteries. 

• Protection limits can be modified and the number of monitored battery cells can be 

changed easily to facilitate using the same system on a different battery pack (i.e., 

keep the same BPS system design on next year’s car) 

• BPS system must have robust environmental specifications to deal with the solar car 

vehicular environment (high temperature, high vibration, etc.) 

• BPS should be robust electrically to avoid damage from ESD or improper connection. 

We want to avoid the limitation of the old BOSCH system in the Solar Steer where 

the voltage sense lines needed to all be connected at exactly the same time or the 

module would be damaged. 

• System must be able to operate in an electrically noisy environment (near the power 

electronics of an electric vehicle) without fault. Conversely, it must not radiate an 

excessive amount of noise of its own. 

• Unit “boot up” time should be minimal. 

• System hardware and software should be well documented to enable future 

modifications. 

• Use of “special” or “hard to find” or “long lead time” components must be minimized 

or eliminated. 

• The low voltage system (power to the BPS and telemetry output) must be galvanicaly 

isolated from the high voltage system (the main battery). 
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2.3 OPTIONAL  

The following requirements are not necessary for the solar car race, but would be 

“nice to haves.” It is not critical to implement them. In the face of limited development 

time, developing the following features should not be pursued if it detracts engineering 

resources from the above mandatory or important requirements. On the other hand, even 

if the following requirements are not met by the system, it should be designed in such a 

way that does not preclude their future addition.   

• Provide support for balancing. 

• Provide self-diagnostics 

• Provide built-in datalogging 

• Provide built-in timestamping 

• Provide the equivalent of the Ford “inertial fuel pump switch” (BPS will also trip on a 

large acceleration (an impact) or an overturned vehicle) 

• Provide support for monitoring an auxiliary/bootstrap battery (provided it is in the 

same enclosure as the BPS) 

• Provide a built in state of charge estimation algorithm 

• Provide a built in state of health estimation algorithm 

• Have a built in usage meter (that logs total hours on the battery, contactor trips,etc.)  
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Chapter 3  
 

Review of Previous BPS Systems 

 

3.1 SOLAR STEER BOSCH SYSTEM 

The Solar Steer used a battery pack commercially custom assembled by 

GAIA/I+ME ACTIA. GAIA included a prototype BMS/BPS system by BOSCH. We 

attribute most of this system’s problems to it being a prototype system that was still under 

development at the time. 

 

3.1.1 Overview 

This system consisted of a single master module and four slave boards. The 

master module also contained the current sensor and the contactor driver. The slave 

modules each monitored one “module”, which consisted of 6 series cells (the cells were 

large circular types, about the size of a soda can). The slave modules could monitor up to 

10 cell voltages (such that a system with a single master and slave would suffice for a 42 

volt automotive pack. A 42V system was proposed for future vehicle use in luxury 

vehicles and mild hybrids, but has not gained very much acceptance.) and 2 temperatures.  

 

A four wire bus connected the slaves to the master. Two of these wires were for 

power (for the RS485 isolators), the other two were for RS485 communications. The 

slaves were not isolated from their own batteries and were, in fact, powered from their 

own battery cells. There was galvanic isolation applied at the RS485 connection of the 

slaves. The slaves used the “flying capacitor” scheme to monitor the cell voltages. They 
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also implemented resistive pull-down balancing. The slave microcontroller was a simple, 

low power Microchip PIC16LF74. 

 

The master board used a single higher powered ARM type device. It also had an 

integral hall-effect current sensor from Vacuumschmelze (VAC), part number N4644-

X101. This device has two ranges: a low current range and a high current range. 

 

The master had two power inputs: “BMS” and “IGNITION”. The BMS source is 

used to power up the actual master unit. With only BMS energized, the system will 

output battery data but the main contactor will not energize. When the “IGNITION” line 

is energized, the main contactor is closed (if the battery parameters are within spec). The 

system was originally intended to be able to power the master from its own cells, but this 

was not desirable in the solar car and the Solar Steer’s battery pack voltage is too high to 

do this.  

 

The master has an RS232 and a CAN communication port. The system is intended 

to be used with the CAN port (with the RS232 port being used for diagnostics and 

debugging), but the UTSVT has never been able to get it to work. Instead, the team 

communicated with the RS232 port. The system will output data on the RS232 port once 

a second with all of the readings.  

 

The system did have some issues. Firstly, the slaves were very particular about 

the connection sequence of the voltage sense leads. If the leads are not connected at 

exactly the same time, the slave can be damaged. Also, during periods of long storage, 

the power draw of the slaves can drain the battery. There were also some problems with 
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one of the slave modules: the module would sometimes become quite hot when the 

system was switched off and in a few cases this has caused cells to become damaged due 

to overdischarging – we think that this issue was due to a potential lack of a watchdog 

timer on cell balancing combined with powering down the master module. My theory 

was that the system was designed with the assumption that the master would always be 

powered up. The documentation indicated that the master would wake up from a sleep 

state once every 10 minutes while the system was “off’ to re-evaluate the battery 

parameters and to issue the slaves new commands. I believe the issue arises when a slave 

is commanded to discharge a battery module and then the master is powered down – the 

slave may then continue to discharge that battery cell indefinitely. I believe that there was 

a CAN bus command that was used to safely enter a total power down state, but the 

UTSVT has never been able to get the CAN communications to work. 
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3.1.2 Lessons Learned 

• Good Ideas 

o Dual range current sensor. This provides greater accuracy at small battery 

currents (such as during normal operation). 

o The Master-slave architecture with a RS485 bus minimizes the wiring in a 

multiple-box battery system. 

• Bad Ideas 

o self-powered modules that can cause a drain on cells that they are monitoring 

o Apparent lack of watchdog timer on cell balancing? 

o Slaves that are damaged when the voltage monitoring leads are not connected 

all at the same time. 

 

3.2 ORIGINAL  SOLOREAN BPS SYSTEM  

This system was originally designed by Jerome Powell, a former UTSVT team 

member, and his senior design team. A picture of the system while sitting on the table is 

shown in figure 3.1. After having some issues with the BOSCH BPS, the UTSVT 

decided to build our own BPS. The logic was that, even if the homegrown system had 

some problems, we would at least know how to fix it. 
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Figure 3.1: Original cRIO based BPS 

3.2.1 Overview 

This system was based entirely on the NI cRIO. The system had the advantage of 

being able to monitor each battery module voltage and temperature. It also calculated the 

state of charge on a per-module basis. It also had a very unique active balancing system. 

The system used 4 NI9206 16 channel differential input modules for analog voltage 

sensing, and two 32 channel digital IO modules, as shown in figure 3.2. The main battery 

pack was split into two smaller battery packs that were series-connected for packaging 

and weight distribution reasons. The cRIO BPS was also divided into a “left” and a 

“right”. 
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Figure 3.2: High-level block diagram of the cRIO based BPS system. 

The system monitored the voltages via the NI modules. Since each NI input 

module is isolated from each other, each of the two battery boxes had a voltage sensing 

module connected to centerpoint of that battery string. The system then measured the 

voltage at each point in the pack. Since the input module only had a maximum voltage 

range of 10 volts, precision resistor dividers, as shown in figure 3.3, were used to scale 

down the voltage of the junction points further from the center of the pack. The system 

then subtracted the voltages to obtain the voltage of each module. 
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Figure 3.3: cRIO based BPS high level diagram 

Temperature was monitored with AD592CN temperature sensor ICs with the 

output monitored by another set of analog input modules. Current was monitored via a 

pair of Tamura L08P temperature sensors, a 50A and a 150A part. This allowed for 

greater accuracy at lower currents.  The system also measured the balancing system 

current via more hall-effect current sensors. The program would then superimpose both 

currents to arrive at the total current for that module. 
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Figure 3.4: DC-DC and relay based active cell balancing scheme  

The battery balancing system, as shown in figure 3.4, used a DC-DC converter to 

inject current, up to 30A, into any particular battery module. The DC-DC converter was 

powered from the car’s main HV bus, and therefore, the entire battery string. A relay 

network was used to connect the output of the DC-DC converter to the desired module. 

The software looked for the module with the lowest state of charge and then charged it 

until it was inline with the battery pack’s average state of charge. When all of the module 

states of charges are within a certain limit, the balancing system is disabled. 

 

The system used a myriad of D-sub cables to connect the cRIO to the battery 

pack. The system also had multiple grounds which caused much confusion. The race 

officials also took issue with the system due to the cRIO being located external to the 

actual battery enclosures and the ability for us to remotely reprogram the protection 

thresholds. The race officials accepted the system for the FSGP2009, but it would not be 
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acceptable in future races. The regulations were changed for 2010 to include a new 

requirement that the BPS system must be independent and must be inside the battery 

enclosure. . The system did have a rather annoying habit of blowing some of the sense 

fuses, seemingly at random. Fuse number 21 seemed to have a much higher probability of 

failing than the others. It also happened to be on the sense line connected to the common 

terminal of one of the voltage sensing modules. The current theory, according to Jerome 

Powell, is that fuses are blown when the isolated grounds momentarily lose their 

isolation. I believe this was caused by the ground shields of the connectors and the cables 

leading back to the cRIO panel’s metal connector bracket. This fuse blowing issue was 

never solved.  

 

3.2.2 Lessons Learned 

• Good Ideas 

o Monitoring temperature for each individual module 

o Active DC-DC converter balancing system 

o LabView based system makes programming changes easy. 

• Bad Ideas 

o multiple grounds leading to confusion and mystery fuse blowing  

o BPS integrated with cRIO leading to race regulations issue 

o Resistor divider voltage sensing can lead to inaccuracies. 
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Chapter 4  
 

BPS System Architecture Options 

 

The following options affect the high-level organization of the protection system. 

The overall system architecture needs to be decided upon before other engineering 

decisions can be made. 

 

4.1 RE-IMPLEMENT PREVIOUS SYSTEM ON SINGLE BOARD CRIO 

This would be a rather simple option, at least initially. The system would not need 

a complete re-design; only a re-package. The NI single board cRIO is essentially a 

compact RIO controller and chassis on one circuit board, with some integrated analog 

and digital IO, in addition to connectors for standard C-series IO modules which  are used 

on regular cRIO [3]. Since the entire system must be located inside the battery boxes, and 

we have two battery boxes, there are two options: One, the single board cRIO can be in 

one battery box, and a large cable that carries analog sense lines from the other box to the 

box with the single board cRIO. The other solution would be to use two single board 

cRIOs, one in each box. Besides the added cost and power consumption of using two 

single board cRIO’s, they must be connected in some way to communicate with each 

other. The natural choice for this would be Ethernet, but the Ethernet switch would also 

be used by the car’s control cRIO, touchscreen, and radio modem; this could cause the 

system to violate the “completely standalone” and “inside the battery enclosure” aspects 

of the rules. An NI cRIO “expander chassis” could be used as well. The expander chassis 

is a cRIO backplane with an Ethernet connection and no integrated controller. It connects 
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with a host cRIO over Ethernet and basically just adds extra IO modules to that cRIO 

system. This could be coupled with a cRIO that has two Ethernet ports to get around the 

“completely standalone” regulation (one cRIO Ethernet port is used to communicate with 

the rest of the car, while the other is used to communicate with the expander chassis).  

 

This system will also impose a power penalty, due to the team wanting to use a 

cRIO for the overall car control/telemetry/datalogging; powering multiple compactRIOs 

would be a very expensive for our power budget on a solar car. It also brings along most 

of the disadvantages of the Solorean’s original system without the benefits of being a 

single, integrated system In all, the use of the single board cRIO has many negatives and 

the only reason it was suggested was to avoid creating an entirely new system from 

scratch 

 

4.2 MICROCONTROLLER PER CELL  

This system architecture is imposed by the “one microcontroller per cell” voltage 

input scheme. This causes the system architecture to be tied to voltage measurement 

architecture for the most part. This architecture is also discussed in the “individual 

microcontroller per cell” under “voltage” in the “input schemes” section. 

 

The individual microcontrollers can be used only as voltage “sensors”, or they can 

also monitor temperature. A simple system could operate like the analog comparator 

system where each microcontroller could give an “OK” or “FAULT” output that would 

be ORed or ANDed together (presumably some sort of optical isolating) to drive the 

contactor. 
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More advanced systems would output actual serial data from the microcontrollers. 

Presumably there would be some sort of a master that “reads” the data from the 

microcontrollers on each cell to control the contactor and communicate telemetry outside 

of the BPS. Presumably the individual microcontrollers would either shift the data up and 

down the “chain” or they would each have optically isolated access to the central data 

bus. Both of these issues involve addressing issues. This architecture was discounted 

primarily for the programming and communications issues, and is discussed further in the 

“microcontroller per cell” section of voltage input schemes. 

 

4.3 SINGLE HIGH POWERED M ICROCONTROLLER  

This was the original design idea when I was originally starting to mentally 

design this system in the summer of 2009. A single, powerful microcontroller would 

communicate with various sensor boards over a parallel (address and data bus that also 

has a read/write and clock signal) and/or an SPI or I2C network. The original idea would 

use a microcontroller such as an ARM or a dsPIC to communicate with an Linear 

Technologies or Analog Devices BMS IC (see voltage input schemes section) and use a 

parallel data bus to communicate with voltage sensing boards.  

 

A preliminary design was fleshed out that would use a dsPIC30F6014A master 

along with a temperature slave board using a Maxim MAX199 serial ADC that 

communicated with the master over a parallel interface. This system was developed to the 

point of a complete schematic and PCB file for the temperature board (none ordered) and 

a listing of hardware and pin assignments for the dsPIC master. This is detailed further in 

the appendix “Original BPS Design Documents.”  
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The original reasoning behind going with a single large microcontroller as 

opposed to the master-slave microcontroller system (see next section) was to avoid any 

microcontroller to microcontroller communication, programming of multiple 

microcontrollers, and especially of any form of “network bus” or CAN bus. This was due 

to the solar car team’s bad experiences with the CAN bus (see description of the original 

BOSCH system in the Solar Steer). Also, it was believed to be simpler to program a 

single microcontroller, which is good considering that neither I, nor many other people 

on the solar car team, are experienced embedded programmers.  

 

This idea was eventually scrapped for the master-slave microcontroller system 

due to the complexity of the added hardware quickly mounting. It became obvious that 

this system would become clumsy and difficult to expand. It was not very modular. Also, 

my internship in the summer of 2009 has me working on and debugging code that dealt 

with master-slave RS485 communications, which greatly alleviated my fears of this 

setup.  

 

Having to do it all over again, I would still most likely go with the master-slave 

architecture, but a system using a single ARM microcontroller and the daisy-chain SPI 

interface Analog Devices BMS IC (which includes built in temperature inputs for every 

voltage input, unlike the Linear part) would get serious consideration. This hypothetical 

system should be quite simple and inexpensive, quite perfect for a production application. 

However, it would not be quite as modular and expandable as the current master-slave 

system. Also, the temperature sensing would most likely not be as accurate as that 

provided by the current system’s (relatively expensive) temperature slave boards.  
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4.4 MASTER-SLAVE M ICROCONTROLLER SYSTEM  

This system architecture uses a “master” microcontroller that communicates with 

a small number of “slave” microcontrollers. The slave microcontrollers are assigned 

some number of battery cells to monitor. The slave microcontrollers will then acquire the 

cell temperature and voltage data, and pass it on to the master microcontroller. The slave 

microcontrollers could also convert the acquired data from raw ADC counts into proper 

engineering units (volts, degrees) and apply the appropriate calibration coefficients. Since 

there is a single current for the entire battery pack, the current sensor would either be a 

separate slave or would be integrated into the master. 

 

A communications system is required to link the master to the slaves. One option 

would be a common bus, such as a CAN or RS485. This requires that each slave have a 

unique address assigned to it. Another option would be to have the master connect to one 

slave, and then have that slave connect to the next slave down the line (each slave has an 

“upstream” and a “downstream” port) in a daisy-chain fashion. In this system, the slaves 

can be addressed automatically by their position in the chain. The LTC6802 battery stack 

monitor uses a similar daisy chain self-addressing scheme when being used in a multiple-

IC configuration [4]. The downside to this “daisy-chain” network architecture is that the 

slaves now need two communications ports, and a failed slave in the middle of the stack 

will break off communications with the rest of the slaves. 

 

The slaves can be powered by an outside source (such as an external power 

supply, or from the master board with the power being carried alongside the 

communications bus) or be powered directly from the batteries that are being monitored. 

The second option eliminates the issue of having to wire power to the slaves, but it 
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requires that the slaves be low power, and also requires that the slaves shut down into a 

low-power “sleep” mode when the battery system is turned off. The Solar Steer’s 

BOSCH system worked this way by powering the slave microcontroller modules from 

the cells that they are measuring. 

 

4.5 ANALOG COMPARATOR SYSTEM  

This system was conceived as a (conceptually) simple bare-minimum system. 

This system would provide only battery protection functionality to meet the regulations. 

This system is not capable of providing any telemetry or diagnostics. The only reason the 

thought of such a system was entertained is that it would be very simple to construct. The 

idea was that it could be used as a fall-back plan if the primary BPS design does not get 

finished in time. If the design of the main, digital BPS system seems hopeless about a 

month or so away from the race, the analog system could be built to at least make the 

race. No telemetry or diagnostics from the battery pack would be a serious handicap on 

the race, but at least this system would be adequate to get the team at least into the race. 

The analog system also has the disadvantage of being completely hardwired which will 

make any changes to the system very difficult. The analog system will also generally 

have a very high parts count. 

 

This system would use a set of three or four comparators per battery cell, one for 

over-temperature, under-temperature (optional), and two for over and under voltage, plus 

a pair of comparators for overcurrent (charge and discharge). The outputs of the 

comparators will be combined (ORed or ANDed) into a single “fault”/”OK” line which 

will be used to control the contactor. Logic will need to be provided to ensure that in the 
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event of a fault, the contactor will latch off instead of re-close upon the removal of the 

fault.  

 

I have not formally designed this system, only thrown around some ideas in my 

head as to how it would operate. The “BS-BPS” used in the summer of 2009 for the 

bootstrap system (see description later on) was a simple analog BPS, and I would use it 

as a design starting point. As the digital BPS described in this paper materialized and 

came to fruition, it became obvious that the digital system would work and the “analog 

fallback” would thankfully not be needed. Multiple comparator ICs such as the LM393 

(dual) and LM339 (quad) would be employed. I would divide the system into 

current/temperature sensing and voltage sensing because the current and temperature 

could be galvanically isolated from the battery stack via proper choice of sensors while 

voltage cannot. I would use the Tamura hall-effect current sensor fed into a pair of 

comparators (LM393) for current. The two comparators would be fed a charge and 

discharge voltage limit via a pair of trimpots. The entire current and temperature 

comparator assembly would be powered from a bipolar 15V supply (typical for op-amps) 

and the TL431 “programmable zener” to provide a bipolar set of voltage references 

(probably +/- 5 volts or 10 volts). The negative reference would only be used for 

discharge current. The temperatures would be individually sent into individual 

comparators for each cell (banks of LM339?) using either thermistors or AD592 to 

provide a voltage relative to temperature. A single trimpot would be used to set an 

overtemperature threshold.  
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Since LM393 and LM339 are open-collector outputs, they can be set up to output 

LOW in the event of a fault, and these fault outputs can be tied together simply by 

paralleling all outputs. 

 

I can see two ways to monitor the voltage: 

The cell voltage would be monitored in groups of 6 cells. Each group would have 

12 comparators (3x LM339). These modules would have their “common” connected to 

the center point of the 6 cells (three cells above, three cells below). Then a set of 6 

instrumentation amplifiers (most likely 3 dual units, such as the TI INI2128) would be 

used to translate the voltages to be relative to the module common. There would be a 

TL431 reference and a pair of trimpots to set over and under voltage limits per module. 

Each module would use an isolated DC-DC converter module for power. The outputs of 

each comparator would be summed together and coupled via an opto-isolator to the 

temperature/current system. 

 

The other system would use a pair of comparators per cell. The comparator would 

be powered by the cells that they are measuring. A TL431 would be used as a voltage 

reference and a pair of trimpots will set the voltage thresh-holds. The unit will also use 

two opto-couplers. One would be used to energize the comparator and voltage reference 

when the system is “on”, while the other one would be used to output the fault/OK signal. 
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Chapter 5  
 

BPS Signal Input Schemes 

 

The BPS needs input sensors to monitor the battery module’s current, voltages, 

and temperatures. There are many different choices of potential sensors for each. 

 

5.1 VOLTAGE  

The voltage sensing is used to monitor the voltage of the battery modules. This 

has generally been the most difficult battery parameter to measure. 

 

5.1.1 Requirements 

• galvanic isolation from main battery pack. 

• Monitoring of each series module voltage is mandatory. 

• must be externally testable as per NASC regulations 

• trip on open wire or blown sense fuse 

• draw less than 1 ma from battery (preferably no current draw). 

• accuracy and resolution as high as possible (for the state of charge algorithm). 

 

5.1.2 Approaches 

5.1.2.1 Individual isolation amplifier per module 

This was the first approach Jerome Powell, a former UTSVT team member and 

the creator of the original cRIO BPS, thought about for the cRIO based BPS. It is the 
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simplest conceptually. Each cell has an isolation amplifier that provides galvanic 

isolation and feeds the cell voltage into a multichannel ADC. The input of the isolation 

amplifier is referenced to each cell and the output of the isolation amplifier is referenced 

to LV ground for the ADC. Isolation amplifiers from Analog Devices and Texas 

Instruments were investigated. This method was discounted for power consumption and 

cost reasons. While one isolation amplifier is not excessively expensive or power hungry, 

an array of them, one per battery module, would be very expensive and consume the 

majority of the power used by the system. Each isolation amplifier would require an 

isolated power supply at the input. With the Analog Devices parts, this is provided 

internally by an integral DC-DC converter. The TI parts require an external DC-DC 

converter (and are thus smaller and cheaper). This would either be an array of small DC-

DC converters (inefficient and expensive) or a single multiple-output DC-DC converter. 

This can be realized either with a single transformer that has multiple secondaries, each 

with its own rectifier and filter, or a single driver powering multiple single secondary 

transformers. This power solution would require more engineering that simply using 

many small DC-DC modules. 

 

5.1.2.2 Resistor divider chain 

This approach was used in Jerome’s cRIO BPS. Two 16 channel “AI Fuel Cell” 

16-bit ADC modules were used in the cRIO for cell voltage. Each cRIO module is 

galvanicaly isolated from the cRIO and every other module. But the 16 channels on the 

module are not isolated from each other. Each input line needs to be within 10 volts of 

the module common. Instead of measuring the voltage on each cell, we measure the 

voltage of each point (junction between two cells). Then we subtract the adjacent 

readings to get the voltage of a cell. The common of the module is connected to the 
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middle of the pack. The first few cells up and down from this point is within the common 

mode range of the module, but higher (and lower) cell junctions need to have their 

voltage attenuated in a resistor divider before being sensed. The impedance of these 

dividers is designed to be high enough that the current draw on the batteries is small 

enough to be on the same order as the self-discharge. An issue with this is that, since the 

cell voltage reading of one of the “end” most cells is based on the voltages of all of 

“lower” cells, the error adds up. The system, even when using 0.1% precision resistors, 

had some error at the cells further from the middle. Also, the system had multiple isolated 

“grounds” which was rather confusing to troubleshoot. [5] 

 

5.1.2.3  “Flying capacitor” 

This was the approach used by the Solar Steer’s BOSCH system. This system 

uses a multiplexer IC to connect a high-quality capacitor to the cell to be measured, 

thereby charging the capacitor to the same voltage as the cell, and then quickly 

reconnecting this capacitor to the input of the ADC. The operation of this system was 

determined by studying the slave boards from the old BOSCH system. They had two 

Maxim MAX307 ICs (essentially a dual-pole, 8 throw logic-controlled solid state switch 

[6]), each with a .47uf, high quality film capacitor (this large red WIMA through-hole 

part is unmistakable amidst the small surface mount components used elsewhere in the 

board) connected to the common point of the dual-switch. This allows a single ADC, 

referenced to the bottom of a particular group of cells (the BOSCH slave module handled 

10 cells), to monitor all cell voltages without isolation issues. Each slave module will 

need to be galvanically isolated from each other. Larger systems will need to either use 

separate microcontroller slaves, or multiple ADCs with galvanic isolation. 
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5.1.2.4 Specialized battery stack monitor IC 

This approach uses an ASIC specifically designed to monitor a large high voltage 

battery stack. These chips are generally designed to interface to a microcontroller over a 

peripheral bus such as SPI and act as a specialized AD converter. They generally also 

include a “stacking” interface which allows several chips to be daisychained to work as 

one large “virtual” chip with many inputs. They generally also have provisions for battery 

balancing as well. [4][7] 

 

These ICs are a relatively new development, coming to market at around the time 

Jerome finished his BPS system. When I was beginning to start designing my system (in 

the end of the summer through the fall of 2009), there were only two ICs that were 

generally available: the LTC6802 from Linear Devices and the AD7280 from Analog 

Devices. While other similar ASICs may have been around, they were not commonly 

available and orderable by small customers (if they existed, they were internal parts or 

only available to large OEMs). Currently (Spring 2011), Linear has released their second 

revision of the battery stack monitor (LTC6803) and Texas Instruments has released their 

version as well. 

 

5.1.2.5 Large common mode range instrumentation amplifiers 

An instrumentation amplifier with a large, high voltage, common mode range can 

be used to translate the module voltage readings to a common reference such that they 

can be digitized by an analog to digital converter. An instrumentation amplifier such as 

the LT1990 from Linear Technologies has a common mode voltage range of +/- 250V. 

The A123 “KillaCycle” BMS uses this topology using the LT1990. [8] 
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5.1.2.6 Microcontroller per cell 

The microcontroller per cell system architecture goes hand-in-hand with this 

voltage sensing scheme. Under this scheme, a microcontroller is used for each 

cell/module, powered by its own module. The microcontroller then uses it’s built in ADC 

to digitize the cell voltage. Since the microcontroller is referenced to the cell it is 

measuring, and the measurement range is small, this is a simple task. Each 

microcontroller will, however, need a voltage reference to reference the ADC reading to. 

 

5.1.2.7 More esoteric means 

While there are most certainly other methods of monitoring battery pack voltages, 

the above listed methods are the more common ones. I will restrict my choice of voltage 

sensing to the above methods. 

 

5.1.3 My choice and implementation 

I chose the Linear LTC6802-1 IC due to its accuracy and simplicity. I chose the 

Linear part over the Analog Devices part due to its apparent higher popularity and the 

fact that it can monitor twice as many cells as the Analog Devices part. The LTC6802 

was implemented according to its datasheet application note as the “Voltage Slave 

Board.” This board is described in greater detail in the BPS hardware section.  

 

5.2 CURRENT 

The current sensor is responsible for measuring the current into and out of the 

battery pack. Since the battery pack is a series connection of modules, there only needs to 

be one current sensor. 
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5.2.1 Requirements 

• galvanic isolation from main battery pack 

• must be testable as per NASC regulations 

• must be able to measure current in both directions 

• must be as accurate as possible, especially at the lower amperages where the car is 

usually operated (for the state of charge algorithm) 

 

5.2.2 Approaches 

5.2.2.1 Shunt 

A shunt is basically a precision, small value resistor. The typical shunt is a block 

with two pairs of terminals: a large pair for the high current connections, and a smaller 

pair used to measure the voltage dropped across the shunt. Typical shunts have a 50 milli-

volt voltage drop at full scale current, and therefore pose minimum voltage drop 

problems. However, this small voltage requires amplification before being digitized. This 

requires a high gain amplifier to provide good resolution at low currents. This means that 

the amplifier must also have low drift, accurate gain, and very low offset. The shunt itself 

also does not provide galvanic isolation, so it must be provided by the shunt’s signal 

conditioning circuitry. This can be done either with an analog isolation amplifier (such as 

the TI ISO-122/ISO-124), or with a separate ADC and a digital isolator between the ADC 

and the microcontroller. Both will require an isolated power supply as well. This means 

that using a “simple” shunt actually turns into a rather complicated analog design 

problem. 
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5.2.2.2 Hall-effect device 

A hall-effect current sensor is a solid state device that uses the hall-effect to 

measure the magnetic field produced by current flowing in a nearby conductor. Our 

discussion will be restricted to the integrated kind of sensor that provides a hole for a 

wire to be passed through, and then outputs a signal proportional to the current flowing. 

Other types are also available, such as devices which contain the sensing conductor 

within the package (such as the ACS714), and other devices which measure the current in 

a specially-laid-out PCB trace running under the device. 

 

The original Solorean BPS team got the idea to use the hall-effect current sensor 

from the original BOSCH BPS system. The BOSCH system used a hall-effect device 

specifically designed for electric vehicle battery packs manufactured by 

Vacuumschmelze (VAC). Its unique feature is that it contains two sensor elements: a 

high current full scale sensor, as well as a more precise small scale sensor. This allows 

one sensor to monitor the full range of battery currents, but also have superior accuracy at 

the small currents where the system is typically operated. [9] The original BMS team also 

got the idea of a low and a high range sensor from the dual-sensor nature of the 

Vacuumschmelze part. [5] I have not been able to find a significantly better sensor than 

the Tamura L08P series sensors used by the original BMS team. The final choice of 

sensor is discussed further in the “My Choice and Implementation” section. 

 

The original Solorean BPS team tried to use the same Vacuumschmelze current 

sensor as the BOSCH system, but it proved to be difficult to obtain and the 

documentation was in German and did not seem to be very detailed. This part seemed to 
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be meant for OEM use where the OEM would deal with the manufacture’s engineers 

directly.   

 

5.2.2.3 Magnetoresistive 

This sensor, externally, seems to operate similarly to a hall-effect device, but the 

physical principals behind its operation are different. It also has the advantage of being 

galvanically isolated (since it, just like the hall-effect device, is measuring the magnetic 

field that the current flow is generating). The devices from Sensitec looked promising, 

however, they have the disadvantage (at least for our application) of having an integral 

current conductor meant for PCB mounting as opposed to having an opening for a current 

carrying conductor to pass through.  

 

5.2.3 My choice and implementation 

Hall-effect sensors from Tamura were used. The main reason we chose them is 

that they are inherently galvanically isolated without any additional circuitry. We decided 

to use the dual-sensor technique used by the previous cRIO BPS. We also looked at the 

BBautomaco CYHCS-D4V. This device has a pinout compatible with the Tamura device, 

but is a closed loop device with a better accuracy. However, BBautomaco would not 

respond to inquiries about purchasing devices. 

 

5.3 TEMPERATURE  

The temperature sensing system is used to monitor the temperature of the battery 

system to detect overheating. 
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5.3.1 Requirements 

• must be galvanically isolated from the battery pack 

• must be externally testable as per ASC regulations 

• must be as accurate as possible (the temperature limit of lithium ion batteries is 

uncomfortably close to the ambient conditions during a Texas summer. A more 

accurate sensor with a lower margin of error will provide us with more temperature 

range margin) 

 

5.3.2 Approaches 

5.3.2.1 Thermocouple 

This was the original approach intended to be used by Jerome’s team. They later 

switched to AD592CN ICs when they encountered some of the issues of using 

thermocouples.  

 

A thermocouple is a bi-metallic junction that generates a voltage difference 

proportional to the temperature. Thermocouples have the advantage of being inexpensive, 

rugged, and covering a large temperature range. They have the disadvantage of requiring 

specialized wiring and connectors for peak accuracy, require a cold-junction 

compensation, and require a special thermocouple amplifier and conditioning circuit. 

They also have a lower accuracy of a few degrees Celsius. [10]  

 

5.3.2.2 Thermistor 

A thermistor is a specialized resistor that has a calibrated temperature coefficient. 

While they are available in both positive and negative temperature coefficients (termed 
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PTC and NTC, respectively). These typically come with calibration curves in the 

datasheet giving the relationship between temperature and resistance. This relationship is 

usually not linear, but the dsPIC software can linearize it by interpolating between a few 

points. The advantage of the thermistor is its simplicity and inexpensiveness. The 

disadvantages of thermistors are their decreased accuracy. I had difficulty finding ones 

that offered accuracy greater than a few degrees Celsius. [11]   

 

5.3.2.3 Simple PN junction 

The forward voltage drop of a common silicon diode has a known temperature 

dependence. This can be sensed with a simple pull-up resistor to a stable voltage source. 

The advantage of this approach is that cheap diodes can be used and that multiple diodes 

can be paralleled and the reading will be that of the highest temperature sensed [4]. The 

disadvantage is a lower accuracy. 

 

5.3.2.4 RTD 

An RTD is very similar to a thermistor, but an RTD is generally made of a 

wirewound resistance material (such as nichrome or platinum) as opposed to a thermistor 

that is generally a solid resistive mass. RTDs have the advantage of very high accuracy, 

but are very expensive. [12] 

 

5.3.2.5 Specialized temperature sensor IC 

Many temperature sensor ICs are available from a variety of semiconductor 

manufactures. These ICs generally have the advantage of built in linearization and 

factory trimmed calibration.   
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5.3.2.5.1 Analog voltage output 

These ICs generally have two or three terminals. The Microchip MC9700 series 

has three pins: power, ground, and a voltage output. The voltage output is a calibrated 

representation of the temperature of the chip’s die. Other ICs might be only two pins 

which require a pull-up resistor and act like a forward biased diode with a voltage drop 

proportional to temperature. These have the advantages of temperature sensor ICs and are 

very easy to interface to an AD converter, but have the disadvantage of being susceptible 

to voltage drop errors and noise pickup when used with long wires. [13] 

 

5.3.2.5.2 Analog current output 

These ICs are two terminal devices that allow a certain amount of current to pass. 

They act like a current source. They do require a minimum voltage to operate. They can 

be connected to a fixed voltage rail with a precision load resistor, and then the voltage 

read across this resistor (this was used in Jerome’s BPS). [5]. They can also be operated 

into a virtual earth of a transimpedance amplifier (see the temperature input conditioning 

section of the slave temperature board). The AD592CN current mode IC was used in the 

previous BPS, and provides a current of 1 uA per degree Kelvin with a maximum error of 

0.5 degrees Celsius. [14]. The current mode output has the advantage of being immune to 

voltage drops and most noise. The disadvantage is that the sensing circuitry needs to 

convert the current signal into a voltage signal for the AD converter.  

 

5.3.2.5.3 Digital output 

These ICs come in a variety of busses and protocols. These have the advantage of 

being a purely digital interface (and thus immune to issues such as voltage drops, etc.), 

and not requiring an AD converter. One such example is the DS1820 from Dallas/Maxim 
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semiconductor. This IC uses the “One-Wire” interface where the power for the IC is 

derived from the data line. For our application, we would need to either use one digital IO 

per sensor, or use addressable sensors. Also, our team is made up of mostly hardware 

people who find an analog signal to be simpler to deal with than programming for a 

digital interface. 

 

5.3.3 My choice and implementation 

The new BPS uses the same AD592CN sensors as the previous cRIO based BPS. 

These were the most accurate sensors (0.5 degree Celsius) at a reasonable cost ($10-$12 

each). Many sensors were much cheaper, but had worse accuracies. Also, RTDs were 

available with very impressive accuracies, but at an unacceptable price point. The analog 

current interface was easy to interface with our AD converter and provides noise and 

wiring voltage drop immunity. Using the same sensors as the previous system allowed us 

to keep the original sensors in the battery pack, obviating the need to buy new sensors 

and retrofit the existing pack. 
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Chapter 6  
 

BPS System Overview 

 

 

 
Figure 6.1: BPS System Overview 

The BPS system uses a master-slave microcontroller architecture, as seen in 

figure 6.1, for communications, a battery monitoring ASIC (The LTC6802) for 

monitoring battery voltages, An analog output temperature sensor IC (the AD592CN) for 

monitoring battery temperatures, and a hall-effect device (the Tamura L08P series) for 

measuring current. The system uses slave assemblies to monitor the battery voltages and 

temperatures. Each slave assembly was broken out into a voltage board and a temperature 

board to facilitate modularization and due to PCB size limitations. The voltage board 
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monitors the voltages of the battery pack via the LTC6802 IC which communicates these 

readings via an SPI bus to the temperature board. The temperature board contains the 

slave’s power supply, microcontroller, communications, and the temperature signal 

conditioning circuitry. The master is also broken out into two PCBs for the same reason. 

The master board contains the microcontroller, communications, as well as the contactor 

driver. The current board contains the battery pack current sensor; it communicates its 

readings to the master board as analog signals. The master board’s microcontroller 

monitors the battery pack status to control the protection contactor and relays the battery 

pack readings to the car’s cRIO. 
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Chapter 7  
 

BPS Hardware 

 

The BPS hardware is implemented on printed circuit boards using surface 

mounted parts for reliability and small size. The PCBs are manufactured with 

ExpressPCB using the “MiniBoard” service. This service provides very inexpensive 

PCBs, but the quantity is fixed at three PCBs and the size is fixed to 3.8 by 2.5 inches. 

The cost is about $85 for two layer boards and $110, including shipping, for four layer 

boards, with solder mask and a silkscreen. All BPS boards are ExpressPCB miniboards to 

reduce cost, but standardizing on one PCB size and mounting hole pattern does have the 

side benefit that board mounting is much easier. The voltage and current boards are two 

layer designs, while the temperature and master boards are four layer designs. The four 

layer PCB has two internal planes to distribute power and ground; this makes connections 

to the microcontroller much easier, and makes for a less electrically noisy board as well.  

 

The majority of the schematics for the BPS system are shown in this section while 

the circuit operation is described. All schematics were made in the free ExpressSCH 

software that is bundled with ExpressPCB. In these schematics, an asterisk (*) after a 

component value is used to indicate a high-precision part. Also, signal ports (shown in 

the schematics as rectangular boxes with the signal name and a pointed outlet where the 

wire enters) are used to route signals between pages in the schematic. These are not 

physical connections and are not in the actual PCB – they are just a logical connection to 

link nodes on different pages and to reduce the congestion. Electrically, all signal labels 

with the same name are electricall connected to the same node. The ground and +5V nets 
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are also signal labels; they just have special symbols. In the Master Board and the Current 

Sensor Board, the ground and +5V rail are routed on the internal ground and power 

planes.  Physical connectors on the PCB are indicated as vertical rectangular boxes with 

numbered terminals inside. 

 

7.1 MASTER BOARD HARDWARE  

 The Master Board was one of the later boards to be developed. It was designed, 

together with the Current Slave Board, after the first versions of the Voltage Slave Board 

and Current Slave Board were designed and built. While I sketched out the hand-drawn 

schematics for this board, Archer Finley, a team member in the BPS senior design team, 

laid out the PCB. 
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7.1.1 Power supply 

 

Figure 7.1.1: Master Board power supply schematic 

The Master board handles the entire power for the BPS system. The Master board 

has been designed to operate from a nominal 24V supply (to match the solar car’s main 

LV bus voltage). Since the BPS is a critical part of the solar car, and the main 24V bus is 

supplied by the bootstrap battery pack (with only rudimentary overvoltage protection), 

the BPS must be able to operate over a wide range of voltages. While no formal voltage 

limits were defined, we figured that a minimum voltage range of +/- 20% (19V to 29V) 

would be good, and any extended operation range beyond this would be good as well.  
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The master board power supply, shown in figure 7.1.1, is responsible for 

powering the contactor driver circuitry (unregulated 24V), providing 5V power for the 

digital logic and Current Sensor board, providing a very stable and accurate 4.096V 

reference for the microcontroller’s ADC, 3.3V power for the accelerometer, and 12-15V 

for the slave unit bus (to power the slaves).  

 

The TI DRV102 contactor driver can draw up to 3A of current and during the 

contactor hold phase, it uses PWM, which can produce noise on the power input. For this 

reason, the contactor driver circuitry is powered essentially directly from the input power 

bus. In the above schematic (figure 7.1.1) and in the V1.0 boards, the power for the 

contactor driver is taken after the polyfuse F1. This polyfuse is slightly undersized. When 

V1.1 boards are designed, this polyfuse should be expanded to a larger size (such as an 

1812 sized package), or the contactor should use a separate fuse from the main power 

supply sections. This polyfuse is not meant as a protection of the wire supplying the BPS 

board – that function is taken care of by a traditional fuse in the power distribution board. 

The purpose of this fuse is to reduce the risk of damage to the master board in the event 

of a short circuit, and, along with the anti-parallel diode D19, provide reverse-supply 

protection. The 24V input also passes through a ferrite bead to help with RFI issues, due 

to the possibly long cables to the BPS master board. 

 

A Recom R785.0-0.5 LM7805-compatible switching buck regulator module is 

used to power the 5V rail. [15] This same module is used in the temperature slave board 

as well. Some units may have been assembled with a V-INFINITY (CUI subsidiary) 

V7805-500 substitute [16]. The V-INFINITY and RECOM components are essentially 

identical. The 5V power is distributed via the internal power and ground planes of the 
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PCB (as is done on the temperature slave board). This 5V rail is used for all of the ICs on 

the master board (except for the TI DRV102 and the accelerometer), and also provides 

power for the current sensor board. 

 

The power for the slave assemblies is provided by a Recom R7812-0.5 or a 

Recom R7815-0.5. This is, like the 5V buck converter module, a 12V or 15V output high 

efficiency buck converter. The power module is connected similarly to how the 5V 

module is connected. The 12 or 15V output to the slave assemblies is filtered via a ferrite 

bead due to the long master to slave cables that may pick up RFI (Radio Frequency 

Interference). This voltage rail has been referred to as “Vsup”. 

 

To provide the ADC in the Microcontroller a stable and precise fixed voltage for 

an AD converter reference, a TI REF5040 IC is used. This device is connected similarly 

to how it is used in the temperature slave board. This time the voltage reference is 

connected to the 5V power rail. This is permissible due to the REF5040’s low dropout 

voltage of 0.2V. This means that the minimum supply voltage for the REF50xx series 

devices is their rated output voltage + 0.2V. [17] 

 

Since the accelerometer used is designed for 3.3V operation, a separate source of 

3.3V power is required for it. Since the Accelerometer is very low power (.35 mA [18]), a 

very small, low power linear regulator will suffice. Due to our experience of using the TI 

LP-2985A-10 as a 10V low dropout regulator on the temperature slave boards, the TI-LP-

2985A-33 was selected. We liked this part due to its tiny SOT-23 packaging and trouble-

free operation (there is no need to worry about output capacitor ESR (Effective Series 

Resistance), which may cause instability for some low-dropout regulators. [19]). The 
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3.3V regulator is fed from the main 5V regulator. The 3.3V rail is the only voltage rail 

that does not need a voltage divider to measure, since it is within the 0 to 4.096V range of 

the ADC. 

 

The board uses spare ADC inputs to self-diagnose the power supply voltages, 

similar to how it is done on the temperature slave board. Resistive voltage dividers, along 

with RC filtering, are used to divide the voltage of the supply rails down to be within the 

range of the ADC, and to smooth over any power supply noise. The voltage rails 

monitored are the input 24V, the 12 to 15V “Vsup” to the slave assemblies, and the 5V 

rail. The 3.3V rail does not need a voltage divider (The 3.3V rail is important to monitor, 

since the accelerometer output is ratiometric to supply voltage). Since the master has 

enough ADC inputs, the 5V supply can be monitored directly, as opposed to the trickery 

used to monitor the 5V rail on the temperature slave board. 24V input and Vsup output 

are multiplexed via the ICP pins. A DIPswitch block is used to configure the board for 

ICP, ICD, and voltage sensing similar to how it is done on the temperature slave board.  

 

The Real Time Clock battery is discussed in the Real Time Clock section. 
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7.1.2 Contactor Driver 

 

Figure 7.1.2:  Master Board contactor control schematic 

The Contactor is driven via a TI DRV102 PWM solenoid driver IC as shown in 

figure 7.1.2.  These ICs were used in the old BPS, and basically anywhere in the car 

where a relay needed to be driven by a digital output with great success. These drivers are 

better than using a simple transistor or MOSFET because they use PWM to hold the relay 

closed instead of applying a constant voltage. 
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Figure 7.1.3: DRV102 block diagram (from DRV102 datasheet) 

The DRV102, as shown in figure 7.1.3, will apply full voltage for a short time 

period (to move the relay armature) determined by a timing capacitor, and then will enter 

PWM hold mode with a duty cycle determined by a resistor. [20]. The BPS uses almost 

the same R and C values determined by Jerome’s original BPS team for driving the main 

contactor. A 15K resistor is used to set the PWM duty cycle, while the delay capacitor 

was increased from a .068 to a .1 uF capacitor, mainly to avoid having to stock another 

capacitor value. This increase in capacitance will only cause a slightly longer delay, 

which will not use an appreciably larger amount of energy, while ensuring that the 

contactor can be successfully actuated.  

 

To monitor the status of the contactor, four feedback mechanisms are provided. 

Firstly, the command to the DRV102 is monitored by a digital input of the 
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microcontroller – this is described in more detail in the following “Watchdog Timer” 

section. Secondly, the voltage at the contactor “coil’ connection is monitored by a 

microcontroller analog input. The voltage is divided and filtered similar to all the other 

voltage sensing diagnostic inputs. The division ratio is needed since the maximum 

voltage is 24 volts, outside the 0-4v range of the analog input. The low pass filtering is 

needed to filter out the PWM and get the equivalent average voltage. Thirdly, the 

contactors we are using are available with an auxiliary contact set (the “white wires”) that 

monitors the position of the armature. We have this connected as a ground switch with 

some low pass filtering to reduce received noise. The signal goes to a microcontroller 

digital input and is a 1 for an open contactor and a 0 for a closed contactor. Fourthly, a 

“Flag” output is provided by the DRV102. This is an active-low, open collector error 

signal. This is applied to a microcontroller digital input pin where a 1 represents normal 

operation and a 0 represents a fault. There might be a short flag condition during initial 

contactor activation when the contactor close current momentarily exceeds the DRV102’s 

continuous current ratings. 

 

One very important issue with the DRV102 is that an open-circuited input on the 

DRV102 will cause it to turn on. The device has a “pull-up” current source internally, 

meant to simplify interfacing it with open-collector outputs. To “safely” use the DRV102 

in this case, a pull down resistor is required. This resistor is about 2K ohms, as 

determined by Jerome’s Senior Design BPS team. 

 

Since the DRV102 is a PWM power component, it can emit EMI. For this reason, 

the power and ground returns of the contactor driver circuitry are separately returned to 

the input power header. 
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For future boards, adding a high-current, self-protected non-PWM output driver 

should also be considered. This will provide compatibility with a larger number of 

contactors, and for contactors with integrated “power miser” PWM hold circuitry. I have 

used a device called the ST “OMNIFET” VND5N07 in the formula SAE team’s new 

ECU (Engine Control Unit). This is a fully protected MOSFET with overtemperature, 

overcurrent (current is limited to 5A), and overvoltage clamp (no external diodes needed 

for an inductive load!), and logic level drive. IR also makes similar devices. These are 

intended to be used as automotive fuel injection and solenoid drivers. These types of 

devices should be researched for inclusion, in addition to the existing DRV102 circuit, on 

future PCB versions of the master board. 

 

7.1.3 Watchdog Timer 

The Watchdog Timer has been in the Solorean’s electrical system since the very 

beginning. The purpose of the watchdog is to intervene, directly in hardware, and shut off 

the contactor if the control system were to become unresponsive for any reason. The 

original watchdog (sometimes jokingly referred to as the “WATCHDAWG” system by 

the team) system was intended for the Solorean in the ASC2008. This system monitored 

a 1Hz output on the cRIO (which was used for turn-signal control) generated in the Real-

Time Controller (We had more faith in the FPGA to not have a software lockup, since the 

“programs” or “circuits” truly operate in parallel). If the 1Hz output did not produce a 

transition within a few seconds, the system would open a relay that broke the control 

signal to the DRV102 contactor driver.  
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Figure 7.1.4: Original (2008 and 2009) Watchdog circuitry 

The original circuit, shown in figure 7.1.4, used a handful of transistors and one 

comparator unit of a LM339 quad comparator. The watchdog was a part of the 

“comparator board”, which also had the job of driving the turn signal and warning strobe, 

controlling the brake lights by monitoring the brake position potentiometer (a second 

comparator is used here), and generating wheel speed pulses from optical sensors (two 

more comparators here) for the Anti-Lock Brake system (which was built but never 

implemented or tested). This circuitry was implemented on a small perfboard in a few 

hours with components (2n3904, 2n3906 transistors, IRF510 MOSFETs, LM339 quad 

comparators, etc...) easily found in the lab a few weeks before competition. While I never 

made any claims for the quality of the design, this circuitry has been surprisingly reliable 

considering almost no thought was put into the design. 

 

The architecture of the car’s electrical system did not change for FSGP2009, other 

than the addition of advanced telemetry/datalogging and more refined wiring and circuit 

boards. The comparator circuitry was then transferred to a PCB with almost no changes 

(“It works perfectly. Why change it?”). 
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For ASC2010, The watchdog functionality was moved into the BPS hardware 

itself, the ABS functionality was removed, and the turn signal and brake light logic was 

moved into the dashboard PCB. The watchdog circuitry is shown on the left side of figure 

7.1.2. Initially, we had assumed that a simple IC could be purchased to take care of the 

watchdog functionality. However, most of the ICs we found outputted a simple reset 

pulse, while we wanted an IC that would continually assert a watchdog timeout. 

Eventually, we decided to create our own analog watchdog circuit; basically just reusing 

the existing circuit with some changes. 

 

Our first priority was to remove the reed relay (due to size and power 

consumption issues) followed by general simplification and compaction of the circuit. 

The original circuit’s 4 transistors (the first two are a buffer for the input signal, which 

was probably more complex than necessary) were reduced to two since the output 

characteristics of the dsPIC were known. Also, an LM393 dual comparator is used 

instead of the quad comparator of the original “comparator circuit”, but still only a single 

comparator unit is used. Also, the adjustable time delay threshold function is not used; it 

is fixed by the component values. The use of a ceramic timing capacitor instead of the 

original electrolytic should eliminate the need for adjustment due to component 

tolerances. 

 

The watchdog reset output (“heartbeat”) of the dsPIC is AC coupled by a .1uF 

capacitor to protect against the case where the software locks up in the reset state (the 

watchdog is only sensitive to the negative going edge). The 100K resistor is used to 

ensure that the 2n3906 PNP transistor is off, and to provide a DC bias to the 5V rail at the 

PNP transistor base. A high to low transition at the dsPIC watchdog reset output will turn 
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on this transistor, which provides base drive to the 2N3904 NPN transistor via the 4.7K 

base current limiting resistor. The 100K resistor ensures that the NPN transistor is off. 

When the dsPIC outputs a high to low transition, the NPN transistor is activated and 

discharges the voltage on the 4.7uF ceramic timing capacitor. This capacitor is 

continually charged up via the 1M resistor. The comparator compares the voltage on this 

timing capacitor to a fixed reference of 2/3 of the 5V supply. Therefore, the comparator is 

actuated after approximately 1 RC time constant after the timing capacitor has been reset 

by a high to low edge from the microcontroller. Using a 4.7uF timing capacitor and a 1M 

timing resistor results in a watchdog time period of between 4 and 5 seconds, which is 

compatible with a 0.5 or 1 Hz watchdog reset period. This may be shortened in future 

versions of the hardware and software.  

 

The comparator is configured such that the output is “high” (open circuit as this is 

an open-collector output comparator) when the timer has not expired (capacitor voltage 

below the threshold) and low (output grounded) when the timer has expired (timing 

capacitor has been allowed to charge up past the threshold since the microcontroller has 

not serviced the watchdog). The comparator output is connected directly to the input of 

the DRV102. When the watchdog has expired, it shorts out the drive signal at the 

DRV102. A 1K resistor is in series with the output of the microcontroller to ensure that 

the watchdog has priority in contactor control, and to limit the current flowing from the 

microcontroller digital output pin into the comparator to prevent circuit damage. This 1K 

driving impedance together with the 2.2K DRV102 input pull-down resistor causes some 

voltage loss at the DRV102 when the contactor is commanded on, but this is still well 

within the ON threshold of the DRV102. A 100K resistor is in series with the digital 

input of the microcontroller for sensing the DRV102’s commanded state. This input is 
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used such that the microcontroller can see the DRV102 ‘s command and check proper 

watchdog circuit operation. A 100K series resistor is used since it will not hurt the ability 

of the microcontroller to read the status when the pin is in the high-impedance input 

mode, but allows even the 2.2K pull-down resistor to override a drive signal if this pin 

were to somehow be put into a high digital output state. 

 

Since only a single comparator is used but a dual comparator device was used, the 

two comparators were simply wired with their inputs in parallel with the second one 

driving a “watchdog timout” status LED. In future BPS hardware revisions, this 

secondary comparator may find a more useful purpose. 

 

7.1.3 Serial Communications 
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Figure 7.1.5: Master Board serial communications 

The master board has two serial communications interfaces, both of which are 

used for normal operations. There is no spare “debugging” serial interface on this board. 

 

The RS485 interface, shown in the upper left of figure 7.1.5, is used to 

communicate from the master to the Slaves. The hardware in this case is nearly identical 

to that used in the Slave Temperature Board (See that section for details). 

 

The other serial interface is the RS422 interface to the outside world. It is 

depicted in the lower right of figure 7.1.5. This is meant to communicate battery readings 
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and receive commands from either the cRIO in the car or the PC configuration program. 

RS422 is logically identical to RS232 except for different voltage levels and the 

differential signaling. RS422 was chosen over the more popular RS232 due to the 

differential signaling enabling reliable operation in electrically noisy environments 

(converters for a PC or laptop are simple, inexpensive, and transparent to software since 

they are simple voltage level changers).  

 

The RS422 interface uses an IC from the same family from TI as that used for the 

RS485. The TI sn75179b device is used. This device has one differential receiver and one 

differential transmitter that are fully independent of each other and do not have enable 

inputs. This device was chosen, along with its RS485 sibling, due to their electrical 

robustness [21] [22]. 

 

Since the RS422 bus only has two endpoint nodes (it is not a multidrop bus like 

RS485), terminating resistors can be installed on the PCB without fear that multiple 

boards will be connected in parallel providing too low an impedance for the drivers. The 

driver only has a 120 ohm termination resistor, and the receiver has the 120 ohm 

termination resistor in addition to a pair of 470 ohm resistors used to bias the receiver 

into the high state to prevent the generation of false start bits when the line is not 

connected to an active driver. 
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7.1.4 Microcontroller 

 

Figure 7.1.6: Master Board microcontroller 

The Master Board uses the same microcontroller as the Temperature Slave Board. 

For details, see the “Microcontroller” section in the “Slave Temperature Board” section. 

The connections to the master’s dsPIC microcontroller are shown in figure 7.1.6.  
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7.1.5 Accelerometer 

 

Figure 7.1.7: Master Board Accelerometer, RTC and EEPROM 

The accelerometer, shown in the upper left of figure 7.1.7, was intended to be 

used for detecting a roll over or a severe impact and tripping out the batteries. This would 

function similarly to a Ford fuel pump inertia switch [23]. This was an auxiliary feature, 

not a mandatory function. It is currently functional in hardware, but not implemented in 

software.  

 

The Accelerometer is the ADXL 335. This device is the similar to the ADXL330 

used in the Nintendo Wii’s remote [24]. This device is a 3.3V supply, analog-output 
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triple axis accelerometer. Each axis has a range of -3G to +3G. [18]. The ADXL335 is a 

newer version of the ADXL330. 

 

This device has ratiometric outputs, as opposed to fixed outputs. This means that 

the offset (0G voltage) and scaling factor (G/volt) are not fixed, but are rather a function 

of the supply voltage. Nominal offset (0G is about half supply voltage) and scaling factor 

are given for the nominal operation voltage of 3.3V. Ratiometric outputs, when combined 

with the usual ratiometric ADC on a microcontroller (on the same power supply), allows 

for reasonably good accuracy at a very low cost even with a poorly regulated power 

supply. Our system, however, uses fixed-level signal for all of our analog signals (hence 

we use precision voltage references for our ADCs). This means that we need to supply 

the accelerometer with a tightly regulated 3.3V supply (the LP2985 is good to 1%, 

exceeding the accelerometer accuracy). This 3.3V rail is also measured by the 

microcontroller. 

 

Once the accelerometer is powered, the outputs are simply low pass RC filtered 

(the same as the analog signals from the current board) and then fed into the 

microcontroller’s ADC. Since the signals range from 0-3.3V, they are a good match for 

the ADC with a range of 0-4.096V. 

 

The most difficult part about the accelerometer is the leadless package. It has 

proven to be quite difficult to solder correctly. It is available in a 4 x 4 x 1.45 mm 16 pin 

LFCSP [18]. Due to worry about our inability to solder this part, the v1.0 master board 

also has a .1” row of pins to accept an ADXL335 breakout board from SparkFun 

Electronics (the axis may need to be redefined in the software). 
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 The V1.0 boards have a footprint for the part that is the exact one from the 

datasheet. This is meant to have solder paste applied and then be reflowed. We used 

Omegabond thermal epoxy on the large central pad for mechanical support, then used 

some solder paste for the pins. We carefully used the hot-air rework station to reflow the 

solder. I believe that in V1.1 of the master, the footprint can be changed such that the 

pads are longer and extend out from under the device, allowing them to be soldered with 

a regular iron (the solder flowing over to the device). I also believe that the thermal 

epoxy can be swapped for regular epoxy, since this is not a power handling device. Also, 

the SparkFun breakout board header is redundant since we can solder the bare chip 

adequately. 

 

7.1.6 Real Time Clock 

A reliable source of the current date and time, that keeps running even during 

power-down, is needed to accurately timestamp fault codes and to potentially help a BMS 

State of Charge algorithm. The SoC algorithm could use the knowledge of the duration of 

time since the last operation of the battery pack to determine if the cells have rested for a 

long enough time to use open-circuit voltage as a reliable SoC “starter”, or if correction 

needs to be made for self-discharge (if the pack has been sitting idle). A State of Health 

algorithm may also use this data to correct for cell aging [25] 

 

The design for the real-time clock circuit was inspired by the design of the circuit 

on one of our development boards. The Mikroelectronica dsPIC PRO4 board contained a 

circuit using the PCF8563 RTC IC. The implementation on the development board was 
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basically the generic datasheet implementation. The realtime clock is depicted in the 

upper-right of figure 7.1.7. We used the same circuit in our board. [26][27] 

 

The power supply for the chip is an “uninterruptible" power source formed by 

diode-OR’ing together the 5V logic supply on the board with a 3V CR2032 lithium coin 

cell (same kind as on a normal PC motherboard), such that the RTC chip is always 

powered, even when the board is off. This battery was put into a vertical battery holder 

clip as opposed to the more common horizontal clip to save valuable board real-estate. 

Another option would be to use a battery with built in leads that solders directly to the 

board; the horizontal versions of these generally “hover” a few mm over the board and 

thus don’t consume any real-estate (if the board uses low-profile parts). However, we 

decided against the soldered-in battery for three reasons: First, in the (unlikely) event that 

the race officials have problems with an “auxiliary battery” powering an unapproved 

load, we could simply remove the battery and only lose RTC functionality. Secondly, 

being able to power down the RTC chip by removing the battery may prove beneficial in 

debugging the board. Thirdly, it is the general opinion of the author that soldering in a 

battery (as opposed to using a socket) is a “cheap” approach that makes the circuit board 

disposable. The voltage on the battery is not monitored by the software. The reason it was 

not connected directly to one of the ADC inputs on the dsPIC was that the parasitic 

diodes in the dsPIC would conduct and connect this to the 5V rail (now at about 0V), 

causing excessive battery drain. Since time was limited and the RTC battery was a very 

low priority issue, this was not investigated further. A V1.1 board might include RTC 

battery voltage monitoring. The chip does include a special bit that is set when the supply 

voltage drops to below 1V, indicating a dead RTC battery and possibly corrupted time 

data. [27] 
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A low power 32Khz crystal is needed to operate the RTC. Traditionally, this is a 

small cylindrical through hole “watch crystal”. These need to be handled very carefully 

due to the thin, fragile leads. We used a surface mount device to eliminate these issues. 

Furthermore, a high-grade crystal was used to ensure accurate time keeping over the 

long-term. Furthermore, the clock can be re-synchronized with the cRIO (possibly to 

GPS time) if the accuracy is needed. 

 

The resistor pull ups and the I2C address of the RTC chip are discussed in the 

following EEPROM section. 

 

7.1.7 EEPROM 

A 1Mbit serial I2C EEPROM is used to optionally store diagnostic fault codes. 

This 128Kbyte memory is in addition to the 2Kbyte memory included in the dsPIC 

(intended to store configuration settings). A Microchip 24LC1025 device was chosen due 

to its density. Microchip was chosen as the memory vendor because we also used them 

for the dsPICs, and could order both parts at the same time. [29] 

 

The I2C bus requires pull up resistors. The EEPROM is depicted on the lower-

right side of figure 7.1.7. These 2K resistors are shared by the RTC and the external 

EEPROM. The RTC has a fixed I2C address, while the EEPROM has three input pins 

that can be used to specify an address. A mistake is on the original v1.0 master boards 

resulting in an address clash on the bus. Some rework needed to be done to the EEPROM 

to change the address. This will be corrected in the V1.1 boards.  
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7.1.8 Master discrete digital IO 

 

Figure 7.1.8: Master Board external IO connections 

The master board also has four discrete digital IO lines that are intended to allow 

the system to be used in a vehicle without the need for a central computer that can 

operate the BPS over the RS422 interface. The four signals provide a single “ignition” 

input as well as outputs for “warn”, “trip”, and “contactor”. The three outputs are open-

collector and can handle up to a quarter of an amp. They are meant to switch on indicator 

LEDs or small relays operating from 5 to 25V. the output is grounded (thus a relay or 

indicator that is wired between a voltage source and the output pin on the master will be 

active) when the signal is active. They are switched with the surface mount version of a 

2N3904 transistor with a voltage spike clamping zener diode (for switching inductive 
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loads such as a relay coil) and a series 0.25A polyfuse for overload protection (self-

resetting). The input is an active-high input that is meant to be tied to an “ignition 

switched” 12 or 24V source. The “contactor” output is asserted whenever the contactor is 

turned on. The “warn” output is asserted whenever a battery parameter is close to the 

tripping point.  The ‘trip” output is asserted after the BPS has tripped off the contactor 

due to an error or a battery parameter being outside of the safe range. The ignition input 

would be used to switch on the battery pack (i.e. activate the contactor if it is safe to do 

so). Currently, the master’s software only supports the “contactor” output. The discrete 

input/output circuitry is shown in figure 7.1.8, along with the wiring of the main 14 pin 

BPS connector and the filtering/protection for the inputs from the current sensor board. 

 

7.2 TEMPERATURE SLAVE BOARD HARDWARE  

The Temperature Slave Board provides the “brains” of the slave assembly. It is 

manufactured as a four-layer “miniboard PRO” from ExpressPCB. It has the same 

mounting hole pattern as all of the other BPS boards. The temperature slave board is 

responsible for interfacing with the temperature sensors (analog) and the voltage board 

(SPI digital). The board is also in charge of performing diagnostics on itself and doing the 

conversion of the voltages and temperatures from raw ADC counts into engineering 

units. The calibration coefficients for voltage and temperature will be stored in the slave 

temperature board’s EEPROM. The board is finally also responsible for communicating 

this information to the master board over the RS485 bus.  The Temperature slave board 

was the second board designed for the BPS. It was also my first experience with a four-

layer PCB. 
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7.2.1 Power Supply 

 

 

Figure 7.2.1: Temperature Slave Board power supply 

The Slave Temperature Boards are powered from the master via the 4 wire power 

and RS485 slave bus. The slave power supply is shown in figure 7.2.1. This provides a 

source of 12 to 15V power for the slaves. The power must be maintained within the range 

of 10 to 16 volts, given the limits of the 10V regulator IC. The temperature slave requires 

regulated 5V for the microcontroller and other logic, regulated 10V for the temperature 

sensor supply voltage, a very accurate and stable 4.096V source for the ADC reference 

voltage, and a very accurate and stable 5.000 volt reference used in the temperature 
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sensor offset circuitry. There is an isolated 5V supply, but it is discussed in the section on 

the Isolated SPI Interface (below). 

 

The board makes heavy use of decoupling capacitors as well as some tantalum 

capacitors in the raw input voltage and 5V power rails. This is because the board must 

perform without fault in an electrically noisy environment. The input to the board from 

the slave bus features a polyfuse for circuit protection. Version 1.1 boards also feature a 

reverse polarity protection diode to prevent damage from reverse polarity power 

application (miswired test setup or miswired slave bus cables). This is a normally reverse 

biased diode connected from the bus power (after the polyfuse) to ground; when the 

board is powered with reverse polarity, the polyfuse will be temporarily blown. The bus 

input voltage is also measured by the microcontroller as a diagnostic. The bus voltage is 

divided by 3 in older slaves. This should be changed to division by 4 or 5 in newer slaves 

to deal with the possibility of a 15V slave bus. 

 

The 5 volt general power bus is provided via a RECOM R785.0-0.5. This is a 

high efficiency switching buck converter designed as a drop-in replacement for the 

venerable 7805 linear regulator IC. [15] 5V power and ground are distributed via internal 

power and ground planes on the four layer PCB. There are not enough ADC input pins to 

measure the 5V power rail directly, but this voltage can still be measured with some 

smart software tricks. To measure the supply voltage, the ADC can be reconfigured to 

use the supply voltage as it’s reference as opposed to the 4.096V external reference, and 

then the known 4.096V reference can be measured relative to the unknown supply 

voltage. The software will then need to do the necessary conversions to arrive at the 

supply voltage, and then must configure the ADC back to the normal operating mode.  
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The 10V supply rail is provided via a TI LP2985A-10 small low dropout voltage 

linear regulator. The low dropout function is essential since the slave voltage bus may be 

running at 12 volts, and some voltage drop is inherent. The regulator’s shut down 

function is not used, but the noise filter option is. [30] The output of this regulator is used 

to power the two precision voltage references as well as the AD592 temperature sensors. 

The temperature sensors are powered via a small value (0.25A or smaller, the expected 

current draw is less than 5mA) polyfuse to guard against a temperature sensor lead 

shorting to ground. The voltage sensing divider (divide by 3) is connected after the 

polyfuse to check for a “blown” polyfuse.  

 

The 4.096V and 5.000V references are provided via TI REF5040 and REF5050 

devices, respectively. Both are connected in an identical manner. The temperature output 

of the device is not used, but the noise filter pin is used. The 4.096V reference is provided 

directly to the microcontroller. No diagnostic voltage sensing is provided for the voltage, 

since this is the voltage the ADC uses to base all other readings on. [17] However, the 

software could check the other voltage diagnostics, as well as measure the voltage 

reference relative to the 5V rail as a voltage reference diagnostic. The 5.000 volt rail has 

a voltage divider (divide by 2) to measure it for diagnostic reasons. The 5.000V voltage is 

only used as an offset by the temperature sensor signal conditioning circuitry. 

 

7.2.2 Microcontroller 

The temperature slave boards utilize the Microchip dsPIC30F6012A-30 

microcontroller. This is what Microchip likes to call a “digital signal controller”. It is 

essentially a microcontroller with DSP instructions and hardware. While not as powerful 
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as a “proper” high-end standalone DSP, it is very flexible in doing general purpose 

computation (like a traditional microcontroller) and features a complete set of peripherals 

(like any other PIC microcontroller. The dsPIC30 series was not chosen for it’s DSP 

functionality. It was instead chosen for being a member of the 16-bit PICmicro MCU 

family with a large amount of analog inputs, large amount of memory, and 5V operation. 

The more powerful dsPIC33 series and the pic24 series (basically a dsPIC minus the DSP 

functions, hence a “16 bit PIC”) are both 3.3V only, while the “original” dsPIC30 series 

can operate from either 3.3V or 5 volt.  [31][32][33]. 

 

Since none of us on the team have very much experience with any particular 

microcontroller, aside from the basic use of the Motorola/Freescale 9s12C32 in EE319K, 

we were open to any microcontroller. Several microcontrollers were contemplated for 

this project. The requirements were for it to be a more powerful 16 bit design, it must 

have good C language support, it must have a large number of digital IO, a large number 

of analog input at a high accuracy, a large amount of memory, as well as 5 volt operation. 

We desire a powerful 16 bit microcontroller since we would rather err on a side of buying 

too much microcontroller, than having to change to a more powerful/larger chip during 

crunch time. Also, we expect to write code purely in the C language due to the ease of 

programming and our time constraints. We want to have plenty of digital IO for 

diagnostic reasons, LEDs, and configuration DIP switches. The analog inputs are very 

important for the temperature and current inputs. The analog inputs should ideally have a 

voltage range of at least 0 to 4 volts, and they need to be able to be used with either an 

external voltage reference or an accurate internal voltage reference (being limited to an 

ADC that is ratiometric to the supply voltage is not good enough). I desire a 5V part due 

to the rest of the system operating from a 5V logic supply as opposed to a 3.3V supply.  
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We first looked into some of the smaller ARM devices, but were not able to locate 

any 3.3V devices. Atmel AVR did not seem to have a large number of ADC inputs and a 

5V part on their larger devices. While the “Arduino” is mentioned often, the Arduino is 

not a separate type of microcontroller; it is an ATMEL AVR with a standardized board, 

software device, and an ecosystem of plug-in expansion “shields”. The TI MSP430 did 

not get much consideration due to it being a new family of microcontroller. However, it 

does look like an interesting, low power device that might be considered if the system is 

to be  redesigned in the future. It would be the standout choice for the “one 

microcontroller per cell” architecture due to its extremely low power consumption. 

Motorola/Freescale devices might also be acceptable, they do operate from a 5.0 volt 

supply, but we did not like their development tools quite as much as those from 

Microchip. Also, almost every senior design team uses the Freescale part, and our group 

would have preferred to go against the trend if possible. The microchip dsPIC fit the bill 

perfectly. We also like the fact that the development environment (MPLAB) is simple to 

use and well integrated – all components are from Microchip, so it should be guaranteed 

to work. The C-compiler is also free for student use.  
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Figure 7.2.2: Temperature Slave Board microcontroller 

The microcontroller is connected in the standard manner as shown in figure 7.2.2. 

The package is a 64pin QFP. We initially had some reservations about our ability to 

solder such devices, but Archer Finley and the Robotics and Automation Society helped 

to quell our fears of fine pitch devices. Five high quality (X7R dielectric) 1uF capacitors 

are mounted under the microcontroller to provide stable power. The traces from the 

microcontroller pins (and the capacitors) to the solid internal power and ground planes 

are kept as short as possible. The microcontroller operates with a 10Mhz clock crystal, in 

addition to the always-available internal RC oscillator. The internal PLL can be used to 
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operate the device at speeds up to about 80 Mhz. Note that the microprocessor generally 

takes 4 oscillator clock cycles to execute a typical instruction.  

 

The ICSP (In-Circuit-Serial-Programming) function of the microcontroller is used 

to program the devices. All of our microcontroller-equipped boards feature the 6 pin 

“RJ25” connector with the standard pinout that is compatible with the Microchip 

MPLAD ICD2 and ICD3 debugging tools. This connection is used to both 

program/verify the device, as well as for in-circuit debugging while the system is 

operating.  

 

The PGD and PGC pins are required to program the device, and they are also 

shared with digital IO and analog inputs. They can be used by the ICD for debugging, but 

if the pins are used by another function, several other pins can also be used for 

debugging. Since we use all 15 of the available ADC inputs (one of the 16 is lost due to 

using an external voltage reference input) are used, we cannot use the PGD and PGC pins 

for in-circuit debugging and retain the analog input functionality. We did put the least-

important analog inputs on these pins; the Vsupply (from the slave bus) and the 10V bus 

can be disregarded if need be, since these are purely for self-diagnostic functions. A 

DIPswitch bank was set up that disconnected the two analog inputs from the 

programming pins (labeled “Vsense”) for programming purposes and had two more 

switches to connect the ICSP lines from the 6pin connector to an auxiliary set of 

debugging pins on the microcontroller (EMUD1, EMUC1). This will allow for 

programming the microcontroller, doing the diagnostic reads, and debugging the 

microcontroller when the main programming pins are used as analog inputs. However, 

the analog inputs cannot be used at the same time as the debugger (the analog inputs can 
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be functional in software, but the readings will be incorrect since the debugger is driving 

the pins. Unfortunately, an error in version 1.0 boards (a trace crossing the DIPswitch 

pins) means that the supply voltage sensing cannot work on these boards. The error has 

been corrected on the newer revision boards. The RESET pin is connected with a 

capacitor and resistor as per the ICD2 manual [34] 

 

The ADC has 16 channels, but using an external reference, as opposed to the 

supply voltage or ground, for Vref+ or Vref- means losing one of the input pins. We use 

an external Vref+ with Vref- being system ground. An accurate 4.096V reference is used 

from Texas Instruments. Since the ADC is 12 bits, this gives an ADC count ranging from 

0 to 4096. Using the 4.096V reference means that the ADC count, in unsigned decimal 

form, translates directly in milivolts at the ADC input. Note that the 12 temperature 

inputs are connected to microcontroller analog inputs in the manor that is most 

convenient for board routing, not in the most logical manor. The microcontroller inputs 

table tabulates this. 

 

The board also features 8 configuration DIPswitches (in addition to the 4 existing 

ones near the ICD connector for the in circuit debugging) that are connected to the 

microcontroller very basically using pull-down resistors. Four of these are used to set a 

slave address (0-15), with the other four being used for either debugging or locking of 

configuration parameters. They are labeled as “CAL”, “SETUP”, and “DEBUG”. The 

last switch is used to switch on the power to RS232 port. The intent was that the 

calibration coefficients (stored in the dsPIC’s EEPROM) would be locked from editing 

(over the RS232 or RS485 bus) unless this DIPswitch was turned on. The setup 

parameters (number and type of voltage slaves, number of battery cells, update periods, 
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etc.) would be locked with the “SETUP” DIPswitch. This would allow easy 

reconfiguration of the system parameters, but also allow the system to be sealed and 

locked down as per ASC regulations. The DEBUG switch is used to provide an easy 

input the slave software for any potential debugging use. It is an extra input that is 

normally not used that can be used by the software to enter a special debugging mode if 

so desired when the software was written. The current software does not have support for 

a debugging mode. The last DIPswitch is not fed into the microcontroller; instead, it is 

used to supply power to the MAX232 used for the debugging RS232 port. Since this port 

would only be used for debugging or configuration, it made sense to power down the 

driver to save power when not in use. 

 

The board also features many LEDs. There are six LEDs under direct 

microcontroller control: BAL, READ, FAULT, A, B, and C. These are connected directly 

to digital output pins on the microcontroller via a resistor. BAL (yellow) is illuminated 

when the passive (resistor pull down) balancing of the voltage board is in use. The READ 

(green) LED flashes whenever the master queries this particular slave. The FAULT (red) 

LED illuminates whenever there slave detects a fault condition. The A, B, and C LEDs 

are extras that have no direct purpose, but can be used to provide outputs to visually 

debug the code, as well as for future use. The board also features LEDs to indicate power 

is available on each of the voltage rails (including the SPI bus’s isolated 5V rail). There 

are also LEDs to indicate SPI bus chip-select is active, as well as to indicate the state of 

the RS485 drive (transmit or receive mode). 
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The dsPIC provides many useful peripherals. The dual UART serial ports are 

necessary in the BPS system. The temperature slave board also makes use of the SPI 

interface to communicate with the voltage board.   

 

7.2.3 Temperature Sensor Signal Conditioning 

 

Figure 7.2.3: Temperature Sensor Signal Conditioning 

The AD592CN is a temperature dependent current source. The device requires at 

least 4 volts across it to operate [14]. This current must be converted into a voltage to be 

read by the ADC. The old BPS system used a simple 2.2K precision resistor to ground, 

with the AD592 being supplied from a 5V rail. This worked since the cRIO analog input 

modules provide gain. However, going this method using the dsPIC would not fully 

utilize the effective ADC range, leading to a loss of precision/resolution. An op-amp 

transimpedance amplifier is used to perform this function. An op-amp is configured as an 

inverting current input amplifier, as shown in figure 7.2.3, using a precision (.1%, low 

drift) resistor in the feedback network. The AD592 is supplied from a regulated 10V 

supply and is connected to the inverting input. The non-inverting input is connected to a 

fixed 5.000 volt reference. This causes the inverting input to be fixed at 5.000 volts as 

well. This leads to the temperature sensor always having 5 volts across it at all times. 

This circuit can also be used with thermistor sensors as well (the gain setting resistor may 
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need changing). To calibrate or test the system, a constant current source, such as the TI 

REF200, may be used. A fixed resistor can be used instead of a current source to simulate 

the AD592 temperature sensor for testing and debugging as well (due to the fact that the 

board imposes a fixed 5V across the temperature sensor at all times).  

 

7.2.4 Isolated SPI interface 

 

 
Figure 7.2.4: Temperature Slave Board data acquisition 

The LTC6802 Multicell battery Stack Monitor IC has a local ground that is used 

around the IC to power its ADC, voltage reference, etc. that is the most negative portion 

of the circuitry surrounding the IC. This local ground is basically tied to the negative 
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terminal of the bottom (most negative) cell in its stack. This is also the ground of the SPI 

interface of the IC. This needs to be isolated from the rest of the temperature slave board 

for two reasons: One, part of the requirements for the BPS is that galvanic isolation is 

provided between the high voltage battery pack and the low voltage electrical system (the 

majority of the BPS uses the LV system ground as its ground) and Two, the connection 

of the LTC6802 local ground to BPS/LV ground would cause a short circuit of the 

battery pack in a system with more than one slave assembly (in our two slave assembly 

case, one 6802 local ground is at the HV battery -, and the other is at the approximate 

midpoint of the HV battery). A galvanic isolation of the SPI bus that was transparent to 

the temperature slave board’s microcontroller software was needed.  

 

The isolated SPI interface is shown in the lower-left of figure 7.2.4 (the 

temperature signal conditioning is shown in the upper-right). The galvanic isolation is 

achieved with a Texas Instruments ISO7241C. This is an inexpensive 5V TTL-level 

digital isolator based on capacitive coupling technology [35]. It provides 3 channels in 

one direction, and one channel in the opposite direction. We use three channels going 

from the microcontroller to the voltage board for SPI-CLOCK, SPI-CS (Chip-Select, 

since we only have a single chip, this is used for data framing), and SPI-TX (data from 

microcontroller to LTC6802). The channel in the other direction is used for SPI RX (data 

from LTC6802 to the microcontroller). 

 

A RECOM ROM0505 is used to provide an isolated source of 5V power to power 

the “isolated” side of the ISO7241C. This is a 5V to 5V isolated (to several Kv) non-

regulated DC-DC converter [36]. The ROM series was chosen since it has the smallest 

PCB footprint of the DC-DC converter modules I has looked at. Only a few milliamps of 
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current is required for the isolated 5V power supply. The Isolated 5V power supply has a 

power indicator diagnostic LED and all of the SPI bus lines are protected with a TI 4-

channel ESD protector. Newer revision boards (V1.1 and higher) include a 4.7K pull up 

resistor on the SPI RX line. The internal power and ground places were removed over the 

isolated area to allow for maximum isolation and withstand voltage. 

 

7.2.5 Serial Communications 

The Temperature Slave Board communicates with the Master Board via a two 

wire twisted pair RS485 serial bus. There are actually 4 wires connecting the slaves to the 

master, but the extra two wires are power and ground for the slave’s power supplies – not 

a 4 wire RS422/RS485 bus. The two wire (single twisted pair) RS485 bus is a bi-

directional single-duplex, multi-drop bus. This means that each node on the bus can be 

either sending data or receiving data. However, they cannot be transmitting and receiving 

at the same time. Multi-drop (or multi-node) means that there can be many nodes on the 

network, as opposed to only two for a traditional RS232 connection. [37][38]. 

 

The RS485 bus electrically specifies a differential signaling via a twisted pair of 

cabling. Differential signaling and twisted pair help to make the RS485 bus more noise 

immune. The receivers have a high input impedance to enable many nodes on the bus. 

The drivers have a driver enable input to either switch them on (low impedance, hard 

driven totem-pole outputs, not the open-collector with resistive pull-up used for CAN bus 

and I2C). This enable input on the driver is critical to the operation of the RS485 bus – 

only one driver may be active at a time, otherwise, the data is scrambled (and high 

currents may be drawn through the drivers). The bus also has a resistive network of pull-
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up and pull-down resistors on the bus to bias the bus into a “high” state when no drivers 

are active to prevent the false generation of start bits. [37][38].  

 

Figure 7.2.5: Temperature Slave Board serial interfaces 

Our RS485 implementation uses the TI SN65HVD1785 in a SOIC-8 package. 

The interface to the slave bus is shown on the right side of the schematic in figure 7.2.5. 

This part has the same pinout and function as a “generic”RS485 driver, but is very 

electrically robust. It is short circuit proof, ESD-resistant, and can tolerate up to 70-volt 

shorts to the data lines. [22] The device is operated from our 5V digital rail, and the 485 

bus connects directly to the driver chip. A three resistor network is used to provide some 

termination and a “high” idle bus state. We do not use the 120 ohm termination resistor 

on the slave boards.  
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The RS485 driver offers a separate enable for the driver and the receiver, of 

opposite polarity. There are three common ways for these to be hooked up. [39] The first 

is to enable the receiver all the time, the second is to connect the receiver and driver 

enable together (either the receiver or the driver are active), and the third is to use two IO 

lines from the microcontroller and to have individual software control of the receiver 

enable. Since we have an excess of digital IO pins on the dsPIC, we went for discrete 

control of the receiver enable.  

 

The board also features LEDs for RS485 driver and receiver enable to facilitate 

easier debugging. The LEDs provide a visual indication of RS485 bus communications. 

When the system is operating normally, these LEDs will blink as the master interrogates 

the slaves. 

 

The Temperature Slave Boards also feature an RS232 interface for debugging 

purposes. The main reason for this interface is that the slave really only needs one serial 

bus (the RS485 to talk with the master), but the dsPIC has two serial port UARTS. The 

extra serial port on the dsPIC is connected to a MAX232 IC for level shifting to RS232 

levels, and the resulting R232 bus is brought out to a 3-pin debugging serial port header. 

To save power, one of the DIP switches controls the 5V power to the MAX232. This 

serial port is not yet implemented in the slave software. The circuitry for this interface is 

shown on the left hand side of figure 7.2.5. 
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7.3 VOLTAGE SLAVE BOARD HARDWARE  

The circuit for the Voltage Slave Board is basically pulled straight from the 

Linear Technologies datasheet for the LTC6802 IC. This was done so that we could 

easily test the IC in a circuit that is almost guaranteed to work. When we designed this 

circuit board, there was no evaluation module available from LTC. This was the first 

PCB designed for the BPS system. The circuit for the voltage slave board is shown in 

figure 7.3.1. The cell balancing and input conditioning circuitry is not shown. 

 

 

Figure 7.3.1: Voltage Slave Board LTC6802 circuit 
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7.3.1 SPI Communications 

Serial peripheral Interface is used to connect the LTC6802 to its host 

microcontroller. The LTC chip is meant to be operated as a peripheral ADC device from 

a host microcontroller. The host microcontroller in this case is the dsPIC in the Slave 

Temperature boards. The SPI interface on the LTC6802 is actually “stackable;” that is, 

the IC has an “upstream” and a ‘downstream” port. This allows several ICs to be 

“stacked” to form what looks like a single large IC with a large number of inputs to the 

host microcontroller. The IC has two input lines, VMODE and TOS, that are used to 

configure the IC into one of several modes: the IC can be the only device in the “chain”, 

it can be the first device (connected to the microcontroller), it can be somewhere in the 

middle of the chain (there is another LTC6802 both upstream and downstream), or it can 

be the last chip at the top of the stack. The interface between the LTC6802 and the host 

microcontroller (downstream port) is a standard 5V SPI voltage mode interface. When 

communicating with another LTC6802, the communications link turns into a current 

mode communications channel. The VMODE line sets the behavior of the downstream 

port (voltage mode for a microcontroller, or current mode for another LTC6802) while 

the TOS sets the mode of the upstream port. These lines are configured via a series of 

pads to which 0805 0-ohm jumpers can be installed during board assembly.  

 

The hardware is designed to support the “stacking” SPI interface and as such 

includes the upstream port, but the current configuration does not make use of this 

feature. A Temperature Slave board with a single Voltage Slave board can measure 12 

cells for temperature and voltage. A Temperature slave with multiple Voltage Slave 

boards can monitor more voltages than temperatures. Since the Solorean battery pack 
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defines a “module” as a single parallel combination of cells, we need to have a 

temperature reading per voltage reading as per the NASC regulations. 

 

The SPI interface is protected with all the same components used in the reference 

design. A TI quad ESD protector is used, along with small series resistances. V1.1 PCBs 

also add a location for a pull up resistor on the data output line (V1.0 boards needed to 

have a 4.7K resistor tack soldered on). A diode and resistor network is also used to 

protect the “upstream” port. 

 

The SPI connector location is in the same location as it is on the temperature 

Board. This was intentional, as it does provide the option to directly stack the two PCBs 

together. To stack the voltage board on top of the temperature board, the voltage boards 

needs to have a connector mounted on the back of the PCB that will mate with the 

temperature board, and appropriate standoffs need to be used to mount the PCBs 

together.  

 

Note that the SPI is referenced to the “ground” of the LTC6802, which is the 

negative of the most negative cell it is monitoring. This requires galvanic isolation. This 

is discussed further in the “Isolated SPI Interface” section in the Temperature Slave 

Board section. 

 

Since our system architecture is geared towards a single voltage board per 

temperature board, the system could be designed with the LTC6802-1 with daisy-chain 

SPI interface or the LTC6802-2 with an addressable multi-drop SPI interface. We chose 
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the LTC6802-1 due to it offering us the ability to later use the daisy-chain functionality, 

and it is seemingly the more popular chip. 

 

7.3.2 Voltage Input Conditioning 

 

 

Figure 7.3.2: Voltage Slave Board input circuitry 

The board uses the same input conditioning circuit as used by the LTC reference 

circuit. The input conditioning circuitry is shown in figure 7.3.2. An input RC lowpass 

filter is used to filter out noise, which is important during high current draw periods when 

the motor controller might draw large DC currents with AC harmonics riding on top. 
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There is also a zener diode between the cell connections. This is used to limit the voltage 

the LTC sees between its inputs when not all cells are connected, there is a wiring/fuse 

fault, or during the transient connection/disconnection time. 

 

The power input to the IC is taken from the top-most cell connection (positive of 

cell-12) and the ground is the negative of the bottom cell (negative of cell 1). This is why 

monitoring a set of less than 12 cells requires connecting the cells starting from the 

“bottom” terminal of the LTC board and then bridging all of the unused higher terminals 

to the most positive cell’s positive. The input power is filtered via a small surface mount 

inductor and a high grade ceramic chip capacitor. A zener diode is also used to protect 

against overvoltage. This diode may not be installed in all of the voltage boards due to 

difficulty in obtaining it. Future boards may be designed with two or more lower-voltage 

zener diodes in series due to the difficulty of obtaining high voltage zeners (50V to 60V 

in standard small surface mount packages). Some regular diodes are also installed to 

protect against reverse polarity connections. 

 

Note that the LTC6802 has internal 100uA current sources and sinks that can be 

used to detect a disconnected battery sense lead or a failed current sense fuse. This is 

required for safety and to meet the NASC regulations for tripping on an open sense line. 

The balancing system can also be temporarily activated to achieve the same effect, but 

with a higher current level. 

 

7.3.3 Balancing 

While the UTSVT is not a fan of resistive pull-down balancing, resistive 

pulldown (“bypass” or “passive”) balancing was implemented on the voltage slave 
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boards simply due to the fact that it “comes for free” with the LTC6802 IC; we just had 

to add the balancing resistor load and the MOSFETs.  

 

The balancing circuit was lifted directly from the reference design for the 

LTC6802. The balancing circuitry is shown together with the input signal conditioning in 

figure 7.3.2. The only difference was that the load resistor has been changed to four 

paralleled 1206 (a physical surface mount package size) resistors. A gate resistor and a 

zener diode are used to protect the sensitive MOSFET gate from overvoltage, especially 

during the connection and disconnection of the cell voltage sense leads. An LED is also 

included across the discharge resistors to indicate the operation of the balancing circuitry. 

A pull-down resistor was installed from gate to source of each of the balancing 

MOSFETs in the V1.1 boards to prevent against accidental activation. This was only a 

problem on one of the V1.0 boards due to installing the LTC6802 using a particularly 

tenacious soldering flux that caused leakages between the pins. Under certain 

circumstances, this ended up turning on some of the balancing MOSFETS. The pulldown 

resistor ensures that this is not possible on the V1.1 boards. To prevent any problems 

during the ASC2010, the balancing MOSFETs were removed from the boards 

 

7.3.4 Auxiliary Inputs 

The LTC6802 has two 0-5V ADC inputs meant for temperature sensing of the 

battery pack. We do not use these as temperature inputs since there are not enough. These 

are used with Microchip MCP9700-series active thermistors. These devices are powered 

from the regulated 5V output of the LTC6802 and output a voltage proportional to the 

temperature. Two of the MCP9700 devices are mounted on the back of the PCB near the 

balancing resistors. When these are combined with the internal die temperature sensor of 
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the LTC6802, there are three temperature sensors on the board. These can be used for 

hardware integrity testing, or to sense the approximate temperature of the air in the 

battery box. 

 

Future boards might replace the two temperature sensors with either a high-

precision voltage reference to increase the accuracy of the readings, or a scaled 

representation of the entire pack voltage. Both of these are described in the LTC6802 and 

LTC6803 datasheet.  

 

7.4 CURRENT SLAVE BOARD HARDWARE  

The current sensor hardware was initially going to be integral to the master board. 

The current sensor hardware had to be moved to its own PCB due to space constraints on 

the master board (for cost reasons, we strived to work within the constraints of the 

ExpressPCB “MiniBoard” service. Also, having all boards share an identical footprint 

and mounting pattern simplifies the mechanical installation of the system.). Also, 

breaking out the current sensors makes it easier to later switch sensors easily (provided 

the new sensor provides an analog output) if a more accurate unit is found. The schematic 

for the current sensor board is shown in figure 7.4. The current sensor board is simple 

enough that it only requires a single schematic page. 
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Figure 7.4: Current Sensor Board schematic  

The current sensor board provides a simple analog interface to the master board. 

Unlike the other slaves, it does not contain a microcontroller and does not communicate 

on the RS485 bus. Instead, it uses an 8 pin analog interface directly to the master board. 

This provides 5V power to the current sensor board, and sends 5 analog signals back to 

the master board (2 currents, and 3 supply voltage diagnostics). The 8 pin analog 

interface needs to be kept reasonably short to avoid interference. The ideology of the 

analog interface can be traced back to the original maser board design where the current 

sensing was integral to the master board. The current sensor hardware was basically 

moved to a separate board with a minimum of modifications. 
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The board features two Tamura L08P current sensors, one a 100A part and one a 

50A part. In the actual BPS used in the solar car, the current sensors have the 4 gauge 

main battery lead passing through them, as well as 100 turns of wire wrapping wire 

(chosen because it is thicker than the magnet wire used in the two older systems, which 

would heat up significantly during testing) used to inject a known current into the system 

for debugging and verification of operation during scrutineering.  

 

The board also maintains its own power supply; it is powered from the 5V logic 

rail of the master board. The board also uses analog conditioning circuitry to output a 

microcontroller-ADC-friendly 0-4V signal for the current. The supply voltages of the 

circuitry (+15V, -15V, and the 4V offset) are also scaled to be within the 0-4V range of 

the ADC.  

 

In our system, charging current into the battery is defined as positive. This is 

reflected by a positive output from the actual hall-effect device itself. Charging current, 

according to the above definition of current polarity, flows in the direction of the arrow 

on the current sensors. We place our current sensors in the positive leg of the battery 

pack. A 4v signal to the microcontroller ADC is a full scale charging current, a 0V signal 

into the microcontroller ADC is a full-scale discharge current, and a 2V signal into the 

microcontroller ADC is zero current. 

 

7.4.1 Power supply 

The power supply for the current sensor board is shown in the lower left corner of 

figure 7.4. This board uses a RECOM RB-0515D module. This is a SIP mounted DC-DC 
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module. It provides galvanic isolation (not needed in this application, but it does help in 

reducing ground loop issues thus simplifying measurements and reducing error).This unit 

takes in 5V power and outputs a bipolar 15V output. This is not a regulated converter.  

 

While the PWR_GND and signal_return lines are connected to the same point 

somewhere in the master board, they are not connected anywhere in the current board. 

This is to prevent ground loop issues. If the board only had a single ground connection 

(or if the two were connected at the board, essentially forming a signal ground line using 

two paralleled pins), the current draw of the board would cause a voltage drop between 

the ADC’s ground reference on the master board and the current sensor board’s ground, 

leading to measurement inaccuracies. The isolated DC-DC converter prevents this issue 

entirely. 

 

Small 1206 (surface mount package size) ferrite bead inductors are also used to 

filter any remaining switching noise from the DC-DC converter. Tantalum capacitors 

(10uF, some boards might have larger value capacitors) are also used to provide stable 

rails, as well as ceramic capacitors right at the pins of the DC-DC to shunt away 

switching  noise. The board also features ceramic bypass capacitors at each chip and 

current sensor. Two LEDs are used to indicate the presence of the +15V and -15V supply 

rails to aid in diagnostics. 

 

7.4.2 Current sensors 

This board was designed around the Tamura L08P series current sensor. This 

same sensor series was also used in the original Solorean BPS [5]. This sensor requires a 

bipolar 15V supply, and outputs a linear -4 to +4v full scale signal. -4V indicated full 
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rated current flowing in the direction opposed to the arrow on the label, +4v when full 

rated current flows in the direction of the arrow on the label, and zero output when zero 

current is flowing. The output expects a 10K load to ground. [40] This sensor is an open-

loop device. The board can also accept a BBautomaco CYHCS-D4V, which is a more 

accurate closed loop device which is a direct replacement for the Tamura device. This is 

discussed in more detail in the “My Design and Implementation” section under “Current 

Sensors”, above. 

 

A 100A and a 50A device are used, with the current to be sensed flowing in series 

on one wire through the two devices. This is used to improve accuracy at low currents 

and to also provide a large full scale capability. This same idea was used in the BOSCH 

system and in the original Solorean BMS [5] The Tamura sensors have a maximum error 

of 1% of full scale [40], which translates to a maximum uncertainty of +/- 1A for the 

100A device and +/-0.5A for the 50A device. If we only used a single 100A device, the 

system would have a maximum error of 1A, which is un-acceptable for the types of 

coulomb counting SoC estimation algorithms used in a BMS. Using a 50A sensor will 

limit the maximum uncertainty to only 0.5A when the absolute magnitude of the current 

is under 50A. This is not perfect, but is a factor of two improvement. The original 

Solorean BPS team has confirmed that the 50A Tamura sensor is not damaged nor 

degraded by being over-ranged. A 50A device was used instead of an even smaller 

device, such as a 10A device, because 50A is the smallest device in the Tamura L08P 

series. The smaller devices will not be able to pass the larger 4 gauge cable used in the 

battery system. [5] 
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The master software is designed to first read the high range sensor, the 100A 

device. If the absolute value of the current read is greater than 50A, the value is used as 

is. If the value is smaller than 50A, the value from the 50A sensor is used instead. Note 

that it would be possible and desirable to then compare the 50A and 100A readings to 

make sure that they are in agreement and signal a fault if they are not. Note that the 50A 

read is not performed after evaluating the 100A value; the microcontroller ADC is set up 

to read all inputs in one operation (sequentially, in rapid succession) and then store them 

all in an array that is accessed later. 

 

7.4.3 op-amp scaling 

The current sensors output -4 to +4v, while the microcontroller ADC desired a 0-

4v signal. Note that none of these voltages are ratiometric relative to the supply voltage, 

they are all fixed voltages. A circuit must be designed to scale and shift the voltage range 

accordingly; and it must do it with a minimum of error. The current sensor output must 

be shifted by 4 volts (or 4V added to it), and then the result must be divided by 2. The 

circuit should also present an accurate 10K load to the output of the current sensor. Two 

identical circuits are needed, one for each current sensor. The schematic is shown on the 

center to the right hand side of figure 7.4.  

 

I have achieved this using two op-amps. The first op-amp is an inverting, 

summing amplifier with a gain of -0.5. The positive input is grounded and therefore the 

negative input is seen as a “virtual earth”. The signal from the current sensor is applied to 

the inverting input via a 10K resistor (along with the “virtual earth” provides the 10K 

load for the current sensor). Another 10K resistor goes to a fixed 4V reference (actually 

4.096V, the small offset error is fixed and can be removed in the master software. It will 
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manifest itself in the offset term of the offset+gain calibration coefficients) to “add” the 

4V to the signal. A 5K feedback resistance is used to set the gain to provide the divide by 

two that is necessary. The output at this stage is 0 to -4V; an inversion is necessary as the 

final step. This is provided by a second inverting op-amp stage with a gain of -1. The 

output of this op-amp is connected directly to the output of the board. An RC lowpass 

filter and ESD protection network is on the master board. 

 

The 5K resistance in the first stage is actually formed from two paralleled 10K 

resistors. This was done for two reasons: The first is that the 5K resistor is made from the 

exact same resistors that are used as the inputs to the inverting amplifier, accuracy of the 

divide by two can be maintained in the face of resistor drift or inaccuracy, as the divide is 

based only on the relative ratios of resistors, not their absolute value. Secondly, using all 

the same value of resistors in the op-amp circuit makes procurement and assembly much 

easier. Resistors are 0.1% parts and the quad op-amp is a precision device to ensure that 

the only major error term is that which is inherent to the current sensors. Ideally, an op-

amp would see the same impedance looking out of both of its inputs to minimize errors 

from input bias current. I did not include resistors from the non-inverting inputs to 

ground since the impedance looking from the inverting input is 2.5K on the first stage 

and 5K on the second stage. This small impedance, combined with the low bias current 

nature of these op-amps (they were chosen for low offset voltage and low input bias 

current for the temperature input circuit) should negate the error from the unmatched 

input impedances. 
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Early boards were assembled with the TI/Burr-Brown OPA4234, while later 

boards might have been assembled with the TI TLC2264AID. The switch was simply due 

to availability. There should be no effect on the operation of the circuitry.  

 

7.4.4 Offset voltage reference 

The op-amp signal conditioning circuit needs a stable source of 4volts to “add” to 

the current sensor outputs as an offset. This voltage must be very stable and not drift or 

change with temperature or supply voltage. Initial errors can be dealt with (they will only 

affect the master’s offset coefficient), provided they do not change. A TI REF5040 

device is used to provide an extremely accurate 4.096 volt reference. This chip is also 

used in the master board and temperature slave boards as a voltage reference for their 

ADCs. It is discussed further in the Temperature Slave Board section. 

 

7.4.5 Voltage sensing 

All boards in the BPS are designed to allow every supply voltage to be monitored 

by the software as a built in diagnostic. The current board outputs a microcontroller-

ADC-friendly 0-4V representation of the 4.096V offset and the bipolar 15V supply. This 

is achieved simply with a resistor divider for each supply. The +15V rail and offset are 

scaled relative to ground. Since the microcontroller cannot read negative voltages, the -

15V rail is scaled relative to the +15V rail. This means that the microcontroller must take 

the voltage on the +15V rail into account when reading the voltage of the -15V rail. 

These resistor dividers are shown in the upper left of figure 7.4. 
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7.5 BOOTSTRAP MONITOR BOARD HARDWARE  

This special slave is meant to monitor the bootstrap (auxiliary) battery and control 

the charging of it. It is based upon the Temperature Slave Board. This board was 

developed rapidly by taking the Temperature Slave Board and removing the isolated SPI 

interface and the temperature sensor data acquisition hardware, and then replacing them 

with some analog input hardware to monitor the bootstrap battery. 

 

The hardware for this board can be understood by reading the Temperature Slave 

Board section (above). The Microcontroller and associated parts are mostly similar. Since 

this board does not use all 16 ADC inputs, there is no DIP switch to change between 

supply voltage sensing and in circuit debugging. The serial communications, RS485 and 

the debugging RS232 port, are left completely unchanged. The DIP switches for slave 

address and configuration locking are also unchanged. The power supply is exactly the 

same as in the temperature board, except that there is only the 5V logic supply and 

4.096V voltage reference for the dsPIC’s analog to digital converter. The SPI’s isolated 

5V supply, the precision 5.000V offset reference, and the 10V supply are deleted.  

 

The board reads 0-4V analog signals for each value monitored. Each of the input 

channels are the same. They have an RC input filter followed by a TI quad ESD protector 

(these clamp the input signal between ground and 5V). There are input channels for upper 

and lower battery module voltage, upper and lower battery module current, upper and 

lower battery module temperature, upper and lower charger input voltage supply, as well 

as for monitoring the + and – 15V supply on the bootstrap charger board. The 15 volt 

monitors are already scaled down to be within a 0-4V range on the bootstrap charger 

board. The board also has 4 digital (TTL level) inputs, these configured the same as the 
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analog inputs, only the RC filter is configured for a shorter period. These monitor the two 

status LEDs of the each of the two chargers. Finally, the board can measure the Vsup 

slave bus voltage (the same as the Temperature Slave Board) as well as the temperature 

of the PCB via an onboard Microchip 9701 temperature sensor IC (there are pads for two 

different packages).  

 

The board has two open-collector digital outputs to the Bootstrap Power board; 

these are used to enable and disable the battery chargers. 5V power is also provided to the 

Bootstrap Charger Board. This 5V power is from the main 5V digital rail on the 

Bootstrap Monitor Board. It is protected via a poly-fuse and filtered via ferrite beads.  

 

One Bootstrap Monitor Board was assembled. It has not been tested, and no 

software for it has been written yet. This was due to our very stringent schedule. The 

bootstrap battery was monitored by connecting the cRIO’s analog inputs to the connector 

where this board would ordinarily connect to.  Getting this board working would be 

future work, most likely coinciding with a major update of the BPS system software. 

Also, a schematic for this PCB was not actually generated yet, but it would be very 

similar to the Temperature Slave Board. 
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Chapter 8  
 

BPS Software 

 

The system software was, for me personally, the most worrying aspect of the BPS 

system. The system software was completed and made operational in time to enter 

FSGP/ASC2010 with help from Archer Finley and the senior design team. I had 

originally come up with an outline for the operation of a very “complete” system 

software with many features (most of which is written down in the “Original BPS Design 

Documents” section). However, a few months before the competition, it was decided to 

scrap this idea and make the most basic software that can make the system work to the 

requirements. 

 

However, the software was written in a modular style to make future code re-use 

easy. For each peripheral, we compartmentalized the code into what we referred to as a 

“driver”. For example, The Interface to the LTC6802 IC is a separate module from the 

RS485 communications or the main loop code. 

 

After our successful completion of ASC2010, we began work on updating the 

software to add the features we had initially desired. This required some amount of re-

writing of the code. Luckily, the original “drivers” could be re-used for the most part. The 

new code uses a Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) to allow multiple “threads” of 

execution to operate in parallel on the microcontroller. We chose the FreeRTOS software 

due to the price (free), its simplicity, and non-restrictive software license. [41][42] 
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There are 4 main pieces of software in the system: two different pieces of 

microcontroller code, the BPS GUI, and the cRIO’s interface code. The master board 

software is in charge of gathering data from all of the sensors and slaves, comparing it 

with the protection thresholds to control the contactor, and communicating this data over 

the RS422 interface. The Temperature Slave Board software is in charge of gathering 

temperature and voltage data, and relaying this back to the master. The code loaded into 

each temperature board is identical. The cRIO interface code and the BPS GUI are both 

interfaces to the RS422 bus – the Master Board will communicate with them identically. 

The BPS GUI is designed as a diagnostic tool to monitor the BPS operation and 

configure its parameters. The cRIO interface is meant to simply control the BPS and to 

translate the BPS data into a data format that the rest of the cRIO software can handle. 

 

The microcontroller board software was written in C using the official Microchip 

toolchain, the BPS GUI was coded using Microsoft Visual C# .NET, and the cRIO 

interface was drawn up in LabView. 

 

8.1 MASTER BOARD SOFTWARE (V1.0) 

The Master board software is the most complex piece of software in the BPS 

system. It is responsible for requesting readings from the slaves, checking these against 

the protection thresholds, controlling the contactor, and relaying these values to the cRIO 

(or other external system).  
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8.1.1 “Main.c” 

The majority of the code is handled in main.c. The master code is interrupt driven; 

there is a timer interrupt that causes the master to read currents and query the slaves for 

battery readings and another triggered by received data from the RS422 interface to 

handle the RS422 communications. Since the code is interrupt-driven, the main() 

function simply initializes all of the software modules, arms the interrupts, and then 

enters an infinite loop waiting for interrupt triggers.  

 

The timer interrupt fires on a periodic basis and causes the master board to read 

the battery current from the Current Slave Board (via the analog to digital converter) and 

query the slaves for the battery voltages, temperatures, and slave statuses. It adds the 

voltages, currents, and temperatures into a memory buffer such that the RS422 interface 

can relay it back to the cRIO or PC GUI. It also checks the current readings against the 

overcurrent thresholds and checks for slave faults; the contactor is turned off if there are 

any faults or overcurrents. The slaves check the voltage and temperature thresholds and 

set a fault flag if they are out of range. The timer interrupt requests the voltages and 

temperatures from the slave modules by calling the functions in RS485M.c and then 

waiting for a response (that is, the entire slave communications routine occurs in the T1 

timer interrupt). The code also enumerates all of the slaves during each sample cycle to 

be able to trip a fault on a missing or crashed slave.  

 

The RS422 interface is handled in the U1 receive interrupt. The Master board acts 

like a slave to the BPS GUI or the cRIO on the RS422 interface. The master receives a 

command code on the bus, and then it executes the command, echoes back the command 

code and a ‘0’, followed by the data.  The data is put into a memory buffer (only holds a 
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single reading) and then read out when requested over the RS422 interface. For this 

reason, the timing of the requests must be synchronized with the timer interrupt 

frequency or data may be lost or corrupted. This is an area to be improved in future 

version of the code, perhaps using some sort of handshaking scheme? 

 

8.1.2 “RS485M.c” 

This file is the driver for the Master’s RS485 communication link with the slaves. 

The filename, RS485M.c, differentiates the master’s RS485 code from the slaves (which 

are RS485S.c). The master’s RS485 interface uses the dsPIC’s U1 (UART 1 of 2) 

interface. The master’s RS485 interface is not interrupt-driven. The main code calls one 

of several functions (RS485M_receiveVoltages(), RS485_ReceiveSlaveStatus(), 

RS485M_ReceiveTemps(), and RS485M_DetectSlaves()), to query the slaves. The 

master will always send out a request to the slave modules and then wait for a response.  

 

8.1.3 “RS422.c” 

This is the driver for the RS422 port on the master. This port is used to 

communicate with the BPS GUI or the cRIO. This code is based on the Microchip UART 

example code. This file only provides functions for initializing the port and sending data. 

The receive function is an interrupt handler in main.c and the protocol itself is also 

handed in main.c. The RS422 interface uses the dsPIC’s U2 (UART 2 of 2) interface. 

 

8.1.4 “I2C.c”  

This is the driver for the I2C bus of the dsPIC as well as the RTC(Real-Time-

Clock) and the EEPROM. The functions for initializing and communicating on the I2C 
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bus are based on Microchip example code. Functions are provided to read and write from 

various addresses in the RTC and the EEPROM. 

 

8.1.5 “ADCM.c” 

This is the driver for the dsPIC’s analog to digital converter module. It is based on 

the example code provided by Microchip. The function ADCM_GetCurrents() reads both 

of the current sensors, scales them into the proper units, and then stores them into a 

memory buffer. The current is a 16 bit signed integer that is in the units of 10mA. For 

example, 4000 represents 40 amps of charging current and -8000 represents 80 amps of 

discharging current. 0 represents zero current, or no net current flow into and out of the 

battery pack.  

 

8.2 TEMPERATURE BOARD SOFTWARE (V1.0) 

This is the microcontroller firmware that is loaded into the Temperature Slave 

Boards to operate the slaves. Each of the slaves in the system contains a separate version 

of the same software. 

 

8.2.1 “Main.c” 

This is where the majority of the software is located. The actual main() function 

only initializes the RS485 bus and then enters an infinite loop. All of the operations of the 

software occur in an interrupt handler. The RS485 communications are handled in the 

RS485 serial data received interrupt and the temperatures and voltages are acquired 

during a timer interrupt. When the slave first boots up, it only monitors the RS485 bus. A 

command code 1 (“initialize slave”) triggers a configuration of the lTC6802 and the timer 
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interrupt. Once the timer interrupt is triggered, it will periodically acquire voltages and 

temperatures.  

 

The timer interrupt handler also compares the voltages and temperatures with 

thresholds and sets an error flag. It also does an open-wire conversion each cycle as well 

to detect blown sense fuses or disconnected voltage sense lines. There is no additional 

code to detect an open or shorted temperature sensor as either condition will cause a full-

scale hot or cold reading which will trip out the system for over or under temperature. All 

data is represented as 16 bit integers, with temperatures in tenths of degrees Kelvin and 

voltages in millivolts. For example, 4.200 volts is represented by 4200 and 273.6 degrees 

Kelvin is represented by 2736. 

 

The slave board autonomously reads voltages and temperatures at a fixed interval 

as determined by the timer interrupt. The data is stored in a memory buffer and potential 

error flags are set. The queries from the master board then return the buffer full of 

measurements and any error flags. The slave does not keep more than one reading 

buffered in memory. This means that the frequency of the master’s queries must be 

synchronized with the slave’s updating to prevent data corruption. Future software may 

use two levels of buffers and flags to prevent corruption caused by unsynchronized 

timing.   

 

8.2.2 “ADCS.c” 

This is the driver for the dsPIC’s AD converter. This code is based on the 

Microchip provided example. 
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8.2.3 “SPI.c” 

This is the driver for the dsPIC’s SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) bus. This code 

is based on the Microchip provided example. 

 

8.2.4 “RS485S.c” 

This is part of the driver for the Slave’s RS485 interface. This code in this file is 

used to initialize the dsPIC’s UART. This code is based upon the Microchip provided 

example. The rest of the RS485 code is implemented in main.c. 

 

8.2.5 “LTC6802.c” 

This is the driver for the LC6802. It provides functions to initialize, configure, 

test, and acquire voltages from the LTC6802. This software relies on the functions in 

SPI.c. Once the LTC6802 is initialized and configured, there are three functions required 

to acquire a voltage. First, the LTC6802_StartConversions() function is called to 

command the LTC6802 to start converting all cell voltages. After a waiting period, the 

LTC6802_ReadVoltages() function is called to read out all of the cell voltages from the 

LTC6802. Each temperature is a 12 bit value. The LTC6802 packs these together into a 

long array. Finally, the LTC6802_SortVoltageArray() function is called to unpack this 

array into an array of 16 bit values. For the special open wire conversions, the 

LTC6802_StartOWConversions(), LTC6802_ReadOWVoltages(), and 

LTC6802_SortOWVoltageArray() are used instead; they operate the same. The open-

wire conversions are the same as the regular conversions, except that the LTC6802 

applies internal 100uA current sinks and sources. The slave compares the normal and 

open-wire readings and will trigger an error if they differ by more than 200mV.  
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8.3 CRIO  SOFTWARE (DRIVER V 1.0) 

The National Instruments cRIO is the Samsung Solorean’s central control 

computer. The cRIO originally served as the BPS. This original BPS uses several internal 

arrays to represent the battery parameters (voltage, temperature, and current). The 

original BPS also contained the BMS system which also monitored the battery state of 

charge and controlled the active battery balancing. We removed the balancing code, as 

well as the code to acquire the cell voltages, temperatures, and current. Then a serial 

“BPS driver” was added in place of the original acquisition code. This “driver” 

communicates with the new BPS and outputs the battery voltages, temperatures, and 

current and creates arrays with the same format as the original BPS. This allows for the 

rest of the cRIO’s software and the SoC code to remain unchanged. Since the BPS serial 

driver is simpler compared with the original BPS code, this frees up a significant amount 

of resources in the cRIO for other software. 

 

The BPS serial driver is very simple. It sends a single-byte command code to the 

BPS, and the BPS will then echo back the command sent, followed by a zero byte, and 

then finally any data. The system first sends a command to turn on the contactor, and then 

periodically sends the commands to send back voltage, temperature, current, and 

contactor status. The system sends the module values in order from the first to the last as 

two byte integers (MSB first). The system also sends both current sensor readings. When 

the rotary ignition switch is moved back into the 24V position, the cRIO will send the 

contactor turn off command. 
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8.4 BPS GUI  (V1.0) 

  

Figure 8.1: BPS GUI screenshot (V1.0) 

The BPS GUI is a C# application that implements the BPS’s RS422 protocol on a 

Windows computer. A screenshot of this applicaition is  The BPS does not know the 

difference between the cRIO’s BPS serial driver and the BPS GUI application. The BPS 

GUI, as it currently stands, is a rudimentary application for communicating with the BPS 

and is currently only capable of monitoring the system’s output and controlling the 

contactor. The BPS GUI does have the ability to continuously monitor the system outputs 

and saving this data to a log file. This functionality came in very handy for testing the 

reliability of the hardware and software.  

 

The original intent for the BPS and the BPS GUI was that the configuration 

(number of cells, protection thresholds, etc.) of the BPS system would be stored in the 

EEPROM of the BPS’s dsPICs, with the BPS GUI responsible for updating the system 
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configuration stored in the EEPROM. This will make system configuration much easier. 

Sets of DIP-switches mounted onto the BPS boards must be flipped on the enable system 

configuration changes; this is to satisfy the ASC regulations that the system configuration 

cannot be changed without opening the battery boxes. However, the current V1.0 

software requires the dsPIC firmware to be edited, recompiled, and reloaded into the 

boards to change the system configuration. 
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Chapter 9  
 

Samsung Solorean Electrical System Overview 

 

The Samsung Solorean has two interrelated electrical systems, the high voltage 

and the low voltage. The high voltage bus handles the main battery pack, the solar arrays, 

and the motor, while the low voltage system powers the control electronics and ancillary 

systems. A high-level overview of the solar car’s electrical system is shown in x9.1. 

 

 

Figure 9.1: Solorean Electrical System (copy of figure 1.3) 
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9.1 HV BUS AND BATTERY CONNECTIONS 

The high voltage bus in the car is a pair of thick copper bus-bars located behind 

the driver (with a protective cover, of course). The bus voltage is determined by the 

battery voltage. The Solorean uses components optimized for a 96V nominal bus. The 

Solorean currently has an 82V nominal bus now that is uses 22 modules of Lithium Ion 

batteries.  

 

The battery pack modules are connected to the high voltage bus via a DC-rated 

circuit breaker that is used as our “main disconnect”. This circuit breaker is mechanically 

ganged to the solar array output circuit breaker such that when it is actuated, all power 

sources are removed from the high voltage bus. This is used as our required disconnect 

and can be actuated via the driver or from outside the car (via a linkage made up from a 

bicycle brake cable). Anderson PowerPole connectors are used on the battery boxes to 

facilitate easy removal. Since there are two battery boxes, the two boxes connect to each 

other via PowerPoles as well. The battery boxes also have a BPS connector (14 pin CPC), 

a bootstrap battery connector (14 pin CPC), a BPS inter-pack connector (7 pin CPC), a 

bootstrap battery monitoring connector (15 pin D-sub), as well as the ventilation air ducts 

which need to be managed when installing and removing the battery boxes. 
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9.2 ARRAY AND POWER TRACKERS  (INCLUDING AERL  SETUP INSTRUCTIONS) 

  

Figure 9.2.1: AERL “Mini-Maximizer” Power Tracker 

The Samsung Solorean has three Subarrays (about 60V each) of Sun Power A300 

cells. These are connected into three independent AERL (Australian Energy Research 

Laboratories) MINI-MAX boost-type power trackers, pictured in figure 9.2.1. These 

devices have two main functions: the first is to operate the solar array at the maximum 

power point of its voltage-current characteristic curve, shown in figure 9.2.2, to extract 

the maximum amount of power from the array, and to match the voltage of the array to 

the voltage of the high voltage bus. The AERL units use a very simple, but very effective, 

analog control scheme. They temporarily disable the DC-DC converter to measure the 

open-circuit panel voltage, store this voltage in a capacitor (as a “memory”), and then 

regulate the DC-DC converter such that the panel (input) voltage is held to 80-90% of the 

open-circuit voltage.  
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Figure 9.2.2: SunPower A300 I-V curve (dashed lines indicate maximum power point) 

The AERL power trackers do have several adjustments that can be made to fine 

tune them to the solar array and battery being used. The power tracker will limit its 

output voltage to the float voltage of the battery. When the output voltage is at the float 

voltage, the output current will be reduced (that is, it will not provide its full output 

power). This is to prevent overcharging the battery in full sunlight when the battery is 

full. There is also an “equalize” voltage.  What the system does is the voltage will 

initially rise to the equalize voltage, once it his this voltage, the “float”  voltage limit is 

used. This was initially designed with charging of lead-acid batteries in mind. The 

difference between the float voltage and the equalize voltage is fixed and is set by fixed 

resistors mounted on the plug-in control card. The equalize setting is based on the battery 

chemistry. MPPTs setup from AERL for lithium batteries have only a very small 

difference between float and equalize. The float voltage is adjustable (and the equalize 
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voltage should track it) precisely via a set of DIPswitches and a precision multi-turn 

trimpot. The DIPswitch is used to select a course range of voltages (there is a legend 

silkscreened on next to it) and then the trimpot is used to fine tune the setting. To set the 

DIPswitch, the selected voltage range has the corresponding DIPswitch pushed down – 

all the others are left “up”. The float voltage adjustments are located just to the right of 

the “MAX” in the “MINI-MAXIMIZER” silkscreen on the right side of figure 9.2.1. 

Precisely setting the float voltage is rather easy to do: With the tracker input connected to 

a solar panel in good sun, have the output disconnected from the battery/bus/load and 

connect a voltmeter set to DC-Volts. The voltmeter will indicate the current float voltage. 

 

The tracker’s maximum power point can also be fine tuned. This should come 

pre-set from AERL for the particular cells the tracker was configured with. A small, 

single turn trimmer marked ‘R” adjusts the percentage of open-circuit voltage that the 

tracker will attempt to operate the panel at. In figure 9.2.1, it is the blue (with a white 

center screw) trimpot located to the left of the word “MINI” in “MINI-MAXIMIZER and 

just to the right of the control card in figure 9.2.1. Older models, such as those used in the 

Solar Steer, have the trimpot mounted on the rear of the circuit board. While we have not 

adjusted outs, one possible method would be to connect the tracker to the solar array and 

to a load (i.e. have it charge the car’s battery) with a pair of multimeters (one for current, 

one for voltage) or the array telemetry system to measure the output power of the power 

tracker. Then use a fixed intensity light source, such as a large bank of halogen light 

bulbs, to illuminate the array. If the actual sun is being used for this, make sure it’s a very 

clear day such that the solar insolation does not change during the adjustment procedure. 

Then adjust the “R” trimpot to achieve the maximum output power. It would be wise to 

mark the original setting of the “R” trimpot with a permanent marker before adjusting it.  
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There are four LEDs on the AERL tracker. They are “LOW BATTERY”, 

“BATTERY FULL”, “INPUT ALIVE” and “OUTPUT ALIVE”. T he low battery LED is 

activated when the input voltage falls below a certain threshold. The threshold is 

proportional to the float voltage setting (the difference between float voltage and the low 

voltage is set by selected resistors soldered to the control card as for the equalize voltage. 

This is set by AERL based on the battery chemistry specified). The battery full indicator 

is activated when the battery reaches the float voltage. The input and output alive 

indicators are simple LEDs with series resistors connected directly to the input and 

output, respectively. They are meant to indicate if the solar array is active and to warn 

users that the trackers are connected to a live power source. Note that with the output 

live, the input LED will also light up most times. This is due to leakage from the input to 

the output (the trackers may, under some circumstances, allow a battery to discharge into 

a non-illuminated solar panel.  

 

The AREL units have a header (just under the green connector in the left side of 

figure 9.2.1) that can be used with the optional panel meters. The panel meter will display 

the input and outputs voltages and currents. A four position slide switch selects which 

parameter to measure. The battery full and battery low LEDs are also replicated on the 

panel meter as well. There is also a toggle switch that will change the meter from a high 

range to a low range. Most cars that use the AERL meter would use one per power 

tracker. The panel meters can be mounted in the vehcile’s cockpit or dashboard, or the 

meters can be mounted together in a Plexiglas box that can be moved around (we did this 

in the Solar Steer). The panel meters are not very good at holding up in high-heat 

environments. The reading on the LCD screen will fade out and become difficult to read 
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when they get too hot. If mounting them in a solar car, care must be taken to keep them 

cool and keep them out of direct sunlight. The panel meters are built using an LCD 

voltmeter module and the appropriate scaling logic. It can be thought of as having a 

voltmeter that can be connected to the input or output of the tracker to read the voltage, or 

across a shunt on the input or output to monitor the current. The shunts are made out of 

the PCB traces on the AERL trackers. This makes the panel meter header very difficult to 

use for external data acquisition. Also note that the panel meters are not interchangeable 

between tracker topologies (buck, boost, buckboost).  

 

The power trackers also have a fuse on the battery output side. The input side is 

not fused because solar cells are inherently current limited. The output fuse is a rather 

strange PCB-trace fuse (it’s located near the green connector in the corner of the PCB). 

The PCB tracks actually make up the fuse. If the fuse blows, the tracks will be 

vaporized/melted. There are some studs mounted on each end of the fuse to allow it to be 

replaced. The MPPTs should come with a few replacement fuses. These are small 

sections of PCB with the fuse-tracks etched onto them and two holes on each end. The 

replacement fuse simply mounts on top of the studs using the nuts and lock-washers 

provided (putting the new fuse in parallel with the blown one). The tracker also contains 

a reverse-biased diode in parallel with the input and the output. This is to prevent damage 

to the tracker if the solar array or battery is connected in reverse polarity (the fuse may 

blow if the battery is connected in reverse, but that should be the extent of the damage).  

 

Since the power trackers do not provide telemetry data outputs, we had to add our 

own measurements and control circuitry. The circuitry measures all three input (array) 

voltages, all three input (array) currents, all three output (bus) currents, as well as the 
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total battery current. Measuring the total output current is redundant when all three 

individual outputs are also measured, but the total current sensor was included in the 

original cRIO BPS, and the other sensors were a later addition (plus it could potentially 

be more accurate). The system can also switch individual power trackers on and off. The 

system is powered from the 24V rail of the low voltage bus, outputs data as analog 

voltages into the cRIO, and is controlled by TTL digital output signals from the  

 

The voltages are measured using a divide by 10 resistive voltage divider and is 

then galvanically isolated using a TI ISO122/ISO124 analog isolation amplifier IC. A 

TI/Burr-Brown DC-DC converter is used to power the “input” side of the isolation 

amplifier. Galvanic isolation is needed between the input and the output for two reasons: 

firstly, the power tracker design does not maintain the input negative and output negative 

at the same potential; secondly, the low voltage system (to which these measurement 

signals are referenced) and the high voltage system (to which the bus and array are 

referenced) need to be galvanically isolated for safety. A RECOM REC5 DC-DC 

converter is used to provide the bipolar 15 volt supply that is needed for the isolation 

amplifier circuits. A REC3 (3 watts) module was originally used, but this had some 

problems powering the system, thus a 5 watt module was substituted. The isolation 

amplifiers are somewhat power hungry. 

 

The individual input and output currents use the same measurement circuitry. 

Tamura L08P050 current sensors are used. Since these are 50 amp full-scale parts, with 

about 6 amps expected current, these sensors will provide inaccurate readings normally. 

However, the sense wire is looped through the sensors 5 times, effectively multiplying 

the current by 5. Now the sensors have a 10 amp full-scale range, with no decrease in 
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accuracy. All 6 sensors are powered from a Recom REC3 module. The ground reference 

of the current sensors and voltage sensors are connected together, but are isolated from 

the 24V power input to prevent ground loop issues.  

 

The array control is implemented by switching the positive output of the power 

trackers using a Tyco (formerly Potter and Brumfield) KEUP series SPST 24V coil, DC-

rated relay (with magnetic arc blow out). The KEUP relays are driven with the TI 

DRV102 PWM solenoid drivers that are used elsewhere in the car. The array control 

board also provides fuses for the input and output of each power tracker, as well as for 

the total output. BUSS type ABS fuses are used for their high voltage DC rating.  

 

The array control board, besides the array control relays, also contains the sensor 

for monitoring the total output current. The Tamura L08P050 device is used again, this 

time with two turns of wire through the sensor core. This effectively makes a 25 amp 

full-scale sensor. The current sensor is again powered via a Recom REC3 module. 

 

The array control and monitoring electronics are the second oldest of the custom 

circuit boards in the Samsung Solorean (next to the motor interface board) and they could 

be improved by a redesign. If I were to redesign this system again, I would replace the 

current sensors with the Allegro ACS712-series current sensors (or one of the uni-polar 

versions) to save board space, and reduce the need for a bipolar 15V supply. The sensor 

for total output current would be eliminated as well. The input (array) fuses would also be 

eliminated. Instead of using large DC-rated relays, I would use small relays to switch the 

(currently unused) control signal on the power trackers. The voltage sensing would be left 

alone for the most part. Of course, all of this would be for AERL trackers. Newer, 
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digitally controlled, power trackers may have all of these functions available digitally 

over a CAN bus. [43] 

 

9.3 MOTOR 

The electric motor in the Solorean is an NGM (New Generation Motors) SCM-

150 with the NGM EVC-402-96 controller. This motor is a specialized, ultra-high-

efficiency unit designed just for solar cars. The motor is a permanent-magnet axial-flux 

design with an adjustable air gap. This motor uses high-strength Neodymium Iron Boron 

magnets epoxied onto a rotor plate. Being a DC-Brushless motor, the motor has the 

stationary windings connected into a 3-phase Wye. The control unit monitors rotor 

position with three hall-effect sensors to properly commutate the three phases. This motor 

is a “pancake” type direct-drive hub-motor. This means that there are no gears or other 

means of power transmissions – One side of the motor is bolted onto the rear suspension 

swingarm, while the wheel is mounted onto the other side. 

 

The NGM motor controller is connected to the HV bus via 4 gauge cable. The 

motor has its own DC rated circuit breaker in the car that is primarily used as a manual 

disconnect switch (this circuit breaker can cause some confusion if it is accidentally 

switched off). A Tyco EV200 contactor, the same as for the BPS, is used to connect and 

disconnect the motor controller from the bus. The contactor is in the positive feed of the 

motor controller. Since the motor controller has a very large bus capacitance, directly 

switching it into the bus would cause a large and damaging inrush current. Instead, there 

is a “pre-charge” circuit that first connects a resistor in parallel with the main contactor. 

A KEUP relay (the same as for the array control) is used to switch the precharge resistor. 

There is also a shunt in the negative lead of the motor controller. The controller does 
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have a rudimentary functionality to monitor battery state of charge; the shunt is used to 

monitor the charging and discharging of the battery pack. Even though we do not use the 

motor controller’s built in state of charge monitoring (this functionality is more intended 

for cars using lead-acid batteries without a separate battery control system), the shunt is 

connected since it may be necessary for controlling the motor current. Since the voltage 

signal from the shunt is so small, a shielded twisted pair cable is used to interface to it. 

 

A box called the Motor Interface Box is used to connect the NGM controller to 

the rest of the car. This box contains the oldest PCB currently in the Solorean; the motor 

PCB is a rather simple circuit that was designed for the NASC 2008 version of the car. 

The board contains a breakout of the motor controller’s 25 pin interface connector, as 

well as two contactor/relay drivers for the main contactor and the precharge relay. The 

board uses the DRV102 PWM solenoid drivers to drive the relays and contactors. 

 

The motor controller has three main digital inputs: “Ignition”, “FWD/REV” and 

“Throttle Enable.” These three signals are asserted when they are connected to the motor 

controller’s control ground (isolated from HV and LV ground). Ignition and FWD/REV 

are connected to the dashboard. The ignition signal is basically used to enable and disable 

the motor. De-asserting the ignition signal is functionally equivalent to removing power 

from the motor. The FWD/REV signal is used to switch the motor into reverse. The 

throttle enable (“thren”) signal is a safety interlock that is used to enable net torque 

production. The motor will be able to do regenerative braking and will also engage when 

the throttle is depressed, but will not provide any torque. This signal can be interlocked 

into either the brakes or the throttle. Our throttle enable is connected into the brake circuit 

since using a microswitch in the throttle pot box would interfere with the operation of the 
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cruise control.  The motor accepts two analog voltage signals from the throttle control 

and the regenerative braking control. The motor controller outputs a digital “speed pulse” 

signal to drive our speedometer as well (described in the “Dashboard and Lighting” 

section). Finally, the controller has an RS232 interface that is ordinarily connected to the 

cRIO for cruise control, but can also be connected to a Windows laptop for motor 

configuration and debugging. There are several other inputs and outputs on the motor 

controller, but we do not make use of them.  

 

Our car has the precharge relay and the main motor contactor actuated 

automatically under cRIO control according to a pre-programmed sequence (activate 

precharge for a few seconds, close the main contactor, and then open the precharge 

relay). One issue that used to cause concern was the situation where the precharge system 

failed to actuate, in which case the motor contactor closing would cause a damaging 

inrush current. Some systems (Such as the Zilla controller popular with electric vehicle 

conversions and racing [44]) measure the voltage at the motor controller input; the motor 

controller voltage must be about equal to the battery/bus voltage for the main motor 

contactor to close. Our system is completely open-loop, so failure of the pre-charge 

system to function is always a concern. To monitor the operation of the pre-charge, a 

buzzer was installed in parallel with the precharge resistor. The buzzer circuit will get the 

full bus voltage across it when the precharge relay is first switched on, and then the 

voltage it sees will rapidly decrease as the motor controller’s capacitance is charged up to 

the bus voltage. This produces a characteristic sound that is a very loud “beep” that trails 

off, as in a chirp, when the precharge system is functioning correctly. The precharge 

buzzer was built from a standard 24V piezo enunciator, but since the circuit would be 

exposed to full bus voltage, a 24V zener diode was placed in parallel with the annunciator 
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and a series resistor was used. This limits the voltage to prevent from damaging the piezo 

enunciator.  

 

The motor controller expects potentiometers of about 5-10 kOhms (the acceptable 

range is 4 to 12K) for the regen and throttle controls. For throttle control, a Curtis “pot-

box” meant for industrial forklifts is used. This device contains a pedal, return spring, a 

high-quality potentiometer, as well as two adjustable microswitches (such as for idle and 

full throttle). The motor controller has three dedicated pins for each of the regen and 

throttle controls. The regenerative braking potentiometer interface on the motor controller 

is identical to that for the throttle. The controller can detect an open and a shorted 

potentiometer since the internal circuitry applies 5V across the potentiometer with series 

resistors. This allows the controller to monitor the resistance of the potentiometer. If the 

potentiometer is not within the correct resistance range, the motor controller system will 

trip out. The controller then reads the voltage on the wiper to get the desired signal. The 

throttle potentiometer is in the direct control of the driver, while the regenerative braking 

is implemented as a linear potentiometer mounted on the brake pedal, effectively in 

parallel with the master cylinders. When the cruise control is active, the cRIO sends a 

commanded RPM digitally to the motor controller over the RS232 interface – the cruise 

control does not directly interface with the physical throttle and regen signals at all. 

 

The NGM motor has a unique variable air gap mechanism. The air gap is the 

distance between the (fixed) coils and the (rotating) magnets. The motor has a gear on the 

motor (in the center of the motor’s mount) that can turn 3 complete revolutions to adjust 

the gap from fully closed to fully open. The air gap functions similar to a car’s 

transmission: the motor is optimized for low speed torque when the gap is fully closed, 
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and optimized for high speed when the gap is fully open. Even though the motor is rather 

expensive, the user is left up to their own devices to implement air gap adjustment. Many 

teams simply find a good compromise position. We are one of the few teams that have an 

air gap adjustment system on the vehicle (even though we did not have it operational 

during FSGP/ASC2010). It took three revisions of the mechanism to get it to operate 

reliably. The hardware was installed on the car just before ASC2010 but the software was 

only completed after the race. The current system uses a small 12V DC gear-motor to 

drive the air gap shaft via a toothed rubber timing belt (the motor’s gear was replaced 

with a belt sprocket). A multi-turn potentiometer was mounted onto a bracket and the 

potentiometer shaft was coupled onto the motor’s air gap shaft. The potentiometer is 

connected to a regulated 5V power source and the wiper voltage is monitored by the 

cRIO to determine the current gap position. The cRIO controls the air gap via a “DC 

brushed servo” module, which is used as an H-bridge. The H-bridge can operate the 

motor in either direction, and PWM can be used to operate the motor at 12V when 

operated from a 24V supply. [45] 

 

9.4 BOOTSTRAP SYSTEM  

The Solorean has a bootstrap system that is used to provide power to the low 

voltage bus during the car’s “boot” or startup period. During the initial designing of the 

Solorean, the UTSVT made the decision that the purpose of solar car “Raycing” was to 

advance the state of the art and to try new ideas. We decided that we would try to make 

the Solorean operate more like a “standard” car. The ASC regulations allow teams to use 

a “supplementary” battery to power certain, explicitly mentioned, equipment. Most teams 

use either rechargeable battery packs (similar to the ones used for radio controlled cars 

and airplanes) or disposable primary batteries (such as alkaline AA batteries) that they 
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swap out several times a day. The UTSVT thought that this would be an unacceptable 

solution for a vehicle that purported to operate similar to that of a conventional 

automobile. 

 

 

Figure 9.4.1: Bootstrap system block diagram 

A block diagram of the bootstrap system is shown in 26. The system has a small 

rechargeable battery pack that powers the entire low voltage bus. There is also a DC-DC 

converter that converts the high voltage bus into 24V power. A circuit detects the 

presence of the high voltage bus and will then switches the load of the low voltage bus 

over from the bootstrap battery to the DC-DC converter operated from the high voltage 

bus. Once the system is operating from the high voltage bus, the bootstrap battery is then 

recharged, also with power derived from the high voltage bus. When the high-voltage bus 

is de-energized, the system seamlessly transitions back to operating from the bootstrap 
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battery. The system can be thought of as working like an Uninterruptible Power Supply 

(UPS). 

 

The current system (used for ASC/FSGP 2010) is the one being described in this 

section, but there were two previous versions of this system. The very original system 

that was installed on the car during our attempt to enter ASC 2008 was very basic; it was 

based upon the system installed into the Solar Steer. This basic system basically just 

combined the bootstrap battery pack and the power from the bus to 24V DC-DC 

converter using a diode-OR and a relay’s (with the coil powered from the bus to 24V DC-

DC converter) normally closed contacts to isolate the bootstrap battery. The charger 

(which was never built due to time constraints) would use a 24V to 12V DC-DC 

converter with its output “stacked” on top of the 24V DC-DC’s output to create 36V, 

which would be feed into the battery pack via a series current limiting resistor. The next 

revision of the bootstrap system was made for the version of the car that went to 

FSGP2009. That bootstrap system was conceptually very similar to the current system; in 

fact, some of the modules were re-used. The older system had completely analog controls 

and actually implemented a complete protection system for the bootstrap pack. This 

protection system (called the “BS-BPS” for BootStrap Battery Protections System) was 

implemented simply to appease any issues the race officials might have with recharging 

the “auxiliary” battery inside the vehicle. We later found out that active protection would 

not be required for a nickel based battery pack, passive monitoring is sufficient. The 

FSGP2009 version of the bootstrap system is more thoroughly described in my senior lab 

report [43]. 
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The power from the “main” high voltage to 24V DC-DC converter is diode-OR’d 

together with the power from the bootstrap battery. A dual-schottky diode is used to 

minimize power loss due to diode forward voltage drop. Since the battery pack voltage 

will exceed 24V when it is on charge, a switch between the bootstrap pack and diode-OR 

needs to be opened when the system is operating on power from the “main” DC-DC 

converter. The diode-OR also has a third input that is connected to a set of banana jacks 

on the side of the power distribution box labeled “jump-start.” These are used to start the 

system from an external 24V power source when the bootstrap battery is depleted (or 

when the low voltage system needs to be run for an extended period of time with the 

battery pack turned off, such as during debugging. This can also be used to power the low 

voltage system while the battery pack is in impound during the race.). Once the high 

voltage bus is turned on, the system is operated from the high voltage bus and the 

external power source can be removed. The Power Distribution board contains this 

change-over logic, as well the main and auxiliary high voltage to 24V converters and the 

24V to 24V isolated converter needed to power the upper bootstrap battery charger.  

 

The “BUS-OK” signal is generated by the “BUS-OK NILPIM” (“Nifty Inline 

Plug-In-Module), originally built for NASC2009. This small module contains an LM10 

op-amp/voltage reference. This circuit monitors the output of the main DC-DC converter 

and outputs a “BUS-OK signal.” There is hysteresis built in, with two trimpots to set the 

turn on and the turn-off voltage of the BUS-OK signal.  

 

The “BS-Vlimt NILPIM” is used to isolate the bootstrap battery when the BUS-

OK signal is asserted. This board was originally built to be used in the bootstrap system 

we used for FSGP2009. A P-type MOSFET is used. This board also features a low-drop 
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out voltage regulator based around an LM10 and the P-type pass MOSFET. This was 

originally intended to limit the bus voltage when operating from a freshly charged 

bootstrap pack (which might output 30V when freshly charged). However, this voltage 

limiting function has been rather problematic due to instabilities in the regulator’s 

feedback loop. Future versions of this system will most likely omit the voltage 

limiting/regulating function. The only components in the car that can be damaged by 

small overvoltages on the 24V bus, the original DC-DC converters in the cRIO based 

BPS, have been replaced.  

 

The bootstrap battery is a 24V pack made up of two identical series connected 

12V battery modules. Each module contains an ATO fuse (standard automotive blade 

fuse) in series with the positive output, two different temperature sensors, a thermal fuse, 

as well as fused voltage sense leads. Each 12V module is terminated with a 10 pin Molex 

KK .156” connector. The reason for two temperature sensors is that one is an AD592CN 

(same as for the main BPS) for monitoring of the bootstrap battery pack, and a 10K ohm 

thermistor for the bootstrap battery charging logic.  

 

There have been several different battery cells used in the bootstrap system. 

Panasonic HHR2500SCR NiMH Sub-C 2.5 AH “high rate” cells were used in this system 

for the ASC2010 competition due to their high charge temperature limit. The system 

from FSGP2009 used less expensive Tysonic TY-SC-1500MAH 1.5AH NiCd cells. The 

initial system built for ASC2008 used Sanyo NiMH 3AH cells. Since the early system 

was very rudimentary, it did not contain a “smart” battery charger and thus the cells were 

damaged. A replacement pack using unknown NiCD cells was purchased from a local 

Batteries+ store. 
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Abusing a battery, such as by overcharging it with a “dumb” charger, will greatly 

shorten its life. The Texas Instruments BQ2004 smart charger IC was chosen due to its 

simplicity and its excellent battery protection. The IC can terminate a fast charge based 

on negative deltaV/peak voltage detection, delta-T/delta-time (rate of temperature rise), 

safety timer, maximum voltage, and maximum temperature. The IC will also do a trickle 

charge at the completion of a fast charge cycle. The IC controls charging current by 

gating on a constant current source at the fast-charge current level. During trickle charge, 

this charging current source is pulsed on and off with a low duty cycle. Since the 

bootstrap battery is two separate 12V modules wired in series, there are two independent 

battery chargers. The decision to have two separate 12V modules was initially made due 

to the availability of 12V battery charger ICs vs. chargers capable of charging 24V packs. 

 

The IC also has the provision for controlling a PWM buck converter in constant-

current mode. We used this since it is more efficient than a linear regulator, and is rather 

simple to implement using the BQ2004. The chip monitors the voltage drop across a 

current sense resistor in the negative side of the circuit, and when the voltage across the 

resistor exceeds 25mv (plus a small hysteresis), the power switch is turned off. When the 

voltage falls below 25 millivolts (minus a small hysteresis), the power switch is turned 

back on. This has the net result of regulating a buck converter to maintain an output 

current specified by the resistor. The frequency of oscillation is a function of the inductor 

size as well as the input and output voltages. The bootstrap battery charger modules are 

designed for an input power source of 24V. 
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Figure 9.4.2: Bootstrap battery charger overview 

The unfortunate side effect of this very simple connection is that the battery 

charger system, when viewed as a 4 terminal network (a positive and negative input 

power, and a positive and negative connection to the battery), does not have the two 

negatives connected. A simplified diagram of the bootstrap battery charging system is 

shown in figure 9.4.2. There will be up to 25mV of voltage differential between the 

negative power supply to the charger and the negative lead of the battery. This means that 

that the power input to the lower battery charger (that charges the lower of the two 12V 

modules) must be isolated from the LV system ground. A separate DC-DC module 

powered from the high voltage bus is used to power the bootstrap charging system. The 

ground reference of this “auxiliary” DC-DC converter can be up to 25mV different from 

the main LV system ground. This “aux” power supply (that is only live when the HV bus 
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is active) is also used for the motor’s variable air-gap mechanism. This works out, since 

the NI H-bridge module that powers the air-gap mechanism is galvanically isolated from 

the rest of the system. The upper battery module charger has input power referenced to 

the voltage of the lower battery pack, thus this power source needs to be galvanically 

isolated with a 24V to 24V isolated DC-DC converter. 

 

Future plans are to eliminate the “auxiliary” DC-DC converter and just use a 

second 24V to 24V isolated DC-DC converter to power the lower battery charger. This 

should reduce power lost due to lightly-loaded DC-DC converters. Furthermore, the 

cRIO can then gate off the “enable” pins on the DC-DC converters to further reduce 

power draw. 

 

The bootstrap circuitry is spread between two different PCBs. The bootstrap 

charger PCB is mounted inside the battery enclosure, along with the bootstrap battery. 

This board contains the bootstrap battery monitoring along with the charging circuits. 

The battery chargers use the same plug in “NILPIM” (“Nifty Inline Plug-In-Module”) 

BQ2004 battery charger modules used in the FSGP2009 system. This was done to speed 

the development of the system. Each charger consists of a logic board that contains the 

BQ2004 IC and support parts, and a power board that contains the buck converter. The 

only charger components not on the NILPIM modules are the current sense resistor and 

an inductor and capacitor filter on the output to the battery.  

 

Optocouplers are used to isolate and convert the two LED status output signals 

from the BQ2004 chip into a 5V TTL level signal. An optocoupler is also used to drive 

the BQ2004’s enable pin. The bootstrap charger board’s power can be supplied from a 
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5V source from the BPS Bootstrap Monitor Board or a 7-30V external source. The 

external source is converted into 5V with a DC-DC buck converter module. The external 

power input is meant to be used to power the bootstrap monitor from the BPS’s “Vsup” 

slave supply source. A small DC-DC converter module is used to provide a bipolar 15V 

supply to operate the voltage sensing input amplifiers. 

 

The bootstrap charger board monitors the temperature of the bootstrap modules 

with an AD592CN temperature sensor. The sensor is connected to the 5V rail, and is 

returned to ground with a 2.2Kohm precision resistor. The voltage across the 2.2Kohm is 

then measured to monitor the temperature. To measure current, the Allegro-Micro 

ACS712 hall-effect current sensor is used. This device is a hall-effect sensor, operating 

from a single 5V supply, in a SOIC-8 package with a built in current sensing element. 

This device is much smaller than the Tamura L08P-series devices, when measuring small 

currents. The bootstrap battery module voltages and charger supply voltages are 

monitored in the same way. A voltage divider made from precision resistors divides 

down both the positive and negative voltage being measured, relative to the measurement 

common, and then a pair of TI/Burr-Brown INA2128 dual precision instrumentation 

amplifiers amplify the signal and reference it to the measurement circuitry’s ground. 

 

The Bootstrap Charger Board was designed with the BPS Bootstrap Monitoring 

Board in mind. The Bootstrap Monitoring Board plugs into the Bootstrap Charger Board 

to power the Bootstrap Charger Board (from the BPS), control the two chargers from the 

BPS, and report the bootstrap battery readings through the BPS system. Since coding 

time was short, provision was also made in case the Bootstrap Monitoring Board and its 

software cannot be completed in time. In this event, the Bootstrap Charger board can be 
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powered from an external voltage source (we powered it from the BPS Vsup slave power 

bus. The slave bus RS485 data lines were not connected.). An adapter that plugs into the 

slot for the BPS Bootstrap Monitoring Board was built. The adapter has two 470 ohm 

resistors to turn on the charger enables on both chargers, as well as bringing out the 

analog monitoring signals to a 15 pin D-sub connector. This D-sub connector is then 

routed to the analog inputs on the cRIO. 

 

9.5 LOW VOLTAGE POWER DISTRIBUTION  

The bootstrap system can essentially be viewed as a continuous source of 24V 

power that is always active, even when the car is turned off. In this way, it may be 

thought of like the battery in a conventional automobile. The ignition switch on the 

dashboard grounds a signal called “power_sw” to activate the ignition relay. The ignition 

relay is used to switch this power source onto the switched 24V bus. From this point, the 

various loads are connected to the switched 24V bus via individual fuses. A 24V to 12V 

DC-DC converter is used to generate a 12V bus from the 24V bus. This is also distributed 

to the loads via a series of fuses. Unlike the system used for FSGP2009, a 5V rail is not 

provided. Systems that require 5V power generate the voltage locally. 

 

The small PCB mounted relay used on the Power Distribution Board was found to 

have some reliability issues (I assume capacitor charging inrush currents causing terminal 

welding) that caused the system to occasional get stuck in the “on” state. This was solved 

by removing the relay and wiring in a larger relay. The PCB also contains SCR 

overvoltage crowbars designed to protect the downstream loads from overvoltage of the 

24V and 12V busses, but these never worked correctly and were simply disconnected for 

time reasons. 
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There are connections for the compact RIO enclosure, the dashboard, the motor 

controller, as well as for the power tracker system and an “auxiliary” power output 

(powers the rear view camera system and the driver ventilation fans). The dashboard, 

cRIO, and motor controller connectors also carry some signals which are routed through 

the power distribution board as well. 

 

9.6 DASHBOARD AND LIGHTING  

The dashboard contains a PCB which controls the car’s lighting and also controls 

a few other functions. The Solorean has headlights, brake lights, turn signals with hazard 

flashers, reverse lights, a rotary ignition switch, a horn, an analog speedometer, and 

several indicator LEDs mounted on the dashboard. The dashboard connects to the power 

distribution box with a single 14 pin CPC connector, to the compactRIO enclosure with a 

15 pin d-SUB, the exterior lighting with a different 14 pin CPC, the brake potentiometer 

with a 4 pin CPC, and outputs power to the touchpanel, tire pressure monitoring system 

receiver, and the amateur radio via a different 4 pin CPC connector. 

 

The lighting is handled by Luxeon emitter LEDs. 3W and 5W rated devices are 

used. They are soldered directly onto a tin PCB with large copper area (as a heatsink). 

The front modules contain two white LEDs (headlights) and one amber device (turn). The 

rear modules contain two red LEDs (brake), one white device (reverse), and one amber 

LED (turn). All LEDs are connected in series. The LEDs are driven by constant current 

LED driver modules. We use the Recom RCD24 LED driver module. CUI/V-infinity 

VLD24 modules can also be substituted for the Recom modules (if the analog 

dim/current adjust pin is shorted to ground).  This module is a buck type DC-DC 
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converter with constant current (as opposed to constant voltage) output to efficiently 

drive high power LEDs. 700mA devices are used for the headlights and reverse lights, 

while 1 amp devices are used for the turn signals and brake lights. Small inductors and 

capacitors are installed at the LED driver outputs to prevent the LED wiring harness from 

radiating radio interference. The headlight (which actually serves more to make the car 

more visible than to provide illumination for the driver at night) and reverse lights (used 

to warn persons that the car is backing up) are the simplest connection; the switch simply 

connects 24V to the input of the LED driver modules. The headlights have their own 

dedicated switch, while the reverse lights are switched with a second set of contacts on 

the Forward/Reverse toggle switch. 

 

 

Figure 9.6.1: Brake light circuitry 
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The brake lights are actuated by a linear potentiometer on the brake pedal 

assembly and a comparator in the dashboard PCB. The original hand drawn schematic of 

the dashboard’s brake light circuit is shown in figure 9.6.1. We initially attempted to use 

a microswitch mounted on the brake pedal assembly, but this proved to be mechanically 

difficult for us. The Solar Steer used a pressure switch in the brake hydraulic lines, but 

this was rather insensitive; the brake lights would not actuate until a significant amount of 

braking effort was applied. Since the plan for the regenerative braking was to mount the 

regen potentiometer onto the brake pedal assembly, we decided to mount a second 

potentiometer onto the pedal to control the brake lights (since making the potentiometer 

mount hold one or two potentiometers is not difficult). A second potentiometer was used 

as opposed to tapping into the regenerative braking potentiometer’s signal due to worries 

about grounding issues. 

 

The potentiometer is supplied with regulated 5V power, and the signal from the 

wiper is applied to a comparator. A trimpot on the dashboard PCB sets the reference 

voltage, while a second trimpot is used to adjust the hysteresis. The comparator activates 

a small relay using a TL431 to supply power to the brake light LED driver, and to open 

the motor’s throttle enable circuit (this locks out the motor’s throttle input when braking). 

A 5V TTL level signal is sent to the Compact RIO to disable cruise control when the 

brakes are applied. The diode in this circuit is used to prevent a possible short or load on 

the cRIO line from activating the brake lights. The circuit was originally designed for a 

small DIP DPDT relay. This was found to have contact-welding issues (brake lights 

would get stuck on until the driver hit the dashboard in the correct spot to fix it) during 

scrutineering for FSGP/ASC2010. We quickly wired in a larger relay and solved the 

problem. 
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Figure 9.6.2: Turn signal circuit 

The turn signal circuit, which is entirely inside the dashboard (except for the 

actual LEDs) is shown in figure 9.6.2. The turn signal circuit uses a 555 timer to generate 

a 1 Hz square wave. This oscillator is continually running, and the output is applied to the 

TTL level enable/PWM dimming input on the Recom driver modules. The power to the 

Recom driver module is applied only when the turn signals or the hazard flashers are 

activated. The 24V power is switched via normally open contacts on the turn signal and 

hazard switches, which are then wired in parallel (wired OR). To prevent shorting out the 

555 timer output when the LED driver is not powered, a series resistor is included 

between the 555 output and the enable input of the LED driver module. All 4 of the turn 

signal LEDs are wired in series and driven by the constant-current LED driver. The turn 

signal switch shorts out the two LEDs on the side that are not selected. The hazard flasher 

switch opens the connection of this sorting switch such that all 4 LEDs flash regardless of 

the direction indicator switch. The dashboard LEDs (which include an internal current 

limiting series resistor) are connected in parallel with the two series LEDs on each side of 

the car. Since the current through the dashboard indicator LEDs are small, the two series 
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turn signal LEDs can be thought of as voltage sources with a voltage of two LED forward 

voltage drops. 

 

The Solorean uses a standard automotive electric horn. The horn is supplied 

directly from the bootstrap battery due to its high current, but intermittent, nature. A relay 

is used to actuate the horn such that the horn switch in the dashboard, and its associated 

wiring can be light duty. The SPST momentary pushbutton on the dashboard provides a 

ground to the coil of a standard automotive “cube” relay (mounted in the power 

distribution box) to actuate it. The other end of the coil is connected to the 12V tap from 

the center of the bootstrap battery. The relay is used to switch the 24V from the bootstrap 

battery to the horn. The system initially used 12V, but the safety inspections found that 

our horn was not loud enough, thus the 12V automotive horn was operated from 24V to 

fix this issue. 

 

Figure 9.6.3: Dashboard internal discrete wiring 
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The Solorean uses a single rotary “ignition switch” to control the various power 

states. There are 5 power states: OFF(1), LV BUS(2), BMS ON(3), MOTOR ON(4), and 

MOTOR IGNITION(5). When in the OFF state, the low voltage bus is not energized. 

The entire low voltage bus is energized in position 2. The compactRIO monitors the 

position of the switch and controls the powering of the high voltage bus in software. The 

third position activates the BPS to energize the high voltage bus, and also activates the 

solar array. In the fourth position, the motor is activated. The control software will 

precharge the motor’s input capacitance before closing the main motor contactor. In the 

fifth position, the ignition signal is applied to the motor controller to activate it. The LV 

BUS position is used to debug the low voltage system (such as for debugging or updating 

cRIO software).  The third position is used when charging the car. The fifth position is 

used when driving the car. The reason the motor controller’s ignition signal is broken out 

separately into a position 4 and 5 is that, under certain conditions, the motor controller 

will enter an interlock mode and cycling of the ignition signal will reset it, without the 

extra time needed to cycle the power to the motor controller. 

 

The ignition switch is a 4P5T (4 pole, 5 throw) switch with special make-before-

break contacts. The make-before-break contacts are needed to prevent the signals from 

dropping out whilst rotating the switch between positions. One pole is used to control the 

low voltage power, one is used to signal the switch positions to the cRIO, while a third is 

needed to switch the motor ignition signal. The spare 4th pole can be used to drive some 

position indicating LEDs. The “power_sw” signal is grounded in positions 2,3,4, and 5 to 

turn on the low voltage bus. The ignition switch outputs two control signals to the cRIO 

to indicate switch position, “RIO_ON_A” and “RIO_ON_B.” These are negative logic 

ground switched circuits. The switch applies a ground to these signals when they are 
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active; the cRIO Interface Board has internal pullups to these signals. The RIO_ON_A 

signal is grounded only in position3, while the RIO_ON_B signal is grounded in 

positions 4 and 5. The cRIO cannot differentiate between positions 4 and 5. The motor 

controller’s ignition signal is only connected to the motor controller’s signal ground 

return in position 5. 

 

The dashboard also contains several indicators for the driver. The dashboard has 

the following indicators: left and right turn signal indicators, LV bus power, high voltage 

bus (BMS contactor), motor contactor, motor precharge, and reverse. All of these LEDs 

are small panel mount modules that integrate an LED with a holder and the necessary 

current limiting resistor. The operation of the turn signal indicators has already been 

discussed earlier in this section with the turn signal system. The LV bus indicator is 

simply connected to the dashboard’s power source. The reverse LED is simply connected 

in parallel with the power input to the reverse LED driver module. The two motor LEDs 

and the BPS LED are supplied with power in the dashboard, and a ground is applied 

externally to them to active them. The motor main contactor LED is supplied with a 

ground by the auxiliary contacts of the motor main contactor. Since the precharge relay 

does not have a set of secondary contacts, a standard 12V automotive SPST relay was 

connected with its coil in parallel with the coil of the precharge relay. The contacts of this 

smaller relay then provide a ground to light up the precharge LED. This scheme was used 

instead of connecting the dashboard LED in parallel with the relay and contactor coils 

since this may require a dedicated return line, and the PWM drive from the DRV102 may 

cause noise elsewhere in the car. The BPS indicator is driven by an open-collector output 

on the BPS Master Board which is grounded whenever the BPS contactor is turned on. 

This line is also monitored by a circuit in cRIO box. There is a slight problem with the 
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voltage monitoring circuit; it does load the signal down slightly, causing a very dim 

illumination of the BPS light when it should be off (it is at normal full brightness when 

“on”). The LED modules used in the dashboard are of rather cheap construction, and 

several needed to be changed out during scrutineering at FSGP2010. We ended up having 

to purchase new indicators from a local Radio Shack and modifying them into the 

system. The motor contactor indicator ended up as an incandescent light bulb for this 

reason.  

 

The dashboard also contains a “real” speedometer (as opposed to some teams 

which only use a handheld GPS unit or a digital readout on an LCD screen). A VDO 

universal aftermarket speedometer was used. This is a digital device with an analog 

readout (the needle is driven by a stepper motor). It also provides a resettable trip 

odometer and a non-resettable vehicle odometer. The speedometer takes a digital pulse 

signal (a frequency signal) as an input. The unit is then configured with the number of 

pulses that are in one mile. In an ordinary car, this signal comes from a wheel speed 

sensor mounted on the hub, axle, or transmission output. We have it connected to the 

motor controller’s speed pulse output. The motor controller outputs a pulse whenever it 

commutates the phases of the motor. This translates into 9 pulses per revolution of the 

motor. The number of pulses per mile can then be calculated with the diameter of the rear 

tire. The speedometer is powered from 24V and the illumination light bulbs have been 

removed.  

 

9.7 CRIO 

The car uses a National Instruments Compact RIO (Realtime Input and Output) as 

the car’s main control computer. This system was originally used as the car’s BPS; now 
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that the BPS is a separate system, the cRIO’s resources are free to add new features. The 

cRIO is an embedded industrial controller meant for rapid prototyping. The unit has a 

real-time processor, an FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array), as well as a multitude 

of input and output modules. The system is modular; the real time controller is a separate 

unit. The FPGA forms the “backplane” that the IO modules and realtime processor plug 

into, and the system can accommodate up to 8 IO modules. The real-time processor 

contains an Ethernet interface, an RS232 serial port, as well as a battery-backed real-time 

clock. Each IO module is galvanically isolated from the backplane (FPGA and realtime 

controller) and each other. The entire cRIO system is programmed using LabView. The 

software is described further in the “cRIO Software” section 

 

 

Figure 9.7.1: cRIO signal routing  

The current system uses 5 C-series IO modules, as shown in figure 9.7.1. An 

NI9206 “AI Fuel Cell” module is used for analog voltage sensing. This module can 

monitor 16 differential signals or 32 single ended signals and has programmable gain 
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from 0.2V to 10V full scale. It has a high-accuracy 16-bit converter. An NI9403 is used 

for digital IO. This module offers 32 channels of digital IO (5V TTL level) and each 

channel can be individually configured as an input or an output. An NI9871 serial port 

module is used to communicate with the BPS. This module provides 4 independent serial 

ports which can be set up as either RS422 or RS485. Currently only the first port is used 

to communicate with the BPS via RS422. Ports 2 and 3 can be used to interface with the 

GPS and TPMS, but the software does not implement this. Strangely, the NI9871 module 

requires an external source of 24V power. An NI9802 module is used to provide 4 

Gigabytes of storage space for datalogging via two 2Gb SD cards. This is the only 

module with no external connections. Finally, an NI9505 H-bridge module is used to 

drive the air gap adjustment motor. The module is supplied with power from the 

“auxiliary” high voltage to 24V DC-DC converter. The module’s quadrature encoder 

interface is not used. This H-bridge was damaged several years ago by a short circuit, but 

it was repaired by replacing the damaged MOSFETs. 

 

The cRIO system is mounted in a box in the very front of the chassis called the 

“cRIO box”, which is affectionately known by the team as the “$20,000 bumper” or the 

“expensive bumper”. The cRIO is mounted in this box along with a “cRIO interface 

box”, a 5 port Ethernet network switch, and the Freewave radio modem. This box has a 

panel on the side where the connections are made. The cRIO box is powered via a 

“CRIO” 14 pin CPC connection to the power distribution box (which also carries some of 

the motor signals). The BPS system connects to the cRIO box via a different 14 pin CPC 

connector (the cRIO box powers the BPS system). The motor’s airgap mechanism 

(gearhead motor and position sensing potentiometer) also connect to the cRIO box via a 7 

pin CPC connector. The cRIO box has a 9 pin D-sub RS232 serial port to communicate 
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with the NGM motor controller. A 15 pin D-sub connector (“Dash Digi”) is used to 

communicate with the dashboard. A 9-pin Dsub and a 15pin D-sub are used to interface 

with the power tracker control and monitoring system. A 15 pin D-sub is used to interface 

to the bootstrap battery monitoring system. A final 9 pin D-sub connector is used to 

connect to the serial data output of the Tire Pressure Monitoring System. There are also 2 

RF coaxial cable connections to the cRIO box: a TNC connector for the 900 Mhz 

Freewave radio modem antenna and an SMA for the GPS receiver antenna. 

 

The cRIO PCB is designed to consolidate all of the input and output signals and 

connect them to the various cRIO IO modules. The majority of this board is wire routing 

and basic signal conditioning. The board also contains the GPS receiver and its associated 

circuitry. This PCB was designed during the pre-competition “crunch time” and was 

designed in about half a week.  

 

The simple RC filtering is used on the analog inputs and digital input. The board 

contains a standard 7805 voltage regulator to generate a low-current 5V power rail to 

energize some pull-up resistors and the air gap position sensing potentiometer. The board 

monitors the microswitch in the accelerator pedal (such that the driver may override 

cruise control) via an optocoupler to reduce noise and to invert the logic state. The cRIO 

software was designed with an active-high throttle switch (which required one end of the 

switch to be connected to 5V), but the new wiring has one end of the switch grounded 

such that only one wire needs to be run as opposed to two. The microswitch is activated 

as soon as the pedal is depressed beyond the idle position. The board also takes input 

from a 5V TTL level brake signal generated in the dashboard, two digital signals 

(RIO_ON_A and RIO_ON_B) from the ignition switch which need pullup resistors to 
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5V. The “Contactor”, “Warn”, and “Trip” discrete digital outputs from the BPS are also 

monitored (this is not yet implemented in the cRIO software). Finally, there is a provision 

to mount a SparkFun “Razor IMU 6DOF”, which is a 6 degree of freedom Inertial 

Measurement Unit that contains a 3 axis accelerometer and a 3 axis gyroscope with 

analog outputs. The IMU unit was not purchased and the software for it was not written 

yet.  

 

A Recom R783.3 3.3V buck converter unit is used to provide a source of 3.3V 

power for the GPS unit, its serial port level shifter, and some RS422 level shifters. The 

GPS unit is a Copernicus Trimble unit (mounted on a PCB and sold by Sparkfun 

Electronics as the “Copernicus DIP”) that outputs NMEA 0183 messages at 4800 baud. A 

MAX3232 level shifter converts the GPS’s 3.3V serial output into an RS232 compatible 

voltage level. An RS422 driver (the same kind used in the BPS, but a 3.3V capable part) 

also outputs the GPS serial data stream as RS422 for interfacing with the cRIO. The 

unused receiver section of the MAX3232 is used to convert the TPMS system’s RS232 

level output into a 3.3V level signal and is then fed into an RS422 driver IC to create an 

RS422 level signal to be fed into the cRIO. To match the cRIO’s RS422/RS485 interface 

module, RJ50 10 pin modular connectors were installed on the cRIO interface PCB and 

RJ50 modular connectors were used, together with twisted pair CAT5e cabling, to 

connect the serial ports on the PCB to the cRIO. Unfortunately, we were not able to 

successfully locate RJ50 crimpers, thus we had to manually crimp in the pins which was 

very labor intensive. While the board provides the ability to output the GPS and TPMS 

data as RS422 serial data to the cRIO, this functionality was not used; the GPS and 

TPMS were instead connected (as RS232) into the Freewave radio modem. Future 
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systems may consider using a GPS receiver cRIO module instead of the Trimble 

Copernicus.  

 

9.8 DATALOGGING AND TELEMETRY  

The UTSVT has gained a reputation for having an elaborate datalogging and 

telemetry system for our GPS mapping system as used at the 2009 FSGP. The 

datalogging and telemetry system, as implemented for FSGP2009, is documented in my 

senior design report [43]. The purpose of the telemetry system is to enable remote 

monitoring of the solar car. This allows UTSVT team members to remotely monitor the 

car’s performance in detail to form race strategies, check for faulty operation, and free the 

driver from having to manually monitor the readings. Also, the remote telemetry is 

displayed on a desktop computer or a laptop, such that more information can be displayed 

than on the solar car’s dashboard. Our telemetry system is based around the so called 

“Chase Vehicle Program”. It is called the Chase Vehicle Program because, during an 

ASC-style road-race, the program is run by a UTSVT team member who rides in the 

chase vehicle behind the solar car.  

 

Datalogging is the concept of recording all the parameters of the solar car for later 

analysis. This is very important for our analysis and understanding of the operation of the 

solar car. The current datalogging scheme is based completely around the Chase Vehicle 

Program. In addition to displaying data, the Chase Vehicle Program can save the 

datastream to a file on the laptop’s hard drive. 

 

Most telemetry data sources are processed via the cRIO. They are transferred 

from the cRIO into the Chase Vehicle Program via NI network shared variables. These 
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function similar to global variables in most programming languages, except that their 

value is propagated among several different programs running on separate hardware on a 

network. The NI shared variable engine takes care of all of the networking code.  

 

The system also contains a PressurePro TPMS (Tire Pressure Monitoring 

System). This system is used to wirelessly monitor the tire pressure in all three wheels of 

the car. The system consists of sensors, about the size of a golf ball, mounted on each 

wheel. They screw onto the valve stem in place of the usual valve stem caps. Each sensor 

contains a battery, a microcontroller, a pressure transducer, and a wireless transmitter 

operating in the 433Mhz band. The battery is permanently sealed inside the sensor and 

has a life of at least 5 years. The sensor transmits the tire pressure every 5 minutes (or 

sooner if it detects a rapid decrease in pressure. The system also consists of a receiver 

module that receives the sensor’s transmissions, and displays the pressure readings on an 

LED display. The display also provides an audible warning for loss of tire pressure and 

an RS232 output of the tire pressure data. The RF link between the tire sensors and the 

receiver is strictly a one way system – the receiver/display unit does not transmit back to 

the sensors. Each tire sensor has a unique serial number. A learning process configures 

the receiver to link each sensor serial number with a wheel position. The receiver antenna 

is mounted to a frame tube behind the driver. The antenna was mounted closer to the rear 

wheel because the rear wheel sensor is mounted between the (metal) motor and the 

(metal) wheel, which may attenuate the signal. Due to the motor casing, the rear tire 

pressure sensor needs to have its casing shaved down slightly to prevent rubbing. 

 

A GPS (Global Positioning System) is used to monitor the car’s position. A 

Trimble Copernicus module is used. An external GPS receiver antenna is mounted 
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behind the driver (along with the voice communications and radio modem antennas). The 

module receives the GPS satellite signal and outputs position, speed, and time data via a 

serial port. It outputs data in NMEA 0183 format at 4800 baud. NMEA 0183 is a standard 

protocol for GPS data streams. The GPS receiver outputs a new position output once 

every second. 

 

 

Figure 9.8.1: Chase Vehicle Program used at FSGP2010  

 The track map, as seen on our telemetry computer at FSGP2010 in figure 9.8.1, 

has a fixed orange map showing a map of the race track course in orange with the car 

shown as a moving blue dot. Our “track map” was implemented in only a few hours at 

FSGP2009 by former team member Steven Yang. The map is made up of two plots: one 

for the track map and one for the current position of the car. The track map plot consists 

of an XY chart graphing a few hours of position data recorded while racing the previous 
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day. The car’s position plot is an XY plot with only a single data point: the current GPS 

location. 

 

9.9 NETWORKING  

The Samsung Solorean makes use of an Ethernet based TCP-IP internal network 

for communications. Most data is transmitted via the NI network shared variables 

protocol. This network is used to connect the NI touchpanel computer and the NI cRIO 

together at all times. For datalogging and telemetry, the Chase Vehicle Laptop is 

connected to the network. For programming of the cRIO, the Quad Core desktop 

computer is connected to the network for LabView programming and debugging. The 

desktop computer and the Chase Vehicle Laptop can be connected either with an Ethernet 

cable (for fixed debugging) or with a FreeWave radio modem for wireless operation. 

Figure 9.9.1 shows a block diagram of the solar car networking setup. 
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Figure 9.9.1: Solar car networking (ASC configuration) 

The solar car has three Ethernet devices: the cRIO, the touchpanel computer, and 

the FreeWave radio modem. These are all connected together using a standard 5 port 

10/100Mbit Ethernet switch. A fourth jack on the Ethernet switch is connected to a 

“debugging” connector on the outside of the cRIO box such that the quad core computer 

can be connected to the network (directly, without radio modems) easily without having 

to open the box. All Solar car devices (including the quad core and chase vehicle laptop) 

are given a fixed IP address to avoid any DHCP issues. Their IP addresses are generally 

written down on stickers affixed to the device.  

 

The FreeWave radio modems are used as transparent Ethernet bridges. This 

means that, from a software standpoint, they are acting simply as very long Ethernet 
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cables (provided their bandwidth is not exceeded). The FreeWave radio modems are 

900Mhz frequency hopping devices with a maximum transmit power of 1 watt, and they 

do not require an FCC license to operate. They provide a net effective bandwidth of 

somewhat over half a megabit over an effective range of up to several miles. While they 

operate as an Ethernet bridge (a OSI level 2 device), they do have IP address assigned to 

them for management. They have a user-friendly web-based configuration system, 

similar to most modern home internet routers. The radio modems also feature two serial 

ports, which work as telnet bridges (client and server). This function is used to transmit 

the tire pressure and GPS readings back to the chase vehicle laptop. The GPS and TPMS 

are connected to the two serial ports on the car’s radio modem, which converts these two 

ports into two telnet servers, running on two different TCP ports. The chase vehicle 

laptop then opens two telnet connections to the car’s radio modem (this does not 

currently work from the chase vehicle software – only one connection is supported. It 

does work with two instances of a terminal program) to receive this data; the chase 

vehicle’s radio modem does not have anything connected to its serial ports. To initially 

connect the two radio modems, the serial number (in the format of a 7-digit telephone 

number) of the opposite modem is entered into the modem’s configuration webpage. 

Once set up, the link is automatically established whenever both modems are within 

range and powered up. 

 

For the ASC2010, the real time web-based tracking feature required the addition 

of an internet connection and a webcam to the system. For the internet connection, the 

AT&T “GoPhone” prepaid cellular service was chosen due to the simple fact that, at the 

time, it was the only straightforward way to purchase a prepaid cellular service with a 

data package on a GSM network. A prepaid system was desired to avoid the complexity 
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of having to negotiate purchasing a cellular contract, and there is a guarantee that there 

will be no “overages” or other surprise charges on the bill – the worst that can happen is 

that the prepaid balance will run out and we will have to purchase another card. GSM 

was preferred since it makes use of a SIM card for authentication, as opposed to the serial 

number of the actual telephone or device. The advantage of using a SIM card is that it can 

be put into any (unlocked) GSM phone or cellular data modem. 

 

We made use of a Sierra Wireless MP775 ruggedized vehicle-mount cellular data 

modem. This device takes a SIM card, 12V power, and has an RS232 interface port. The 

RS232 port takes standard modem “AT” commands. It also has the ability to simulate a 

PPP authentication and data connection. This allows the MP775 to simulate dialing out to 

a standard ISP with a standard dial up modem. The MP775 supports GPRS (General 

Packet Radio Service) and the faster EDGE (Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution), 

both of which are older 2G protocols. The MP775 also supports a USB connection, a 

built in GPS receiver, and discrete IO, but these functions were not used. The MP775 was 

chosen primarily due to its reliability and very low price used on eBay (as it is an older 

2G product that is being replaced with faster 3G and 4G products. I purchased two of 

them, one for $20 and one for $15). For our application, the faster data rates of 3G 

communications are not needed, and might not even be available in some of the areas in 

which we would be driving. The MP775 has an external antenna which is an advantage 

for us since it allows us to get a better signal. The external antenna connection is a TNC 

style connection. A Wilco quad-band GSM high-gain magnetic mount antenna was used. 

 

To connect the MP775 to the solar car caravan’s network, an old D-link home 

networking router was used. This was an older model, and it contained a very critical 
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“backup” feature. The router would detect the loss of the Cable or DSL “WAN” 

connection and fall back to a dial up connection via a modem on the RS232 port. With 

the router’s RS232 “modem” port connected to the MP775, the entire setup can connect 

to and share (via NAT) the cellular internet service. To client computers connected to the 

router, this will look identical to a standard home broadband connection shared with a 

standard home router, except for being quite a bit slower. The D-link router’s 802.11b 

WiFi connection has been disabled and the antennas removed. The router’s built in 

DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) server was retained such that devices on 

the network that do not have a static IP address can still be used. 

 

While commercial Ethernet to GSM wireless bridges exist, they are somewhat 

expensive. The combination of the MP775 and the existing D-link router cost only $20 

and performed just fine. 
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9.10: REAL TIME TRACKING WEBSITE 

 

 

Figure 9.10.1: real time tracking website data flow 

The UTSVT team was notable for our live tracking website which allows visitors 

to the team website to monitor the progress of the car. The website ( 

http://www.utsvt.com/node/68 ) provided a Map of the Rayce route with the car’s 

position indicated, as well as an image from our webcam. The system is automatically 

updated every minute. A conceptual block diagram of the real time tracking system’s data 

flow is shown in figure 9.10.1. The system is based around the Chase Vehicle Program. It 

is set up to save a small subset of the solar car’s data (GPS position, speed, battery 

temperature, and solar array power) in a textfile. The system then calls a function to 

upload this textfile to the UTSVT webserver via FTP (File Transfer Protocol). The 

webcam was mounted in the chase vehicle and positioned to point out the windshield 

such that it can capture an image of the solar car driving. The webcam was configured to 

take a picture once every minute, and upload it to the UTSVT FTP server. Back-end 
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scripts running on the UTSVT website, written by former team member Mohamed Ali, 

parse the text file and then generate the webpage with the proper calls to Google Earth for 

the maps. 
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Chapter 10  
 

cRIO Software 

 

The cRIO actually contains two separate pieces of software, the realtime code and 

the FPGA code, which are intimately linked. The car also contains a second realtime 

program which resides inside the touchpanel computer. 

 

10.1 REALTIME CONTROLLER PROGRAMS  

The realtime controller runs a custom version of the “VxWorks” Real-Time 

Operating System (RTOS). Unlike a general purpose operating system, such as Apple 

OSX or Microsoft Windows, an RTOS is not focused on user interaction, but rather on 

reliability and maintaining exacting timing requirements. The cRIO realtime controller 

can run several programs at the same time. The real-time controller’s CPU can only 

execute one program at a time, but the RTOS scheduler will swap out the currently 

executing program such that it seems like the programs are running simultaneously. The 

RTOS uses priority for each program loop to determine which program has priority to 

execute if the CPU does not have enough resources to service all of the programs. 

 

10.1.1 Turn on – turn off 

The turn-on, turn-off program is used to sequence the powering up and powering 

down of the car as well as controlling which other programs are running. The turn-on, 

turn-off program is contained in the SSMAIN VI and takes inputs from the rotary switch 

decoder resident in the FPGA. The software first loads the FPGA program bitstream into 
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the FPGA, then initializes the network shard variables. Finally, it goes into an infinite 

loop that monitors the rotary ignition switch and starts and stops the remaining programs. 

When BMS is asserted, the “BPS Interface Main.vi” is started, and when AllPrograms is 

asserted, both “MotorGap Adjuster.vi” and “Cruise Control Main.vi” are started. A 

“terminate Car” network shared variable can be used to remotely kill the car from the 

chase vehicle program in the event of problems (such as the driver suffering a heat 

stroke). 

 

10.1.2 Air gap 

The air gap program currently has only two air gap settings: City and Highway. 

The “city” setting has a mostly closed gap optimized for low end torque. The “highway” 

setting opens the gap to increase the top speed and improve high speed cruising motor 

efficiency. The code monitors the “City” and “Highway” network shared variables (sent 

by the touch panel program). When they change, the system compares the value reported 

from the air gap position sensing potentiometer (read via an analog input) to pre-

programed target values. The system drives the motor with either +12V or -12V to reach 

the target air gap position. The system uses a deadband to prevent oscillating about the 

setpoint. Since the H-bridge is supplied with 24V, the code sets the H-bridge module to 

output PWM with a 50% duty cycle to feed the air gap motor with the equivalent of 12V. 

 

10.1.3 BPS Driver 

The BPS interface driver is responsible for communicating with the BPS system 

over the RS422 serial interface to control the BPS and read battery parameters into the 
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cRIO for use by the telemetry and state of charge systems. The ‘BPS Monitor.vi” file is 

an old piece of code from when the cRIO functioned as the car’s BPS. 

 

The system first sends a command (#249) to read the battery voltages. Since the 

contactor has not been activated yet, this is the open-circuit voltage of the battery cells, 

which is used by the State of Charge algorithm. The system does not need to wait for the 

BPS to initialize since the BPS boots up much faster than the cRIO realtime controller. 

The code then takes the voltages and uses the “OCV SOC.vi” lookup table to get an 

initial State of Charge to load into the “SOC Array,” which is an array of states of charge 

(0-100%, represented as floating point values from 0 to 1). 

 

Once the open-circuit voltages are read to “prime” the SoC algorithm, the 

command (#250) is sent to turn on the BPS contactor. The BPS system will then energize 

the high voltage bus (if all battery parameters are within the safe range). The “stop” and 

“SOC Activate Contactor” Boolean network variables are set to true to indicate that the 

BPS contactor is activated. Note that the “stop” variable’s name is misleading: it is true 

when the system is running and false when it is stopped. 

 

Once the contactor has been activated, the system goes into the monitoring mode, 

which occurs mostly in “BPS Data RequestB.vi”. This VI is a timed loop that executes 

once a second. The code first requests the voltages from the BPS (command 249) and 

stores the voltages in the “Voltage Array” network shared variable (in units of volts 

stored as floating point values). Next, the current is requested from the BPS (command 

code 247) and is stored in the “Protection Current” network shared variable in units of 

amps (stored as floating point). Next the VI requests the temperatures (command #248) 
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and stores them in the network shared variable “Temperature Array” in units of degrees 

Celsius (as floating point values). Since the BPS returns temperatures as tenths of degrees 

Kelvin, the code divides the BPS’s value by 10 and then subtracts 273.15 to arrive at 

degrees Celsius. The code then checks the contactor status (command # 252). If the 

contactor has tripped off, the “System Trip” Boolean global variable is set to true. If the 

contactor is on, the code proceeds to release its notifiers and exits. If the contactor has 

tripped off, the code waits on the activate contactor notifier signal, and then sends the 

activate contactor command (#250) before releasing notifiers and exiting. A notifier is 

used in Labview to synchronize parallel loops by halting execution of one loop until it is 

notified of updated data. 

 

The “BPS Interface Main.vi” also calls the Array Control VI (“Simple Array 

controlA.vi) every cycle (once a second). The array control program will switch off some 

of the solar charging arrays when the battery pack is nearing a full charge. With the 

adjustable float voltage settings on the power trackers correctly setup, this should not be 

necessary in the future. 

 

When the “BMS” signal is de-asserted, the code moves into its final pane and de-

activates the contactor by sending the contactor turn-off command # 251 and then sets the 

“Voltage Array”, “SOC”, “Protection Current”, and “Array Current” network shared 

variables to zero. 

 

The system uses the “RS422 Array Format.vi” VI to read the temperatures and 

voltages from the BPS. This code first removes the two bytes received from the BPS (the 

echo of the command code, followed by a padding zero byte). It then merges the 
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following two consecutive bytes (the MSB and then the LSB) into a single 16 bit integer 

value. The output of this function is an array of integer values from the BPS. 

 

The “RS422.vi” is used to send and receive data from the RS422 port. It is based 

upon NI example code. This function reads and writes to FIFO (First-In, First-Out) 

buffers in the FPGA to interface with the serial port module. 

 

10.1.4 State of Charge 

The State of Charge algorithm was not materially changed for the use of the new 

BPS. The system works on a per-module basis where all parameters are in the form of an 

array where each array element corresponds to one cell/module. The SoC system has no 

memory of the state of charge of the battery from the last time the system was powered 

up (there is nothing stored in non-volatile memory by any of the cRIO programs), thus 

the system needs to be able to calculate the SOC from a cold start. The system starts out 

by populating the SOC array with values derived from a loop up table of SOC vs. open 

circuit cell voltage (this bit of code executes in the BPS monitor code). Due to cell 

overpotentials, the open circuit method to determine initial SOC is only highly accurate 

when the battery has been resting (no current flow) for about 24 hours.  

 

Once the system is operational, the Joules into and out of the cell are counted on 

each cycle and a cell efficiency factor is applied. The efficiency factor is only applied 

during discharge. The formula is 

 SOCnew = SOCold + (Voltage * Current * dt)/(wspm)    (12.1) 

(during charging) and  

SOCnew =  
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SOCold + (Voltage * Current * dt)/(wspm * EfficiencyFactor)   (12.2) 

(during discharge) 

where SOCnew is the new current SOC value, SOCold was the SOC value the 

last time the SOC calculation was run, Voltage is the module voltage, Current is the 

module current, dt is the time interval between samples (1 second in this case), 

EfficiencyFactor is a battery efficiency correction factor from a look-up table, and wspm 

(Watt-Seconds Per Module) is a constant that represents the battery capacity in terms of 

watt-second (it is equal to 871272 for the current battery pack). This calculation is 

performed for every cell in the battery pack. Note that the current is also stored as an 

array of currents, one per cell, even though every cell/module will have the same current 

due to their series connection. The current was calculated separately for each module 

such that battery balancing could be accommodated (the current system does not have 

battery balancing implemented). 

 

When the batteries are discharging, the efficiency correction factor is calculated in 

“efficiency.vi.” The efficiency factor is calculated based upon cell temperature and 

current. A two dimensional look up table is used to output a “temperAH” value based on 

the battery temperature and C-rate.  The code first divides the battery current by the 

battery module amp-hours (62.4 AH in this case) to get the discharge C-rate. The data 

table was pulled from LG Chemical Corporation battery datasheets by Jerome Powell. 

Since the source data only has data for 5 C rates and 4 temperature points, and the 

batteries are non-linear, the table lookup and interpolation algorithm uses “cubic hermite” 

for interpolation as opposed to the more common linear interpretation. The “temperAH” 

represents the effective battery capacity, in AH, that the battery can provide if it were to 

be continually discharged at the given C-rate and temperature. The “temperAH” value is 
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always equal to or less than the battery nominal AH capacity. The “temperAH” value and 

the battery current are fed into a formula to derive the efficiency factor “e”. This formula 

was derived by Jerome Powel from the LG Chemical documentation. 

 

The SOC values are stored in the “SOC Charge Array” network shared variable. 

They are represented as floating point values with a range from 0 to 1. The code also 

finds the lowest module/cell state of charge and outputs this as the network shared 

variable “SOC” that is used to drive the SOC indication on the touchpanel. Notifiers are 

used to control the running of the SOC algorithm to be synchronized with the BPS data 

acquisition.  

 

10.1.5 Array Control 

The Array Control Program controls the on-off status of the three subarrays and 

can control them under either manual or automatic control. Under manual control, the 

driver can individually turn each subarray on or off directly. Under manual mode, the 

system begins to shed subarrays when the battery voltages reach an upper limit. This is 

intended to prevent an overvoltage trip if the car is left charging on the array with a 

nearly full battery pack. The array control program is executed once a second as part of 

the BPS and BMS update cycle. The code will only turn the subarrays on when the BPS 

is active; the solar arrays are tripped out when the BPS trips. Automatic array control did 

not prove to be a very valuable feature and thus future solar cars may not include this 

functionality. 

 

The network shared variable “Enable Manual Array Control” is used to switch 

between manual and automatic control, based on button presses on the touchpanel. The 
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“Array Manual Shake” network shared variable is used to handshake the communications 

around the array control algorithm to prevent race conditions. When in manual mode, the 

network shared variables “Array 1”, “Array 2”, and “Array 3” are directly feed to the 

array control relays. The “Array Controls Shake” network shared variable is used as a 

handshake to protect the manual array control operation. 

 

When in Automatic array control, the system finds the highest cell voltage in the 

pack and uses it to determine which arrays should be activated. When the highest cell 

voltage exceeds 4.18 volts (the BPS overvoltage trip point is 4.2V), all subarrays are 

switched off. When the highest cell voltage is between 4.05V and 4.18V, only subarray 1 

is active. When the highest cell voltage is between 3.9V and 4.05V, subarrays 1 and 2 are 

active. When the highest cell voltage is below 3.9V, all subarrays are active.  

 

10.1.6 Cruise Control 

The Cruise Control program is also responsible for all interactions with the motor. 

The cRIO communicates with the NGM motor controller over an RS232 link. The RS232 

port located on the realtime controller is used. The cruise control program is also 

responsible for controlling the precharging and power up of the motor. It also activates a 

watchdog timer on the motor; if the cRIO loses communications with the motor, the 

motor will enter interlock mode.  

 

Cruise control is controlled from the touchpanel computer. It has been designed to 

operate exactly like the cruise control in a conventional vehicle. The “CruiseControl” tab 

in the touchpanel software provides all of the cruise control’s user interfaces. The cruise 

control is activated by pressing the “SET” button when the car is up to the desired speed. 
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The cruise control is now controlling the car. When cruise control is controlling the car, 

the “Accel” and “Decel” buttons are used to increment and decrement the speed setpoint. 

When the gas pedal is applied, the cruise control is temporarily deactivated and normal 

torque-mode control is returned to the driver. As soon as the driver releases the 

accelerator pedal, the cruise control is re-activated. When the brake pedal is depressed, 

the cruise control is canceled and will not automatically resume. The “Cancel” command 

also cancels the cruise control. The “resume” command will re-engage the cruise control 

at the previous speed setpoint. The “resume” command is locked-out at speeds below 20 

MPH.  

 

The cruise control and motor system is controlled by the “Cruise Control 

Main.vi” VI. “TOUCHON”, “AllStopCr” “INIT”, “Turned On”, “Serial Control On”, and 

“Serial Control On” network shared variables are used by this code. The code initially 

waits on the “TOUCHON” network shared variable to ensure that the touchpanel 

computer is booted up before initializing the code. The effect of this is that, when the 

touchpanel is not present, the car can turn on the HV bus but not the motor.  

 

Once the touchpanel is active, the code then powers up the motor. First, the 

“Precharge” and “MotorCon” variables are set to false when the code first initializes. 

These control the main motor contactor and the precharge relays. First the precharge 

relay is turned on. After a 6 second delay, the motor main contactor is turned on, and then 

the precharge relay is dropped out after a short time delay and the network global 

variable “TurnedOn” is set to true. 
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The next step is to initialize communications with the motor controller over the 

RS232 serial interface using “CruiseInit.vi”. This VI uses the “commandOnly.vi” VI to 

send commands over the RS232 bus to the motor controller using “InOut.vi” to send and 

receive command strings from the RS232 port and “ErrorResponse.vi” to check for an 

error response from the motor. The code first sends commands to set the maximum 

acceleration, puts the motor into torque mode, and then sets the motor’s watchdog timer 

(the motor will enter interlock mode if it does not receive periodic communications from 

the cRIO). The code sets the network shared variable “CrCommand” to 4, “StopCruise” 

to false, and “TOUCHON” to false when it exits. At this point the initialization is 

complete and “Cruise Control Main.vi” sets the network shared variable “INIT” to true. 

 

The code uses the network shared variable “crCommand” to indicate which of the 

“SET”, “Terminate”, “Increase Speed”, or “ Decrease Speed” buttons, if any, has been 

pressed. The “Resume” command will set the network shared variable “Resume” to true 

only if the current speed is greater than 20 miles per hour. This check is performed in the 

touchpanel. The “CurrentSpd” network shared variable is used to drive the touchpanel’s 

speed display, while “Desired” indicates the cruise control setpoint and “ResumeSpd” 

indicates the value the cruise control will be set to when the “Resume” command is 

issued. These speeds are expressed as motor RPM’s; they are converted into miles per 

hour on the touchpanel with the “RPM2MPH.vi” VI. The network shared variable “Serial 

Control On” is true when the cruise control is active.  

 

The majority of the code is simply used to control the sequence of states of the 

cruise control. The rest of the code is used to communicate with the touchpanel controls 

and the motor. The code also monitors two digital inputs to disable cruise control when 
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the accelerator or brake pedals are depressed. Several smaller VI’s have been developed 

to send and receive commands from the motor (the motor communicates with strings, 

thus the data types need converting). The actual cruise control is handled by the motor 

controller itself. When cruise control is activated, the motor controller is commanded to 

enter constant RPM mode via serial command. The control loop that controls the motor 

torque to maintain a fixed speed is contained inside the motor controller.  

 

10.1.7 Telemetry and Datalogging 

There are not separate “telemetry” VI’s in the cRIO code. All parameter values 

used by the cRIO control programs are stored as network shared variables. Using shared 

variables, the NI shared variable engine takes care of all of the networking. The end 

result is that the variable has the same value synchronized among different programs 

running on different targets. This allows data to be communicated between the cRIO, the 

touchpanel computer, and the Chase Vehicle Program. 

 

For telemetry items that are not part of the “core” (battery and motor) system, 

they are handled by “S2009 Data Acquisition Extensions.lvlib.” The extra values are the 

following network shared variables: “Array Input Board”, “Bootstrap battery”, “Motor 

Current Sensors”, PressurePro TPMS”, and “GPS Data”. Only the “Array Input Board” 

and “Bootstrap Battery” variables are actually used. The motor current sensor was never 

actually implemented, and the PressurePro TPMS (Tire Pressure Monitoring System) 

system and the GPS were not implemented via the cRIO. Both the TPMS and the GPS 

are RS232 serial devices which are feed into the FreeWave radio modem to be converted 

into telnet and sent to the Chase Vehicle Program. The “Array Input Board” is an array of 

the data from the array input board (which monitors the input voltage, input current, and 
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output current for all three power trackers) while the Bootstrap battery is an array of 

values from the bootstrap battery (voltage, temperature, and current for each of the two 

12V modules). 

 

Traditionally, our datalogging has not been a function of the cRIO; instead, the 

cRIO simply sends out telemetry and the Chase Vehicle Program has the option of 

recording these values to a file (this functionality has not been finished). The advantage 

of this is that there is no additional cRIO code or resources required, and the storage 

space on the Chase Vehicle Laptop is essentially unlimited. The downside is that the 

laptop is required (not self-contained) and the radiomodems have limited bandwidth. The 

effect is that it is not practical to use very high sample rates. To solve these downsides, a 

memory module was added to the cRIO that can use two 2Gb SD (Secure Digital 

memory card) memory cards (for 4 total gigabytes) of storage space. This will allow for 

datalogging to be integral to the cRIO. The data sample rates can be increased for much 

higher data resolution, and the data can be recorded without the need to use the laptop. 

Some skeletal software for saving data to the SD card memory was written, but it was not 

included with the current version of the software. [43] 

 

10.2 FPGA 

The FPGA can only contain a single program, but the program can contain 

multiple parallel loops/code paths that will execute in true parallel in the FPGA hardware. 

One important limitation of the FPGA is that it cannot use floating point arithmetic, only 

integer and fixed point data types are supported. Also, the FPGA compiling process is 

rather slow – it may take up to several hours even on a high powered computer. The 
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advantages of the FPGA are its speed and the fact that parallel running processes are truly 

independent (i.e. not competing for a single shared CPU).  

 

The FPGA is also required to connect the IO modules to the real time controller. 

The newer versions of LabView support a “Scan Engine” which allows the IO modules to 

be used by the real-time controller without having to directly program the FPGA. We did 

not use the Scan Engine since we use an older version of LabView (version 8.5)that does 

not support the Scan Engine, and we wanted to option of using the FPGA for our own 

code. 

 

The current FPGA program is mainly used to connect the IO modules to the real 

time controller. The only processing that is taking place is the decoding of the rotary 

ignition switch signals (RIO_ON_A and RIO_ON_B). There is code to generate PWM 

for the H-bridge module, manage the FIFO for the RS422 serial interface module, and 

control the accessing of the SD card memory module, but this code was taken from the 

NI examples for interfacing with those modules.  

 

The Rotary switch decoding code reads in the RIO_ON_A and RIO_ON_B and 

outputs two signals: BMS and AllPrograms. BMS is active in ignition switch positions 3, 

4 and 5 (whenever the high voltage bus should be active). AllPrograms is active in 

positions 4 and 5 (whenever the motor should be powered up). The code stores the 

previous state of the rotary switch and waits until a change in switch position is detected. 

The code then waits for 200 milliseconds and then re-evaluates the switch position and 

sets BMS and AllPrograms accordingly. The fifth of a second delay is used to filter out 

switch contact bouncing.  
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10.3 TOUCHPANEL SOFTWARE  

The touchpanel is a hardened real-time computer with a touch panel user interface 

and an Ethernet network interface. The touch panel computer is ARM-processor based 

and runs Windows CE with an NI LabView software package that automatically launches 

our touchpanel software after boot. The touchpanel is a standard 4 wire resistive type.  

 

The touchpanel software is generally very simple. It is contained inside 

“TMain.vi”. The touchpanel program communicates with the cRIO via network shared 

variables. Many of the indicators and controls on the touchpanel are simply connected 

directly to an associated network shared variable without very much actual labview code. 
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Chapter 11  
 

BPS Time Response Characteristics 

 

The BPS system currently samples at a 1 Hz rate. However, the BPS system itself 

has two oscillators, one on the Master Board and one on the Temperature Slave Board. 

These two oscillators are free-running and are not synchronized in any way, shape, or 

form, which can lead to time-response jitter in the system. The temperature board will 

acquire the voltages and current once every second. The Master Board will acquire the 

current readings and interrogate the slave boards for the voltages and currents. Once it 

has read in all of the voltages, temperatures, and currents, it will then check to see if the 

contactor needs to be tripped out. 

 

Since only the master needs to complete an update cycle for an overcurrent trip, 

the absolute worst case would be a 1 second response time if a transient overcurrent were 

applied right after an update cycle. The best case would be almost instantaneously, if the 

transient overcurrent occurred right before the system sampled the current value. The 

average response time would be half a second. Since the master polls the slaves at a 1 Hz 

rate, there is also a maximum of a 1 second time delay in tripping out the system for a 

loss of slave communications. 

 

For temperature and voltage (which have identical time-response characteristics), 

the Temperature Slave board needs to sample the voltage/temperature, and then the 

master must query that slave. The absolute worst case response time would be 2 seconds, 

if the transient overvoltage occurred right at the end of the voltage sampling cycle 
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(leading to a 1 second delay before the voltage is sampled again), coupled with the master 

polling the slave’s data right before a sampling period (the master gets the old samples, 

and the new data will not be passed on to the master until the next polling period 1 

second later). The best case situation is again almost instantaneously. The average time 

delay is about 1 second. Note that the temperature signals will be rather slow changing 

due to the large thermal inertia of the battery modules. The temperature sensor circuitry 

also has a 3 Hz low pass filter (47K resistor and a 1 uF capacitor) to filter out electrical 

noise that may be picked up by the sensor wiring. Also note that the open wire detection 

routine is run every time the voltage sensing routine is executed, giving the same time 

response characteristics for an open sense line as for an overvoltage/undervoltage.  

 

Since the cRIO has a third 1 Hz oscillator free running that samples the battery 

parameters from the Master Board. This will cause an extra delay (and the associated 

jitter due to unsynchronized free-running oscillators) for the data output to the cRIO and 

the telemetry system.  
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Chapter 12  
 

BPS Measurement Accuracy 

 

The BPS uses 12 bit ADCs for all input sources. The analog signal conditioning 

circuitry is designed to be of a very high accuracy such that it is not significantly 

detracting from the system accuracy. The circuitry uses 0.1% 30PPM low drift precision 

resistors and precision op-amps [46]. The current sensors (They are 100A and 50A in the 

current implementation. For higher current systems, the 100A sensor may be replaced 

with an appropriate sized device) have an accuracy of 1% of full scale. This means that 

the system has a maximum error of 0.5A at current levels below 50A and a maximum 

error of 1.0 A at levels above 50A. The system has a resolution of 0.01A.  

 

For voltage, the system is constrained to the accuracy of the LTC6802. This chip 

is specified as having a maximum error, under all conditions, of less than 0.22% for just 

the chip as delivered.. This translates to +/- 7mV at 3.3V. This expands to 11.1mV total 

when device aging, temperature effects, and soldering trauma are included.  [47]. The 

system has a data output resolution of 1mV, while the LTC6802 has a resolution of about 

1.22mV (covering a range of 0 to 5V using a 12 bit ADC). 
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Chapter 13  
 

BPS Microcontroller Software Build Environment 

  

The BPS software is coded using 100% Microchip corporation tools. The IDE 

used is MPLAB, using the Microchip C30 compiler. We used the free-for-students 

version of the C30 compiler. The student version and the free trial version do not have 

any annoying code size limitations. The only limitations are that higher levels of code 

optimization are disabled. Fortunately, we do not use these advanced code optimization 

functions. We use the integrated programming and debugging functions provided with 

MPLAB. 

 

We also used the official Microchip ICD2 and ICD3 (In Circuit Debugger) for 

programming and debugging. These integrate well with MPLAB. The team referes to the 

ICDs are the “hockey-puck” due to their shape. 
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Chapter 14  
 

BPS Debugging Procedures 

 

14.1 CHECKING VOLTAGES  

The BPS system hardware will not operate correctly when the proper voltages are 

not in place. Check every power supply rail for the correct voltage (the LEDs only 

provide an indication that voltage is present on the rail and that it is not “dead”). On the 

Temperature Slave Board, the 5VISO is a galvanically isolated supply and must be 

measured relative to its isolated ground. Be sure to also check the output of the voltage 

references. On the current board, the output of the hall-effect sensors should be about 0V 

when no current flows, and the signal to the master board should be slightly over 2 volts. 

On the temperature slave board, the voltage across each sensor will be exactly 5V at 

temperatures (10V and 5V at the sensor, relative to ground). If the temperature sensors 

are open-circuit, the system should read full-scale cold (absolute zero) with 5V at the 

output of the op-amp. Shorted temperature sensors should show up as full-scale hot (with 

0V at the op-amp outputs).  

 

14.2 LOSS OF SENSORS 

Loss of s voltage sense line or a blown voltage sense fuse will cause a system trip 

during an open-wire detection cycle. Voltages for cells directly above or below the 

problem cell may show incorrect values. The problem can be diagnosed by measuring 

cell voltages at the Voltage Slave Board or by ohming out the voltage sense fuse by 

measuring resistance between the Voltage Slave Board connector and the battery cells. 
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For voltage errors, sense fuses would be the first suspect, followed by wiring and 

connector issues, and finally a damaged slave. If the slave seems faulty, be sure to double 

or triple check the wiring of the cells before connecting another Voltage Slave Board to 

prevent damaging the new board. See the “hooking it all up” section in the “BPS 

‘Operators Manual’” for voltage connector tests. Also verify that the high-current 

connections between modules in the series stack are in good condition – a pack that 

intermittently breaks in the middle is a fire hazard and can also put damaging voltages on 

the voltage board. Working with the voltage sense lines must always be done with great 

care. 

 

Loss of temperature sensors will result in full-scale cold readings for an open-

circuit, and full-scale hot for a short circuit. Temperature sensor faults can be easily 

diagnosed by swapping two adjacent sensors and seeing if the fault follows the actual 

sensor or the cell-number on the BPS. For any temperature fault, wiring and connectors 

would be the first suspect. 

 

Loss of the current sensor board will result in a trip and the system will most 

likely read full scale discharge current. The board can be checked by checking for the 

+15 and -15 volt supply rails, the 4.096V voltage reference, and checking the signal 

voltages (0V at the sensor, a bit over 2V at the output for no current). The first suspect 

would again be wiring and cables. 

 

14.3 LOSS OF SLAVES 

“Missing” or faulted slaves will cause a trip due to either a communications 

failure or missing cell values. In this case, connection issues are the most likely culprit if 
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a working system recently stopped working. Missing voltage slave boards (manifested 

either as an error or zero voltage readings) may be due to very low battery voltages 

providing insufficient voltage to operate the voltage slave. If this is not the case, the slave 

RS485 bus and the SPI bus to the voltage board should be monitored with the logic 

analyzer. 

 

14.4 LOGIC ANALYZER  

A logic analyzer with the capability to decode serial (UART), SPI, and I2C data 

and show the actual bytes transmitted is a tremendous help in debugging. Since the 

fastest clocked interface is the SPI bus to the voltage board at 1Mhz, the logic analyzer 

does not need to sample much faster than a few Mhz. Also, not more than 8 channels are 

required. We used the “Salaea Logic” USB logic analyzer with great success. This is an 

inexpensive ($150 from www.sparkfun.com ) and small logic analyzer with very easy to 

use PC software.  

 

Using the logic analyzer, the data flow on the I2C, SPI, and serial busses can be 

snooped. The software will then display the stream of bytes. This can then be compared 

with the device datasheets or the specifications for the slave data bus. 

 

14.5 SPI SERIAL ANALYZER  

The Voltage Slave Board was the first PCB of the system to be designed and 

built. We tested it without a Temperature Slave Board by using a SPI to USB interface 

and powering the voltage board with a stack of 12 old lithium ion cells. We used the 

Microchip Serial Debugger, which is a USB device that allows the user to send 
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commands and view responses chips on an SPI bus simply. Although we have not used it, 

the open-source “Bus Pirate” may also work well for this sort of work. 

 

14.6 MICROCHIP ICD 

A Microchip ICD is required for proper programming and debugging of the 

microcontroller-equipped boards. The boards all use the standard Microchip 6-pin 

“telephone” connector. Either the ICD2 or ICD3 will work without issues. The external 

power source for the ICD is not required, as the ICD does not power the target – the 

boards are powered externally. The Microchip PICkit 2 or 3 may also work, but have not 

been tested. 

 

14.7 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM  

Due to the UTSVT’s policy of building extra boards to keep a stock of “spares” 

on the race, we had enough extra (and older version) PCBs to create a whole second 

system. The older V1.0 voltage and temperature boards could be used as well, since the 

changes between V1.0 and V1.1 boards are very minor, and are non-existent from the 

software side.  

 

One master board, one current board, two temperature boards, and two voltage 

boards were mounted to a sheet of wood, along with two battery voltage simulators, an 

old contactor, and a 6.5A, 24V “silver-box” power supply. 

 

 The temperature sensors were faked with simple resistors; the resistor can be 

calculated easily using ohms law: the resistor will always have exactly 5 volts across it, 
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and the temperature is a current signal such that 1 micro-amp equals one degree kelvin.  

Room temperature of 25 degrees Celsius can be simulated with a 16.77 kilo-ohm resistor.  

 

Voltages can be simulated with either a stack of real lithium batteries, or a back 

pack simulating voltage divider. We used a battery pack simulating voltage divider with a 

series stack of resistors, one per “cell”, connected to either a laboratory power supply or a 

stack of 9-volt batteries. The resistor divider should be stiff enough to not trigger an op-

sense line fault during an open-cell AD conversion, but the total resistance should be high 

enough to not rapidly drain the 9V batteries (we had a switch to disconnect the batteries 

when not actively debugging). The battery balancing cannot be properly tested when 

using the resistor divider fake battery stack.  

 

The current sensor will read 0 current without any current-carrying conductors 

placed through it. To simulate a current, wrap many turns of magnet wire through the 

core (see the “connecting it all up” section in the “BPS Operator’s Manual” for more 

details on simulating current) connected to switched resistors connected to the 24V power 

supply.  

 

The power supply should be able to source at least 4-5 amps at 24V when using a 

real contactor. The power supply can be significantly downsized (to an amp or even less) 

when the contactor is replaced with either a much smaller relay, or a simple LED. 

 

14.8 PC RS422 INTERFACE  

A computer with an RS422 interface is required to communicate with the BPS. A 

standard computer can be equipped with an RS422 port either with an RS232 to RS485 
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level converter, or via a dedicated interface RS422 is logically identical to RS232 from a 

software point of view, only the signaling voltages are different. We used both options, 

an inexpensive no-name USB to RS422 converter from eBay, as well as an older model 

active RS422 to RS232 converter, used from eBay. A more reputable source  of high-

quality serial communications gear would be a company such as B&B electronics ( 

http://www.bb-elec.com/ ). The “active” RS232 to RS422 converters would generally be 

preferred over the “passive” variety. 
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Chapter 15  
 

Expanding the BPS System 

 

The BPS system is designed to be very modular. The system is designed to be 

expanded by adding additional slave modules. Extra modules are to be added onto the 4 

pin slave data and power bus. Creating a new slave will be easiest if it uses the same 

Microchip dsPIC30F6012A microcontroller, in which case, the same RS485 bus interface 

code can be used. It is important to the operation of the rest of the BPS that the RS485 

interface of the new slave module be “well behaved” such that it does not interfere with 

the communications of the rest of the system.  

 

The Bootstrap Monitor Board is an example of this sort of a design. It is basically 

just the Temperature Slave Board with the input circuitry changed. However, this board 

was never tested and the firmware never written. 

 

A potential future expansion board, besides finishing the Bootstrap Monitor 

Board, would be to implement active balancing via a new set of “Balancing Slave 

Boards”. This would be the DC-DC converter and relays method of balancing as 

implemented by Jerome Powell’s original cRIO based BPS. 
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Chapter 16  
 

BPS PCB Versions and Errors 

 

The PCBs used in the BPS system have several different versions. Each board has 

a version number associated with it in the format of “Vx.y” where x is the major version 

and y is the minor version. For small changes, tweaks and bug-fixes, only the minor 

version is incremented. Also, efforts have been made to keep boards of differing version 

compatible with each other. Since the PCBs are manufactured with expressPCB’s 

“MiniBoard” service, the quantity per order is fixed at 3 units. Thus, if we want more 

PCBs, we have to send out another order. A side benefit of this is that the next PCB order 

might as well fix errors or make small improvements in the PCB. 

 

16.1  CURRENT SENSOR BOARD 

There is only one version of the Current Sensor Board (V1.0). There are only two 

very minor errors on this board. Firstly, a trace is missing that connects the “5V_pwr” pin 

on the 8 pin connector to the adjacent 0805 surface mount capacitor. A small jumper can 

be added to make the connection. If this is not done, the system has enough capacitance 

that it will still work OK. The other mistake is not a PCB layout mistake – it is a 

component value change. The component values for the 6 resistors used to derive the 3 

voltage monitoring outputs are different than on the silkscreen. The values used on the 

schematic are the correct ones to use. 
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16.2  MASTER BOARD 

There is also only one version of the Master Board (v1.0) currently. A revised 

Master Board is likely to be created later. The Master Board also has a few mistakes on 

it. Firstly, the transmitter input and receiver output of the RS422 driver IC were swapped. 

This is fixed by swapping pins 2 and 3 of U7. We implemented this by lifting the pins of 

the IC, soldering short lengths of wire wrapping wire to them, and then soldering them to 

the two vias that are nearby (below) the IC, next to the resistors used for the 

transmit/receive status LEDs. 

 

There is also an error with the configuration of the devices on the I2C bus that 

will lead to an address clash. This is fixed by changing the address pins on the EEPROM 

chip. Pin 3 of U13 is normally connected to Vcc but needs to be grounded. The easiest fix 

is to lift the pad and then solder it to either adjacent pin (pin 2 or pin4). 

 

The final mistake is that the inrush current of activating the main contactor is 

enough to trip to 24V input polyfuse. The system should have been designed such that the 

power for the contactor is taken before the polyfuse, but the PCB was laid out such that 

the contactor power is taken after the polyfuse. The fix is to either jumper past the 

polyfuse with a wire or to increase the polyfuse value to be greater than or equal to 3A. 

 

16.3 VOLTAGE SLAVE BOARD 

There are two versions of the Voltage Slave Board (1.0 and V1.1). There will 

most likely be at least one more version to take advantage of the superior performance of 

the newly released LTC6803 IC. Both PCBs versions perform identically from a software 

point of view. The solar car uses the V1.1 boards, with the older V1.0 being used simply 
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for software debugging in the test system. There are only two changes between the two 

versions: The V1.1 board adds a 1M pull-down resistor between the gate and source of 

the balancing MOSFETs. They were added to ensure that the MOSFETs are not 

accidentally turned on (the only time we have observed unintentional balancing 

activation was on one board where the LTC was soldered on using a particularly 

tenacious flux that created leakage passes between the chip’s pins). The other change was 

to add a pull-up resistor on the SPI transmit line. Since the new V1.1 temperature boards 

also include a pull-up resistor, this resistor is not populated on the V1.1 temperature 

boards unless it is being used with a V1.0 temperature board. 

 

16.4 TEMPERATURE SLAVE BOARD 

There are also two versions of the Temperature Slave Board (V1.0 and V1.1). 

There is also likely to be a third version (V1.2) created soon. All the boards will perform 

identically from a software point of view. The V1.0 board only had one mistake in the 

diagnostic voltage sensing system (the trace for the SPI clock contacts one of the pins of 

the ICD/Vsense DIPswitch block). This can be fixed by either cutting the trace and 

replacing it with a wire or by simply not using the voltage sensing function. We chose the 

latter due to the risks of cutting traces on a 4 layer PCB. To disable the voltage sensing 

function, we simply did not install the 1K resistor in the 10V voltage sensing circuit. The 

board also used 1mm pitch individual connectors for the temperature sensing that were 

difficult to locate. The V1.1 board adds a reverse polarity protection diode for the input 

power (“Vsup”). It also fixes the voltage sensing trace issue. A pull-up resistor the 

LTC6802 SPI data output is also included. Finally, the temperature sensor connectors 

were changed to a single .1” dual-row 24 pin header, which was much easier to locate. 

The schematics included in this document are for the V1.1 boards. The Solar car uses the 
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V1.1 boards; the V1.0 boards are just used for display and for use in the debugging 

system. The V1.2 board will most likely use a 5V to 5V isolated DC-DC converter with a 

larger pin spacing to allow for greater isolation between the BPS system ground and the 

LTC6802 ground. It will also change the SPI connector from a 5 pin one to a 6 pin 

connector to add a 5V rail. This will be used with the new V1.2 voltage boards to power 

the LTC from the BPS’s power supply instead of the battery stack. 
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Chapter 17  
 

BPS “Operator’s Manual” 

 

This manual is intended for other persons or solar car teams wishing to implement 

this system into a battery pack. It assumes that the system will be used in a solar car 

context. 

 

17.1 REQUIREMENTS  

The following items are required before the BPS system can be installed. 

 

17.1.1 Contactor 

A main contactor to isolate the battery pack is required. It must be rated for DC 

(an AC rated device cannot properly deal with a DC arc. It MUST be rated for DC! No 

Exceptions!). It needs to be rated to higher than the rating of the fuse for current, and 

higher than the maximum battery pack voltage for voltage. It must be a momentary 

normally open (non-latching) type. The EV200 “CZONKA” type from TYCO is a 

popular choice. The coil must be a 24V coil; a type with a built in coil economizer can 

optionally be used. A type with a built in auxiliary contact is preferred but not required. 

The aux contacts must be normally open when the contactor is de-energized, and closed 

when energized. 
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17.1.2 Fuse 

A “battery main fuse” must be provided. This must be a DC rated fuse (same 

warning about DC ratings as for the contactor). A “class-T” fuse is a good choice. The 

UTSVT generally purchases the fuse and fuseholder from http://www.solarseller.com/ . 

The fuse must be rated accordingly with the wiring size using an appropriate ampacity 

table. The voltage rating of the fuse must be higher than the peak battery voltage. For 

ASC and FSGP compliance, the fuse should be rated for less than 150% of the maximum 

current trip point. For ASC and FSGP compliance, the fuse must be in the positive side of 

the circuit. For applications that do not have specific regulations governing fuse location, 

the fuse can be anywhere in the pack. Remember to keep spare fuses! 

 

17.1.3 Power source 

The BPS requires a 24V supply. The supply must be capable of about 3 amps 

peak. The contactor is the majority of this power draw. A 4 amp or greater capacity is 

greatly recommended. The BPS hardware will operate down to about 12 volts before 

becoming problematic, but this power source should be given priority in routing low 

voltage power around the vehicle. Power should be wired to both of the positive and both 

of the negative inputs on the 14 pin connector. This DC source of power should be fused 

at not more than 15 amps. A source of DC power is also required for the pack cooling 

fans. This is 100% separate from the main BPS power. This will be either 12 or 24V, 

depending upon the type of cooling fans chosen. It should be fused at not more than 10 

amps. 
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17.1.4 Battery ventilation 

The batteries require ventilation to cool them down and to meet the ASC/FSGP 

regulations. The regulations require continuous airflow to vent any toxic gasses in the 

event of a battery failure. The airflow also provides vital cooling when operating the 

batteries at high current levels.  

 

Generally “computer” “muffin” fans are used. Squirrel cage blowers can also be 

used. The muffin fans are cheaper and more common, but the squirrel cage fans can 

create a higher pressure differential. The fans can be any voltage, generally 12 or 24 

volts. The fans are all connected in parallel and then connected to the 2-pin header on the 

BPS master board. The BPS does not electrically connect the fan circuit, it just routes the 

two fan power wires to the 14 pin external interface connector for ease of wiring. If a 

multi-box battery system is used, the “inter-pack” cable must carry the two fan power 

wires in addition to the 4 wires of the slave bus. 

 

17.1.5 Voltage sense fuses 

The battery voltage sense leads require fusing as well. This must be done with 

0.5A DC-rated fuses. They must have a DC voltage rating greater than the maximum 

voltage of the pack as a whole. The UTSVT has used BUSS “PC-TRON” fuses before 

with good success for this application. These fuses protect the voltage sensing wires. 

Note that the resistive pull down balancing current will also flow through these fuses. 

These fuses need to be placed as close to the junctions between modules as possible. If 

the modules are made with some sort of printed circuit board, the fuses should be part of 

the PCB; if this is not possible, they need to be within 6 inches of the battery terminals. 

This is required since the battery voltage sense lines are thin, and if they shorted, will 
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catch on fire. Placing the fuses as close to the battery modules as possible minimizes the 

length of wire that is exposed to this risk.  The system will have (n+1) fuses, where n is 

the number of modules in the pack. Remember to keep extra fuses on hand! 

 

17.1.6 Temperature Sensors 

The BPS is designed to operate with the Analog Devices AD592 temperature 

sensor. The AD592CN is the “best” grade available; it provides an accuracy of half a 

degree Celsius. The TO-92 package device is easy to wire up and easy to mount to the 

batteries. 

 

17.1.7 Connectors 

The quality of the wiring and connectors is very important to the long-term 

reliability of the BPS, especially in the face of road vibrations. All of the connections 

used in the BPS are dual-crimp pins which are then inserted into the housing. These 

double-crimp pins have two “B” crimps, one for the conductor of the wire, and one to 

hold the insulation.  

 

To properly crimp these terminals, a good quality “B” crimp tool is needed. 

UTSVT has successfully used the “BCT-1” style tools. We use product 1026-CT and 

1028-CT from Great Plains Electronics (http://www.greatplainselectronics.com). They 

cost $25 each, and are a good quality, US made tool. 

 

The 14 pin connection is a Molex type KK .156” connector. A 14 pin Housing 

with locking ramp is required (Mouser part number 538-09-50-8141). While Standard 
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Molex KK .156 contacts will work, the Trifurcon contacts (Mouser part 538-08-50-0189) 

are preferred. The Trifurcon contacts have three contact areas vs. just one for the standard 

contacts. 

 

The temperature sensors can connect to the temperature slave board with either a 

single a 24 pin, 2 row (non-latching) connector (Mouser Part Number 538-22-55-2241 ) 

or individual 2 pin connectors (Mouser part number 538-50-57-9002).  

 

Assuming modules of a single series cell, putting a connector close to the module 

makes assembly of the pack and swapping of the modules much easier. The system 

currently uses 2 pin MATE-N-LOC connectors, but .1” connectors similar to those used 

elsewhere in the system can also be employed. 

 

17.1.8 Battery Parameters 

A minimum of 6 parameters are required to set the limits of the battery protection 

system. You must have the overvoltage, undervoltage, overtemperature, 

undertemperature, charge current, and discharge current values from the manufacturer of 

the batteries. For modules consisting of several cells in parallel, it is advisable to 

calculate the maximum current values with a few of the cells missing; this way the cells 

are all still safely protected, even if a module has a few “bad” open cells or bad 

connections. For temperature, the accuracy of the temperature sensors should be taken 

into account. For example, if using an AD592CN with a 0.5 degree Celsius maximum 

error, and battery cells with limits of 0 and 45 degrees, the system should be programmed 

to 0.5 and 44.5 degrees. 
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17.2 PREPARING THE BATTERY PACK  

The battery modules need to have temperature sensors and fused taps to sense 

voltage. The temperature sensor must be mounted in good thermal contact with the 

cell(s). For the Solorean battery pack, we used “OmegaBond OB-101” in the “twin-pack” 

to glue the temperature sensor to the battery cells. The OmegaBond is a thermally 

conductive two-part epoxy manufactured by Omega Engineering; it is intended to be used 

to mount thermocouples. The Omegabond is strong enough to hold a temperature sensor, 

but is not as strong as some general purpose epoxies. The twin-pack is a premised pouch; 

the divider is removed, the contents thoroughly mixed, and then the pouch is cut at the 

corner and is ready to be used. The epoxy has a working time of several hours, therefore, 

all gluing must be done within a few hours. A single Twin Pack was sufficient for all 26 

of the cells in the Solorean’s original battery pack. 

 

The procedure we followed was to prepare all of the AD592CN’s first with a wire 

harness. This harness contained a connector, about 4-6 inches of wire, and was soldered 

onto the leads of the AD592 (which were then covered with heatshrink tubing). After 

cleaning the face of the AD492CN and a portion of the battery casing, we then epoxied 

all of the temperature sensors onto some battery cells. Once the OmegaBond was cured 

(the next day), we applied some “GOOP” adhesive over the temperature sensor area. This 

was done to provide additional mechanical support and to shield the temperature sensor 

from cooling airflow. In fact, “normal” epoxy adhesive (or even a band of heat-shrink 

tubing) would be acceptable to mount the temperature sensors. Once the “sensorized” 

cells were finished, they were assembled into battery modules. The cell with the 

temperature sensor was mounted close to the center of the module. This is the preferable 

method to assemble a battery module; however, if the battery module has already been 
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assembled, it is acceptable to mount the temperature sensor on the exterior after the fact. 

The situation that requires the most care is when large plastic case cells (such as the 

ThunderSky cells) are used. 

 

The voltage sense leads need to be connected to every junction in the cell stack. 

They must also be fused as close to the battery cells as possible; this must be within 6 

inches. To avoid voltage reading errors during high current operation, the voltage sensing 

leads need to be connected as close to the cell terminals as practical. 

 

17.3 NUMBER OF BPS BOARDS NEEDED 

A single Master Board and a Single Current Slave Board are required for all 

battery pack configurations. The number of Temperature and Voltage Slave Boards is a 

function of the number of series cells/modules and the number of battery boxes the 

battery is segregated into.  

 

Assuming the system will monitor the temperature of each series cell/module (the 

system will have the same number of temperature sensors as voltage readings), a Voltage 

Board will always be partnered with a Temperature Board; this combination of two 

boards can monitor the voltage and temperature of up to 12 series cells/modules and is 

called a “Slave Assembly.” The limitations of the Voltage Slave Board will determine the 

number of slave assemblies needed. 

 

While the Temperature Slave Board can monitor any number of temperatures (0-

12), the Voltage Slave Board is powered from its own cells and requires a minimum of 
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10V for operation. This translates to minimum of 4 cells. Therefore, a slave assembly can 

be used to monitor between 4 and 12 series cells/modules. 

 

For a battery pack system that only uses a single battery box, the number of slave 

assemblies can be determined simply by dividing the number of series cells/modules by 

12, and then rounding up if there is a remainder. For example, the battery pack for UT’s 

future solar car, the Tex-Sun, is 30 series modules. This requires three Slave Assemblies, 

each handling 10 modules. 

 

For a multiple-box battery system, the number of Slave Assemblies per box is 

determined the same way. For example, the Solorean went to ASC2010 with a 22 module 

battery pack in two boxes, 11 modules per box. This system uses two Slave Assemblies, 

one per box. However, the Solorean originally used 26 series modules (with the original 

cRIO based BPS), 13 per box. This would require 4 slave assemblies; two per box (one 

handling 6 cells, one handling 5). This system cannot use 3 slave assemblies since this 

would mean that the analog sense lines (for voltage and current) would need to be routed 

between the two boxes. This cannot be done. This will lead to noise, safety concerns, and 

the uncontrolled connection and disconnection of voltage sense lines is stressful on the 

Voltage Slave Board. 

Future versions of the Voltage Slave Board, using the new LTC6803, may be 

powered from the Temperature Slave Board and not the battery stack. This will remove 

the Voltage Slave Board’s minimum number of cells limitation.  
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17.4 CONNECTING IT ALL UP  

The connections inside the battery pack and the BPS system must be carefully 

assembled and of the highest quality to prevent operational problems. While the BPS has 

been designed to be as immune to noise as practical, the electric vehicle environment is a 

very harsh electrical environment. 

 

The connection between the Master Board and the Current Slave Board and the 

Connections between the Temperature Slave Boards and the Voltage Slave Boards must 

be kept short since they are less noise-tolerant than the rest of the system 

interconnections. They should be under a foot. The current board connection is an 8 pin 

analog and power interface, while the voltage board interface is a 5 pin (6 pin in future 

hardware versions) bi-directional 5 volt SPI digital interface (clocked at 1 Mhz). These 

wire bundles do not need to be twisted together or set up as twisted pairs. Therefore, the 

battery pack should be designed such that the Master Board and the Current Slave Board 

are mounted in relative proximity. Also, the Temperature Board and its associated 

Voltage Slave Board (a “Slave Assembly”) should be mounted close to each other as 

well. The Voltage Slave Board can even be mounted directly on top of the Current Slave 

Board (with the SPI connectors on the boards changed, and other connectors possibly 

changed to right angle versions); this may be useful in very tight battery boxes. 

 

The connections between the master and the slaves (The “Slave Serial Bus”) is a 4 

wire interface with 2 wires carrying power from the master to the slaves and the other 

two wires are a bi-directional serial data bus (RS485). The power wires (pins 1 and 2) 

should be a minimum of 22 ga for very short (several feet or less) runs, 18 or 20 ga for 

longer runs. The power leads do not need to be twisted in most cases. The serial data 
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lines (pins 3 and 4) must be a twisted pair. We used a cordless drill to rapidly create 

twisted pair wire out of ordinary hookup wire. The data lines do not need to be very 

thick. The slaves have two slave bus connectors. They are both equivalent and are wired 

in parallel. This allows for the slaves to be daisychained easily. The “last” slave in the 

line does not need anything special such as a terminator, etc. For multi-box batteries, the 

slave bus and the cooling fans can be put together with an “inter-pack” cable. This needs 

to be a 6 pin connection (4 for the slave bus (2 for slave power, 2 for slave serial data) 

and 2 for the cooling fans). We used a 7-pin Tyco CPC (Circular Plastic Connector) 

connector with the 7th unused pin used for keying the connector. It is imperative that the 

serial data lines be a tightly-twisted twisted pair. 

 

The connections between the master board’s 14 pin external interface connector 

(the 14 pin KK .156” header) and the connector on the outside of the battery  box has 

several different types of lines. The two serial data lines must be twisted pairs. The 4 

power wires must be heavier gauge (18 ga minimum) to support the current draw of the 

main contractor. The fan lines, and the 4 input/output lines do not need to be very thick 

wiring. We used a 14 pin Tyco CPC connector for this interface on the side of our battery 

box. 

 

The battery voltage and current sense lines must be very carefully run. It is 

imperative that these lines, and all BPS wiring, be carefully routed to avoid shorting 

against the battery pack. Be especially mindful of wires rubbing – wires should be 

mounted and secured against the vibrations they will be subjected to in a vehicle. Loose 

connections and abraded wiring can start firing, even with proper fusing.  
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The voltage sensing lines should have a connector at the module tap point, and 

there must be an inline fuse or a fuse on the battery module itself as described above. The 

battery sense lines need to be run to a connector at the Voltage Slave Board. Since the 

voltage sense lines have individual connections at each module and a multipin connection 

at the voltage board, this can be called the “voltage sense harness.” Future Voltage Slave 

Boards will utilize a single 13 pin inline .1” connector. Current slave boards use a 6 and a 

7 pin connector inline due to component availability issues. Since the Voltage Slave 

Board can be damaged by incorrect connections, it is critical that the voltage sense lines 

are in the proper order when connected to the slave board – they need to be double-

checked with a multi-meter. We connected to the negative lead of a meter set to DC volts 

to pin1 (the most negative point) of the connector, and then measured each successive pin 

to check for steadily increasing voltage. The second test is to measure the voltage from 

adjacent pins (voltage from pin 2 to pin1, 3 to 2, 4 to 3, etc.) to ensure that all voltages 

are positive and equal to a single lithium cell. These tests must be performed before 

connecting the Voltage Slave Board. 
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Figure 17.1: Connecting less than 12 modules to the LTC6802 (from LTC6802 
datasheet) 

When connecting less than 12 cells to the Voltage Slave Board, the cells are 

connected starting from the most negative (pin 1) and then on up. All higher cell voltage 

taps on the voltage board are paralleled up with the most positive cell voltage measured 

(see figure 17.1). For example, our current Solorean pack has 11 cells connected to each 

voltage board, the positive of cell 11 is connected to the cell 11 positive input (pin 12) 
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and the cell 12 positive input (pin 13). For a 10 cell configuration, pins 13, 12, and 11 

would all be connected to the positive terminal of the 10th cell. 

 

The voltage sensors should have a 2-pin connector at or close to their respective 

module. There will then be a “temperature harness” to connect these myriad of 2 pin 

temperature connectors to the 24 pin connector on the temperature board. The individual 

temperature sensor leads do not need to the twisted. Another option is to not have 2 pin 

temperature sensor connectors at the module, and just run the temperature sensor lines 

directly to the temperature slave board, where they can be terminated into individual C-

GRID type 2 pin connectors. We did not use this method since we felt it would make the 

wiring messier and harder to work with. 

 

On the contactor, wire the positive coil lead to pin 1 and the negative coil lead to 

pin 2 (if using a contactor with an electronic coil economizer or polarized coil, if not, the 

polarity doesn’t matter). If the contactor has auxiliary contacts (recommend), they should 

be connected to pins 3 and 4 (polarity doesn’t matter here). For a standard EV200 with 

coil economizer, this is red wire to pin1, black wire to pin 2, and the two white wires to 

pins 3 and 4. While not strictly necessary, the contactor coil wires should be twisted if 

they are longer than about a foot to prevent radiating excessive noise from the coil’s 

power-saving PWM drive. Also, the main contacts (the bolt terminals) of the EV200 are 

polarized (due to the operation of the magnetic arc blowout). The A1 terminal (should 

have a small + stamped into the housing near it) should connect to the battery stack 

positive, and the A2 terminal should connect to the external vehicle power bus. 
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The current board needs to be mounted such that current (conventional current, 

not electron flow) is positive when the battery is being charged. This charging current 

must flow in the direction of the arrows on the Tamura current sensors and on the current 

sensor board. That is, the arrow on the current sensors should point along the wire to the 

positive end of the battery stack. 

 

When working within the battery pack (and especially with the high current 

battery cables and voltage sense lines), you must be especially careful due to the high 

voltage and high energy available. Do not wear any watches, bracelets or any other form 

of jewelry. Be very careful of what you touch. Working with your left hand behind your 

back is advised when possible. Make sure metal tools do not short out the battery pack. 

Insulated tools are recommended, but if they are not available, regular tools may be 

wrapped in electrical tape and used carefully. When placing bare battery cells or modules 

onto a table, ensure that the table is clean and does not have a metal surface. When 

measuring cell or module voltages, be certain that the multimeter is set to the “DC 

voltage” setting and that the probes are not plugged into the current measuring terminals. 

 

For FSGP and ASC, the system must be proven to be able to trip. The current can 

be tested with a number of turns of magnet wire looped through the hall-effect devices. 

The system will read the total amp-turns of the conductors passed through the cores. This 

means that the system reads the sum of the actual battery current, plus the current in the 

test winding (multiplied by the number of times the test winding is wound). We use 100 

turns of magnet wire such that 1 amp of current flow will read as 100 amps. Be sure that 

the battery main high voltage cables are disconnected during this test, and that the test 

winding is open-circuited during normal operation. 
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Testing temperature is the most straightforward; an extra temperature sensor with 

the appropriate connector (and a longer cable) is brought along and connected to the 

system in place of one of the module’s temperature sensors. This sensor can then be used 

with the judge’s heating device. 

 

The voltage is slightly more difficult to test. A variable power supply is to be 

connected to simulate a module/cell/ The simplest case would be connecting the power 

supply to represent the “topmost” cell monitored by a voltage board, in which case the 

positive sense line of the cell being simulated is disconnected from battery stack and 

connected to the positive of the power supply, while the negative of the power supply is 

connected to the negative of the cell being simulated (no other sense lines are 

disconnected). The bottom cell of a voltage board may be simulated in the same way, but 

the C0 sense line is connected to the negative of the power supply and the power supply 

positive is connected to the positive end of the cell being simulated. The “in-between” 

cells are substituted the same as the “top” cell; that is, the voltage sense line going to the 

positive of the cell being substituted is disconnected from the stack and connected to the 

power supply positive, while the power supply negative is clipped to the negative of the 

cell being substituted. The difficulty with the “in-between” cells is not substituting the 

actual cell, but in the reading of the next cell up. In this case, the system will read the 

power supply voltage for the cell being substituted, but for the cell directly above the cell 

being substituted, the system will read (<cell above cell being substituted> + <cell being 

substituted> - <power supply voltage>). Also, the system will trip when any voltage 

sense line is disconnected to prove the detection of open sense lines and blown sense 

fuses. 
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17.5 CONFIGURING THE BPS 

Future versions of the BPS software will store the configuration in the 

microcontroller’s EEPROM storage and allow the configuration to be updated by 

connecting a PC to the system using the PC software. Unfortunately, the v1.0 software 

the system currently has does not support this functionality. The configuration is set in 

the sourcecode. This means that to change any system parameters such as number of 

cells, number of modules, or protection thresholds, the constants in the system software 

need to be changed and then the software recompiled and reloaded into the 

microcontrollers. 

 

The slave software needs to be modified to change the voltage and temperature 

thresholds, as well as the number of cells/modules per slave. In main.c, OverTemp, 

UnderTemp, Overvoltage, and Undervoltage (lines 18-21) affect the protection 

threshholds (values in the usual millivolts and tens of degrees kelvin). 

NUMBER_OF_MODULES (line 33) needs to be set to the number of battery modules 

connected to the LTC6802. Also, there are some hard-coded “11”’s in the code that need 

to either be replaced with a reference to NUMBER_OF_MODULES or the new number 

of modules. These are in the volt and temp buffers and the loops that cycle through the 

battery voltages  

 

The master board software needs to be changed to modify the number of modules 

and the current limit values. To modify the number of modules, the code (in main.c) in 

the U2 interrupt handler for the “send voltages” (case 249) and “send temperatures” (case 

243) need to be changed to have more or less sections that send out the data. The 
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software for two slave assemblies will send out the first buffer (VoltBuffer) and then the 

second buffer(VoltBuffer2). For a system with more slaves, the code should be copied 

and replicated to send out VoltBuffer3 and further. Also, These additional buffers should 

be defined at the head of the main.c file. To make a system with only a single slave, the 

code to send out VoltBuffer2 should be deleted. The temperature system works similarly. 

To vary the number of cells per slave, any references to 11 in array declarations or loop 

counters should be changed to the number of cells on that slave. To change the current 

protection limit, the constants being compared to the CurrentBuffer array need to be 

changed (main.c, lines 460-463). The values are in units of 10 mA. For example, 4000 

represents 40 amps of charging current, and -8000 represents 80 amps of discharge 

current. 

 

17.6 OPERATING THE SYSTEM  

The BPS can be operated for the first time using the BPS GUI program on a 

laptop PC. This will be the easiest way to initially bring up the BPS and to check it for 

faults. Future firmware versions will be able to be configured to be operated with just the 

4 discrete digital lines (the “ignition” input that turns the system on, and the “Contactor”, 

“Warn”, and “Trip” outputs), but he current firmware only supports using the 

“Contactor” output. To use the current system in a vehicle, a controller must be used to 

send the BPS the contactor turn on command. In the Samsung Solorean, the cRIO is used 

for this function. In a simpler solar car, a small microcontroller can be used. Future 

versions of the Master Board firmware will support basic control via the 4 digital lines. 

When this firmware is available, the BPS can be controlled and monitored (rudimentally) 

via a switch and three lights on the dashboard. The BPS will attempt to turn on the 

contactor when 5-24V is applied to the “ignition” terminal. Three indicators (LEDs, small 
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light bulbs, or buzzers) can be connected to the (open collector, 24V tolerant) outputs. 

The “Contactor” indicator is turned on whenever the protection contactor is activated. 

The “warn” light turns on when a battery pack parameter is approaching a trip (this 

means to start driving carefully!). The “trip” indicator is turned on when the system is 

tripped out on a fault. I would recommend a blue or green LED for “contactor”, orange or 

yellow for “warn”, and red for the “trip” signal. 
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Chapter 18  
 

NGM Motor Controller Software Setup 

 

 

Figure 18.1: NGM configuration software “About” screen 

The NGM motor controller can be set up via the serial port. The motor controller 

stores its settings in registers, which can be read and modified via serial port controls. 

The NGM documentation covers all of these registers with the appropriate commands 

such that a team can write its own control and configuration software (this is how the 

cruise control was built), but this is a somewhat significant undertaking. NGM makes 

available a configuration utility that makes setting up the motor controller easy. The 

software is meant to run on a laptop computer connected to the motor controller. The 
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software requires Microsoft Windows (we have used it on windows XP, Vista, and 7 

without issue) and the NI Labview run-time engine (the installer for this should come 

with the NGM software and is in “lvrte511.zip”). The NI Labview runtime must be 

installed since the software is written in LabView, but has been compiled into an 

executable file. The software is executed simply by running “EVC 402 exec.exe”. There 

is no need to “install” the software, other than initially setting up the NI run-time engine. 

 

  

Figure 18.2: Selecting NGM serial COM port 

To operate the software, connect the motor controller to the laptop computer with 

a standard straight-through nine pin serial port cable. Then energize the power input to 

the motor (on the Solorean this involves putting the rotary ignition switch into position 4) 

and start the software. Click on the circle to select the COM port being used and the 

software will attempt to communicate with the motor. If this is successful, you will see 

the main screen. A “hardwired” serial port is preferred, but these are unfortunately 

becoming rare on modern computers. USB to serial adapter cables can be used, but it 

must be a high quality cable. It is also important to ensure that a USB to serial cable is at 

COM ports 1-4 as the software will not support a COM port higher than 4. 
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Figure 18.3: NGM Drive System Configuration Utility 

The main screen shows general motor system parameters as well as providing 

buttons to access all of the following configuration screens. The upper-left block shows 

the data for the NGM controller’s built in simple BMS state-of-charge calculator. Since 

we do not use this function, the State of Charge indication may be ignored. The Battery 

Voltage reading is an indication of the voltage at the motor controller input terminals. 

The middle-left set of panels shows the temperature of the motor and controller, as well 

as functioning as the system’s “odometer” (the values are stored in and follow the 

controller, not the motor). We are not fully sure of the difference between active hours 

and hours of operation. Kilo-revolutions refers to the number of revolutions that  the 

motor has turned through. In our case, the motor has made 1,837,000 complete 

revolutions since it was manufactured (this can be changed into an actual odometer 
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distance value by multiplying by the tire circumference). Note that all speeds in the motor 

controller are referenced to as RPM and not miles or kilometers per hour. RPM can be 

converted into road speed given the effective circumference of the tire. The bottom-left 

box shows the current drive status (standby means that the motor controller is powered 

up, but the “ignition” signal is not active so no power is flowing into the motor) as well 

as any errors that the motor controller has detected. If an error is detected, the motor will 

shut off and the drivestate will transition into interlock mode. The system can be reset by 

either power cycling the controller or by cycling the ignition input. The top three boxes 

on the right are used to configure the motor and will be discussed in their own section. 

When entering any of the configuration screens, they will be populated with the motor 

controller’s current settings (pulled out of the controller when the user enters that 

particular configuration screen. The animated “bouncing” buttons is an interesting 

curiosity of this software. 

 

The bottom-right group of command buttons are used for loading or saving the 

motor settings or firmware, as well as entering bench test mode (which will be described 

later). The version of the firmware loaded into the motor controller is also shown. Save is 

used to export all of the configuration settings of the motor to a file on the computer. It is 

saved as a “.400” file (I assume that this corresponds to the motor controller being the 

EVC-400 series). This file is a textfile of each register in the controller, but manually 

editing it is discouraged. It will take a few seconds to save as it is requesting a large 

amount of configuration data when the save command is executed. The “load” option is 

used to load a saved “.400” file into the motor. The command will take a few seconds to 

execute (as it is sending a large amount of data to the motor controller) and the settings 

are immediately applied to the motor controller and saved to the motor controller’s non-
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volatile memory. We recommend saving the current motor configuration (preferably in a 

file with the date somewhere in the file name) first before adjusting any parameters such 

that the system can always be reverted to a previous state.  “About” simply displays a 

screen with the software utility’s information. Firmware update allows the user to load a 

new firmware version into the motor controller. It will ask for a firmware “.bin” file. Be 

careful when updating the motor controller firmware. Ensure that the correct file is 

loaded and that the process will not be interrupted (power to the motor controller is 

reliable, the laptop computer is reliable, and that the serial port cable is secure. A botched 

firmware installation has the potential to render the motor controller unusable until the 

firmware chip is physically reprogrammed/exchanged by NGM. The Test option will 

start the testing function (described later) to allow the motor to be run from computer 

control. 
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Figure 18.4: NGM throttle configuration 

This is a very important screen when setting up the motor controller. This is used 

to set up the motor controller for different “gas pedals”. The top-left analog meter 

displays what the motor controller thinks that the throttle is set to. Operate the throttle 

and observe the meter to check the proper functioning of the accelerator pedal system. 

The reading from the accelerator Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) is turned into a 

percentage using the gain and bias (such that any linear function can be created). The 

system can be set using the gain and bias sliders, but it is much more convenient to use 

the set buttons. With the throttle at idle, click the “Set -5%” button and then fully depress 

the accelerator and click the “set 100%” button. The software will have calculated new 

gain and bias values. Check the operation by watching the analog meter while working 

the control several times. -5% is used instead of zero because there is some slop in the 
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pedal mechanism and this ensures that the system will not see a small positive torque 

command when the throttle is at idle. The filter cut-off frequency is generally left alone. 

This is a low-pas filter applied to the throttle input to remove noise and to smooth the 

control.  

 

The “OK” button will apply the new settings to the motor and then return to the 

main screen – the settings will take affect instantly and will also be saved in the 

controller’s non-volatile memory. “Cancel” will return to the main screen without 

changing any settings. “Revert” will reset the sliders to their initial values without 

changing any motor controller parameters or exiting the screen. 

 

 

Figure 18.5: NGM regen configuration 
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The “brake” (regenerative braking) configuration process is identical to that of the 

throttle. Since the Solorean has the regen controlled via a linear potentiometer mounted 

on the brake master cylinder assembly, it is a very finicky adjustment that required much 

fine tuning to get set up correctly. Next time we will use a separate regen control. 

 

 

Figure 18.6: NGM switches configuration 

The “Switches” screen is used to setup the three input switches (“Ignition”, 

“Reverse”, and “throttle disable”) as well as a few other parameters. The greyed out 

buttons under “State” are actually “lights” that indicate the current state of the signal (as 

interpreted by the motor controller. This is helpful to verify correct operation of these 

switches/inputs. The “Enable” column sets if this switch is required for operation or not. 

When not enabled, the motor can operate without them, either taking the default states 

(ignition ON, motor in FORWARD, and throttle ENABLED) or it may be controlled via 
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the serial port. Invert is used to invert the logical polarity of the signal. ‘Ignition” is used 

to enable or disable the motor drive. When the ignition is OFF, the controller is active 

and responds to communications but does not energize the motor. Cycling the ignition 

switch will reset motor controller faults. Reverse sets the direction that the motor will 

rotate when the throttle is depressed. “throttle disable” (we call it throttle enable or 

“thren”) controls the abilty of the motor to produce net positive (motoring) torque. It is 

intended to be used as a safety switch in either the accelerator pedal or brake pedal 

systems. When the throttle is disabled, the motor can still provide regen but depressing 

the throttle will not move the vehicle (the motor will make the characteristic NGM 

“growling” sound, but will not spin, when the throttle is depressed).  

 

The other options are used to set miscellaneous options, which we have not used 

much. The “enable analog throttle and regen” control must be checked (or X’d) to enable 

the motor to be controlled by the analog poitentiometers (which is the default). The motor 

can always be controlled via the serial port. This option will be unselected by teams that 

will exclusively use serial control mode, as it may prevent the controller from throwing a 

fault code when no potentiometers are connected. The motor also has two operation 

modes – speed mode and torque mode. In torque mode, the throttle command specifies a 

particular torque for the motor. Since torque is generally proportionally to current in DC 

motors, the controller regulates torque by controlling the motor current. This mode is the 

default and is generally used when the motor is controlled with a throttle (since this gives 

a similar experience as driving a conventional vehicle). In speed mode, the throttle 

command actually specifies a target speed, and the motor will adjust its torque to attempt 

to reach or maintain this speed. This mode is used for cruise control. The motor generally 

powers up in torque mode with analog controls. The Solorean’s cruise control puts the 
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motor in serial control mode and then into speed mode. Teams that wish to use a 

potentiometer to set a “cruise control” speed may check this option. “Invert Motor 

Direction” reverses the direction of the motor rotation such that it may be used in 

applications where it is mounted facing the other side. Set this box such that, with the 

throttle depressed and the “reverse” state indicator OFF, the car moves forward. We are 

not fully sure what the “strict direction input” control does. “Thr zero clears 

FA1_stuckthr” box controls the “high throttle” interlock. Normally, the motor controller 

will enter interlock mode when it is powered up and the throttle is not at the idle position 

as a safety feature (prevents unintentional vehicle accelerations)  and the ignition must be 

cycled to clear the fault. When this checkbox is clicked, the controller will exit the 

interlock mode as soon as the throttle is returned to the idle position. The “speed 

threshold for direction reversal” is the minimum speed at which the motor’s direction can 

be reversed. This is to prevent the motor from being switched into or out of reverse when 

at a high speed. 
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Figure 18.7: NGM Throttle Map 

The “Map” screen configures the “feel” of the throttle. This is a less-important 

configuration step that is taken later to fine-tune the operation of the car to ensure that it 

is easy to drive. The top map contains three transfer functions that set the relationship 

between throttle position and torque. The endpoints (0% and 100%) are fixed, but the 

midpoints are adjustable for the high speed and low speed curves. The middle speed 

curve shows the controller’s behavior at the medium speeds but it is not adjustable. The 

graph can be adjusted by clicking and dragging around the crosshairs/dots.  These should 

initially be left in the middle for a somewhat linear response during initial motor setup. 

We have ours configured such that the throttle is less sensitive at lower speeds to make 

the accelerator pedal easier to control at lower speeds. Full torque is always available at 

full accelerator pedal stroke, just this affects the speed at which it comes in when the 
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pedal is depressed. This is used to fix a car where most of the throttle range seems to be 

squished into the beginning or end of the pedal travel. 

 

The motor controller has an “engine braking” function that simulates engine 

braking or engine drag by applying a small amount of regenerative braking when the 

throttle is at the idle position. To simulate drag, there is more regenerative braking at 

higher speeds. There are two crosshairs and the correlation is linear between those two 

points. For example, our motor controller is currently configured with one point at a very 

low (about 20) RPM point set to zero regen engine braking and a maximum of 15% at a 

speed of 215 RPM. The braking torque is clamped at these minimum and maximum 

values outside of the RPM ranges of the two crosshairs. There will be zero regen below 

about 20 RPM and 15% for all speeds above 215 RPM. 

 

The final chart “brake Limiting vs. Speed”, controls the maximum amount of 

regenerative braking that can be performed at certain speeds. The chart is adjusted in the 

same manor as the engine braking chart. We limit the regen at slow speeds and disable it 

completely (0%) when close to a stop to help prevent the motor wheel from locking up 

when the vehicle is about to reach a stop. 
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Figure 18.8: NGM Speed Governor 

This screen allows the maximum torque of the motor to be controlled relative to 

the speed of the motor. This allows two separate max-torque vs. speed envelopes to be 

created: one for forwards and one for reverse. If more torque is requested than what the 

limit is set at, the motor will only produce the limited amount of torque. There are four 

points for forward driving and two points for reversing. The limits can be steeply reduced 

to zero at high speeds to limit the vehicle’s speed. The current setup does not limit the 

torque or the speed in the forward direction, but limits reverse sharply to less than 400 

RPM. 
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Figure 18.9: NGM Limp-Home Mode 

The NGM controller has a “Limp-Home” mode that is tied into the built-in 

battery state of charge monitoring. When the limp-mode is activated by a dangerously 

depleted battery, the maximum torque (as a percentage of non-limp-mode full-throttle 

torque) and absolute battery discharge current is limited to the value specified. The limp-

mode is activated when the motor controller’s internally calculated battery state of charge 

drops below the state of charge threshold. The limp mode is intended to minimize 

damage to batteries via severe deep discharge, while still allowing the vehicle to be 

driven, albeit at significantly reduced performance. Since we do not use the NGM 

controller’s built in state of charge model, the threshold was set to 0 SoC and the limits 

were set very high to effectively disable this function. We do, however, make extensive 
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use of the “Voltage Governor” to limit the motor currents at very low and very high 

battery pack charges. 

 

 

Figure 18.10: NGM voltage and current limit control 

The “Voltage Governor” is used to limit the maximum battery current depending 

upon the motor controller’s input voltage. The “battery current” would be, we believe, the 

current measured through the system’s shunt (which is intended to be in series with the 

car’s battery pack) and not the actual motor controller input current. However, we have 

the current monitoring shunt installed directly in series with the motor controller such 

that this system effectively controls the motor controller input current. We use this to 

keep from tripping the BPS out at very empty and very fully battery states. The battery 

has a certain internal impedance (and it is generally higher at full and empty states of 

charge) which can be rudimentally modeled as a resistor in series with an ideal voltage 
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source. The voltage source is at the voltage on the battery pack when there is no current 

flow in the pack. The internal impedance causes the battery pack voltage to rise when the 

battery is charged (during regen) and fall when the battery is discharged (during 

acceleration). Since the internal impedance is higher at very high and very low states of 

charge, the current induced voltage fluctuations are greater at these extreme states of 

charge. Since the BPS will trip out on overvoltage and undervoltage, the motor current 

must be limited at very high and very low bus voltages to prevent tripping out the BPS 

system. 

 

The system will limit the regen braking current at high bus voltages (but 

acceleration current is not limited). The system also limits the acceleration current (but 

not the regen current) at very low battery bus voltages. The current is positive for battery 

charging current and negative for discharging (the same as for the BPS system). We 

believe the controller uses the shunt to monitor the battery current. We have also noticed 

that the motor controller does not always strictly obey these current limits. Three points 

can be used to set the voltage vs. current limits for each of charge and discharge. When a 

crosshair is selected, the battery current and voltage limits can be fine-tuned using the 

sliders or the number can be entered directly into the box under the slider. The red line 

controls the acceleration limit and the blue line controls the regen limit. The system is 

currently setup to limit motor current draw to below 75 amps (our BPS trips at 80 amps) 

for all bus voltages above 81 volts, tapering down to 0 current draw at voltages 69 volts 

and below. The regen is capped at 35 amps at bus voltages below about 86 volts, tapering 

down to 5 amps at 89 volts and above. Be sure that the current draw (discharging) current 

limit allows for a at least few amps at all battery voltages that are above the battery 
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system’s minimum voltage (otherwise a low battery situation may result in the current 

limit of 0 amps being applied, leading to an un-drivable car). 

 

 

Figure 18.11: NGM fan control 

 “The Auxiliary Supply” screen is used only to control the motor controller 

cooling fan. The cooling fans are not built into the controller from the factory; the user 

must connect them to a 4 pin CPC-style connector on the motor controller. Some teams 

do not run cooling fans on their motor controllers, but this risks the motor controller 

shutting down due to overheating. To save power, the controller will only activate the 

fans when it is hot. This screen allows the temperature at which the fans are activated to 

be adjusted. 
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Figure 18.12: NGM battery setup 

The NGM controller has a built in battery state of charge estimation algorithm. 

The controller monitors the battery voltage at the controller terminals (system wiring 

voltage drop can be corrected with the “total resistance” adjustment) and the battery 

current is monitored with a shunt. The SoC is also outputted by the controller as a PWM 

duty cycle output on a pair of terminals in the DB-25 terminal (we don’t have them 

connected). This is useful for teams that do not have their own BMS system (such as 

teams running lead-acid or nickel based batteries), but is redundant for teams, like us, that 

run their own SoC algorithm. Since teams that run lithium batteries need a BPS system, 

the SoC is usually built into their BPS/BMS. We do not use this system, but did enter in 

the values for the Solorean’s battery pack (as of 2008). These settings are only used to 

calculate the SoC value, which is not used by us. This SoC value is only used for the 
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limp-mode function (which we have effectively disabled), the SOC output on the DB-25 

connector (which we didn’t connect), and can be read from the serial interface (which we 

don’t read). 

 

 

Figure 11.13: NGM state-of-charge adjustment 

The “Adjust” button on the main screen above the state of charge display brings 

up the state of charge adjustment display. Since we do not use the SoC functions of the 

motor controller, we don’t use this screen. This screen monitors the current battery 

voltage and current, as well as the calculated SoC. The calculated SoC value can also be 

reset to any desired value. The “Gauge Gain Adjustment” slider is used to calibrate the 

relationship between the internal SoC value and the duty cycle of the PWM SoC output 

on the DB-25 connector. This is used when this PWM output is connected to an analog 

gauge (such as a meter movement or an actual car fuel gauge) to calibrate the gauge.  
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Figure 11.14: NGM motor setup 

The “Motor” button brings up this screen where the motor settings can be 

changed. These settings should be left at the default values. The only reason to modify 

them is when the controller is being used (unofficially) with a non-NGM motor, or if 

some adjustment was made to the motor. 
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Figure 11.15: NGM shunt configuration 

The “Current Shunt” button is used to calibrate the motor controller’s battery 

current monitoring shunt. The system displays the battery current that it is currently 

reading from the shunt to aid in configuration. The gain is used to specify the type of 

shunt. Most shunts are rated as 50mV at their rated current. The gain is set to the (rated 

current)/(rated voltage). Then the bias is adjusted to remove any residual error in the 

system (this value should be small). 
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Figure 11.16: NGM motor test utility 

The “Test” button brings up the “Bench Testing” utility. This puts the motor into 

serial control mode such that it can be operated from the laptop. You must be very careful 

with this bench test. If used in a vehicle, the motor may start running, regardless of the 

throttle control and switches. If using this function with the motor in the car, there should, 

at a minimum, be a driver in the vehicle that can apply the hydraulic brakes and throw the 

main power circuit breaker if the motor accelerates unintentionally. A better idea would 

be to jack up the vehicle such that the drive wheel is free to spin in the air. This utility 

can also be used to test or diagnose a motor which is just clamped to a bench or other 

support (i.e., not in a vehicle). When the motor is not loaded (i.e., on a test bench or the 

drive wheel is in the air), you must be careful to not apply excessive throttle as over-

reving the motor may cause damage to the motor or the controller.  
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The three charts show motor speed (in RPM), the average phase current (in 

Amps), and the temperature of the motor and of the controller (of the internal logic board 

and of the power device heatsink) versus time. The motor phase current is the average 

phase current of a phase, not the instantaneous current (which would show the motor’s 

commutation). All three motor phases will have the same average current. The software 

also shows the last few register queries and the response from the controller, as well as 

provides a box for the user to enter in his or her own commands.  
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Chapter 19  
 

Special Thanks 

 

There are many people that helped me to make the new Battery Protection System 

a success. First I’d like to thank The UTSVT and Dr. Gary Hallock for providing the 

framework necessary to begin this project, as well as the critical funding to make it a 

reality.  

 

I’d also like to thank the entire BPS senior design team: Archer Finley, Charles 

Eastberg, Cyrus Bavarian, Conner Koen, and Cory Loflin. They were essentially my team 

when we were scrambling to get this system working in time for FSGP and ASC2010. 

Archer Finley was instrumental in writing the BPS system software. He also laid out the 

PCB for the Master Board and digitized my hand-drawn schematics (all but the current 

board). Cyrus Bavarian was responsible for the development of the BPS GUI. I’d further 

like to thank George Marsden for his work in developing the cRIO interface code. Jerome 

Powel, also deserves great thanks for serving as the UTSVT’s battery mentor, even after 

graduation. The 2008 BPS senior design team, consisting of Jerome Powell, James 

Ferrara, John Olsavsky, Kashia Thuerwachter and Dicai Yang, also deserve thanks, along 

with Steven Yang, for their work in building the original cRIO based system. 
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Chapter 20  
 

Conclusion 

 

In conclusion, the BPS project was a complete success. The system was 

completed in time for the FSGP/ASC2010 and the Solorean’s battery pack flew through 

“scrutineering” without a hitch. The system performed admirably throughout FSGP2010 

and ASC2010. This has marked the first time in more than a decade that UT Austin has 

completed an American Solar Challenge “Rayce”. While the system could stand to use 

some improvement, and some non-essential features had to be cut in the name of 

development time, this did not affect the usefulness of the BPS to the UTSVT. The BPS 

system is also a success in that it can be used for future UTSVT vehicles due to its 

expandable, modular nature. 

The Samsung Solorean’s electrical system was also a success. The system 

provided the team with a reliably-operating car that was capable of completing a cross-

country journey without any major faults. The system also provided wireless web-based 

real-time tracking and telemetry – a feature unique to the UTSVT. It has also gained us a 

reputation for having one of the most advanced electrical systems in solar car “Raycing.” 

We plan to reuse this electrical system design for our new car, the TexSun, which we are 

building to compete in the 2012 ASC. This thesis will serve as the electrical system’s 

documentation. 
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Appendix A  
 

BPS Schematics 

The BPS schematics are available in digital format using the free ExpressPCB 

software. On the schematics, there are ports that are used to indicate that signals are 

connected to further components on a different schematic page. They appear in the 

schematic as a box with a corner arrow and a wire leaving one side with their name inside 

the box. All ports with the same name everywhere in that board’s schematic are 

connected to the same node. There are also power and ground nodes with their own 

symbols. Also, any component value that is shown with an asterisk  (*) after the value 

must be a high-precision part. The following schematics are also available inline with the 

text in section 7 (“BPS Hardware”). They are simply presented here all in one place. 

 

For every board, I first drew up the schematics by hand, and generally built the 

PCBs off of these hand-drawn schematics. Archer Finley then took the hand-drawn 

schematic and the PCB file and generated the ExpressSCH files. I generated the 

schematic for the Current Sensor Board myself, however. 
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A1 MASTER BOARD SCHEMATICS  
 

 

Figure A1.1: Master Board connections 
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Figure A1.2: Master Board microcontroller 
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Figure A1.3: Master Board contactor control 
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Figure A1.4: Master Board power supply 
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Figure A1.5: Master Board serial 
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Figure A1.6: Master Board accelerometer, RTC and EEPROM 
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A2 TEMPERATURE SLAVE BOARD SCHEMATICS  

 

Figure A2.1: Temperature Slave Board power supply 
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Figure A2.2: Temperature Slave Board microcontroller 
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Figure A2.3: Temperature Slave Board serial interfaces 
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Figure A2.4: Temperature Slave Board data acquisition 
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A3 VOLTAGE SLAVE BOARD SCHEMATICS  

 

Figure A3.1:  Temperature Slave Board LTC6802 circuit 
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Figure A3.2: Temperature Slave Board signal conditioning and balancing 
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A4 CURRENT SENSOR BOARD SCHEMATIC  

 

Figure A4: Current Sensor Board schematic 

The current sensor board is simple enough to fit onto a single schematic page. 
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Appendix B  
 

BPS PCB Foils and Pictures 

The PCBs are also available digitally in the ExpressPCB format. All PCBs were 

manufactured with the ExpressPCB “MiniBoard PRO” service. The master and 

temperature boards are 4 layers while the current and voltage boards are only 2 layer 

designs. The two extra layers of the 4 layer board are the internal power (used as the 5 

volt rail) and ground rails. The Current Sensor Board, Voltage Slave Board, and 

Temperature Slave Board were laid out by me, while Archer Finley did the layout of the 

Master Board. 

There is a PCB picture, a mechanical drawing, a layout image, the top copper 

layer, the bottom copper layer, the silkscreen layer, the internal power plane (for 4 layer 

boards) and the internal ground plane (for 4 layer boards). The mechanical drawing is a 

combination of the silkscreen layer and the drill-holes – it is useful for assembling the 

PCB. The layout image is the view as seen when using the ExpressPCB software; it 

shows the top copper layer (red), the bottom copper layer (green), as well as the 

silkscreen layer (blue on my version of ExpressPCB such that it can be seen on printouts. 

ExpressPCB defaults to yellow when installed) 
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B1 MASTER BOARD PCB 

 

 

Figure B1.1: picture of Master Board 
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Figure B1.2: master board PCB layout 
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Figure B1.3: master board mechanical drawing 
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Figure B1.4: master board top copper layer 
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Figure B1.5: master board bottom copper layer 
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Figure B1.6: master board silkscreen layer 
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Figure B1.7: master board internal power plane 
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Figure B1.8: master board internal ground plane 
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B2 TEMPERATURE SENSOR BOARD PCB 

 

Figure B2.1: picture of temperature board 
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Figure B2.2: temperature board PCB layout 
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Figure B2.3: temperature board mechanical drawing 
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Figure B2.4: temperature board top copper layer 
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Figure B2.5: temperature board bottom copper layer 
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Figure B2.6: temperature board silkscreen 
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Figure B2.7: temperature board internal power plane 
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Figure B2.8: temperature board internal ground plane 
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B3 CURRENT SENSOR BOARD PCB 

 

Figure B3.1: picture of current sensor board 
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Figure B3.2: current sensor board PCB layout 
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Figure B3.3: current sensor board mechanical drawing 
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Figure B3.4: current sensor board top copper layer 
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Figure B3.5: current sensor board bottom copper layer 
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Figure B3.6:  current sensor board silkscreen 
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B4 VOLTAGE SLAVE BOARD PCB 

 

Figure B4.1: picture of voltage board 
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Figure B4.2: voltage board PCB layout 
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Figure B4.3: voltage board mechanical drawing 
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Figure B4.4: voltage board top copper layer 
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Figure B4.5: voltage board bottom copper layer 
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Figure B4.6: voltage board silkscreen 
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Appendix C  
 

BPS Pinouts 

The following pinouts describe every connector on the BPS PCB’s, sorted by 

circuit board. For connectors that go between PCBs, the pinout will be listed twice, once 

per board, with the “function” changed to represent the flow direction of data or power. 

All connecting cables between BPS boards are wired “straight through” (that is, pin 1 

connects to pin1, pin2 connects to pin2, etc.). 
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C1 MASTER BOARD 

C1.1 External Interface 

This is the 14 pin Molex KK .156” header on the master. It is used to connect the 

BPS to the outside world. It contains the connections for BPS system power and serial 

communications. 

 
Pin Number Name Function 
1 GND Common ground, 

isolated from HV pack 
2 GND Parallel with pin1 

3 +24V Power input 

4 +24V Parallel with pin3 

5 Ign_in “ignition switch” Input, 
apply 5-24V to 
optionally turn on 
battery 

6 Cont Open collector output, 
grounded when 
contactor is CLOSED 
(battery live) 

7 Warn Open collector output, 
grounded when close to 
tripping 

8 Trip Open collector output, 
grounded when system 
has tripped 

9 TX+ 422 data output+ 

10 TX- 422 data output- 

11 RX+ 422 data input+ 

12 RX- 422 data input- 

13 Fan+ Pack Fan power, 
isolated from BPS 

14 Fan-  

Table C1.1: Master external interface pinout 
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C1.2 Contactor  

This .1” Molex SL header is used to interface with the main contactor 

 
Pin Number Name Function 
1 Coil+ Switched to +24V via 

DRV102 (EV200 red 
wire) 

2 Coil- Connects to ground 
(EV200 black wire) 

3 Aux contact- Auxiliary contact 
feedback (one of 
EV200 white wires) 

4 Aux contact+ Auxiliary contact 
feedback (one of 
EV200 white wires) 

Table C1.2: Contactor pinout 

C1.3 Current 

This Molex .1” SL header is used to connect to the Current Sensor Board 

 
Pin 
Number 

Name Function 

1 +15_sense Analog input 

2 -15_sense Analog input 

3 Offset_sense Analog input 

4 Low_out Analog input 

5 High_out Analog input 

6 Common Ground 

7 5V pwr +5V power rail 

8 Pwr Ground Ground 

Table C1.3: Current pinout 
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C1.4 Battery Ventilation Fan Connector 

This Molex .1” SL header is used to connect to the battery pack cooling and 

ventilation fans. 

 
Pin  Number Name Function 
1 Fan+ Direct passthrough 

2 Fan- From 14 pin connector 

Table C1.4: Fan pinout 

C1.5 Slave Bus 

This Molex .1” SL header is used to connect the master to the string of slave 

modules. 

 
Pin Number Name Function 
1 V+ 12 or 15V power output 

2 GND Ground 

3 RS485B Slave communications 

4 RS485A Slave communications 

Table C1.5: Slave Bus pinout (master) 
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C2 CURRENT BOARD 

This Molex .1” SL connector is used to connect the Current Slave Board to the 

Master Board. It’s the only connector on this board. 

 
Pin Number Name Function 
1 +15_sense Scaled representation of +15V rail 

2 -15_sense Scaled representation of -15V rail 

3 Offset_sense Scaled representation of offset voltage 

4 Low_out Scaled output of low range (50A) hall-sensor 

5 High_out Scaled output of high range (100A+) hall sensor 

6 Common Return for all above voltage signals 

7 5V pwr +5VDC supply to board 

8 Pwr Ground Return for +5VDC power supply 

Table C2: Current Board pinout 

C3 TEMPERATURE BOARD (V1.1) 

C3.1 Slave Bus 

This Molex .1” SL header is used to connect the Temperature Slave Boards to the 

Master Board. The Temperature Slave Board has two of these connectors – they are 

wired in parallel and are interchangeable. There are two connectors on each Temperature 

Slave Board such that multiple boards can be daisychained easily. 

 
Pin Number Name Function 
1 V+ 12-15 volt supply 

from master 
2 GND Ground  

3 RS485 B Twisted pair 485 

4 RS485 A Twisted pair 485 

Table C3.1: Slave Bus (slave side) pinout 
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C3.2 isolated SPI 

This Molex .1” SL header is used to connect to the Voltage Slave Board. This 

entire interface carried by this connector is electrically isolated from the rest of the 

system. 

 
Pin Number Name Function 
1 Gnd ISOLATED ground. 

Reference for below 
pins 

2 DSO Data output 

3 SCK Clock output 

4 CS Chip select/framing 
output 

5 SDI Input from volt board 

Table C3.2: isolated SPI bus pinout (temp board side) 

C3.3 Debug Serial 

This Molex .1” SL header provides an RS232 port that can be used for software 

debugging, given support in the Temperature Slave Board firmware. Transmit and 

receive are relative to the board. It is currently not being used 

 
Pin Number Name Function 
1 GND Ground 

2 TXD Data output 

3 RXD Data input 

Table C3.3: Debug Serial pinout 
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C3.4 Temperature Sensors 

This is a dual row .1” header connector, originally intended for ribbon cable. Non-

latching Molex C-GRID female connectors (high retention force contacts are 

recommended), either individual 2 pin connections or a two row 24 pin connector, will 

work well here. This connector is where the battery module temperature sensors connect. 

 
Pin Number Name Function 
1 Temp1 T1 negative (cathode) 

2 +10v T1 positive  (anode) 

3 Temp2 T2 negative (cathode) 

4 +10v T2 positive  (anode) 

5 Temp3 T3 negative (cathode) 

6 +10v T3 positive  (anode) 

7 Temp4 T4 negative (cathode) 

8 +10v T4 positive  (anode) 

9 Temp5 T5 negative (cathode) 

10 +10v T5 positive  (anode) 

11 Temp6 T6 negative (cathode) 

12 +10v T6 positive  (anode) 

13 Temp7 T7 negative (cathode) 

14 +10v T7 positive  (anode) 

15 Temp8 T8 negative (cathode) 

16 +10v T8 positive  (anode) 

17 Temp9 T9 negative (cathode) 

18 +10v T9 positive  (anode) 

19 Temp10 T10 negative (cathode) 

20 +10v T10 positive  (anode) 

21 Temp11 T11 negative (cathode) 

22 +10v T11 positive  (anode) 

23 Temp12 T12 negative (cathode) 

24 +10v T12 positive  (anode) 

Table C3.4: Temperature sensors connector pinout 
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C4 VOLTAGE BOARD 

C4.1 SPI output 

This Molex .1” SL header is used to connect the Voltage Slave Board to the 

Temperature Slave Board. The connectors are aligned on both boards such that, with an 

appropriate set of standoffs and appropriate change of connectors, the boards can be 

directly stacked on top of each other. 

 
Pin Number Name Function 
1 Gnd Ground. Referenced to 

cell0 
2 SDI Data(command) input 

3 SCK Clock input 

4 CS Chip select/framing in 

5 SDO Output data 

Table C4.1: SPI output pinout 

C4.2 Daisychain 

This Molex .1” SL header is used to daisychain multiple Voltage Slave Boards to 

the same Temperature Slave Board. The three signals would connect to the SPI output of 

the next board in the string. It is currently not being used. 

 
Pin Number Name Function 
1 CS Chip select out 

2 SDOI Data to/from next 
module 

3 SCK Clock to next module 

Table C4.2: Daisychain interface pinout 
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C4.3 Cell connections 

This Molex .1” SL connector is used to interface the Voltage Slave Board with 

the cells to be measured. It is critical that this connector be wired properly, lest the 

Voltage Slave Board be damaged. Current boards use a 6 pin and a 7 pin connector 

adjacent to each other, but future boards will use a single 13 pin connector. 

 
Pin Number Name Function 
1 C0 Cell1- 

2 C1 Cell 1+, cell 2- 

3 C2 Cell 2+, cell 3- 

4 C3 Cell 3+, cell 4- 

5 C4 Cell 4+, cell 5- 

6 C5 Cell 5+, cell 6- 

7 C6 Cell 6+, cell 7- 

8 C7 Cell 7+, cell 8- 

9 C8 Cell 8+, cell 9- 

10 C9 Cell 9+, cell 10- 

11 C10 Cell 10+, cell 11- 

12 C11 Cell 11+, cell 12- 

12 C12 Cell 12+ 

Table C4.3: Cell voltage connection pinouts 
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Appendix D  
 

BPS Software Listings 

D1 MASTER BOARD SOFTWARE V1.0 

This software is loaded into the master PCB only. This is the version 1.0 code that 

was used during ASC2010. 

D1.1 “Main.c” 
#include <p30Fxxxx.h> 
//#include "RS485M.h" 
 
 
unsigned int VoltBuffer[11]; 
unsigned int VoltBuffer2[11]; 
unsigned int TempBuffer[11]; 
unsigned int TempBuffer2[11]; 
signed int CurrentBuffer[2]; 
unsigned char SlaveStatus[16][4]; 
unsigned char number_of_slaves = 0; 
unsigned char initialized = 0; 
unsigned char ERRORS = 0; 
unsigned char ERROR_COUNT= 0; 
 
void __attribute__((interrupt, no_auto_psv)) _U2RXInterrupt( void ) { 
  unsigned char MSB = 0,  
       LSB = 0; 
       //slave_address = 0, 
       //number_of_modules = 0, 
       //modules_set = 0; 
  unsigned int  i = 0, 
                j = 0, 
                error_modules = 0; 
       //voltage = 0, 
       //temperature = 0; 
  unsigned char command = U2RXREG; 
  while(!U2STAbits.RIDLE); 
  unsigned char slave_address_module_number = U2RXREG;   
//  while(!U2STAbits.RIDLE); 
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//  unsigned char data1 = U2RXREG; 
//  while(!U2STAbits.RIDLE); 
//  unsigned char data2 = U2RXREG; 
U2STAbits.OERR = 0; 
  switch(command) { 
 
//command = send number of slaves to gui 
    case 253: 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send command code 
      RS422_Send(command); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send slave address and module number 
      RS422_Send(0); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
      RS422_Send(number_of_slaves); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
      break;    
 
//command = send contactor status  
    case 252: 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send command code 
      RS422_Send(command); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send slave address and module number 
      RS422_Send(0); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send ERROR STATUS 
      RS422_Send(ERRORS); 
      break; 
 
//command = turn contactor off  
    case 251: 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send command code 
      RS422_Send(command); 
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//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send slave address and module number 
      RS422_Send(0); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
      LATG &= ~0x8000; 
      LATD &= ~0x200; 
      RS422_Send(1); 
      break; 
 
//command = turn contactor on  
    case 250: 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send command code 
      RS422_Send(command); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send slave address and module number 
      RS422_Send(0); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
      for(i = 0; i<number_of_slaves; i++){ 
        for(j = 1; j<4; j++){ 
          if(SlaveStatus[i][j]){ 
            error_modules++; 
          } 
        } 
      } 
//ERRORS PRESENT - contactor not turned on 
      if(error_modules){ 
        RS422_Send(0); 
      } 
//NO ERRORS - contactor turned on 
      else{ 
        LATG |= 0x8000; 
        LATD |= 0x200; 
        RS422_Send(1); 
      } 
      break; 
 
//command = Send voltage to GUI  
    case 249: 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
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      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send command code 
      RS422_Send(command); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send slave address and module number 
      RS422_Send(0); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send bytes of voltage data for slave 0    
      for(i=0;i<11;i++) { 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send MSB of data 
        MSB = (VoltBuffer[i]&0xFF00)>>8; 
        RS422_Send(MSB); 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send LSB of data 
        LSB = VoltBuffer[i]&0x00FF;   
        RS422_Send(LSB); 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
      } 
//Send bytes of voltage data for slave 1     
      for(i=0;i<11;i++) { 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send MSB of data 
        MSB = (VoltBuffer2[i]&0xFF00)>>8; 
        RS422_Send(MSB); 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send LSB of data 
        LSB = VoltBuffer2[i]&0x00FF;   
        RS422_Send(LSB); 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
      } 
      break; 
 
//command = Send temperature to GUI   
    case 248: 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
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//Send command code 
      RS422_Send(command); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send slave address and module number 
      RS422_Send(0); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send bytes of temperature data for slave 0    
      for(i=0;i<11;i++) { 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send MSB of data 
        MSB = (TempBuffer[i]&0xFF00)>>8; 
        RS422_Send(MSB); 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send LSB of data 
        LSB = TempBuffer[i]&0x00FF;   
        RS422_Send(LSB); 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
      } 
//Send bytes of temperature data for slave 1    
      for(i=0;i<11;i++) { 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send MSB of data 
        MSB = (TempBuffer2[i]&0xFF00)>>8; 
        RS422_Send(MSB); 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send LSB of data 
        LSB = TempBuffer2[i]&0x00FF;   
        RS422_Send(LSB); 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
      } 
      break; 
 
//command = send bps current to GUI 
      case 247: 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send command code 
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        RS422_Send(command); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send slave address and module number 
        RS422_Send(0x00); 
        if( ((-5000<CurrentBuffer[0]) || (CurrentBuffer[0]<5000)) && 
            ((-5000<CurrentBuffer[1]) || (CurrentBuffer[1]<5000)) ) { 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
          while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send MSB of data 
          MSB = (CurrentBuffer[1]&0xFF00)>>8; 
          RS422_Send(MSB); 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
          while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send LSB of data 
          LSB = CurrentBuffer[1]&0x00FF;   
          RS422_Send(LSB); 
        } 
        else { 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
          while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send MSB of data 
          MSB = (CurrentBuffer[0]&0xFF00)>>8; 
          RS422_Send(MSB); 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
          while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send LSB of data 
          LSB = CurrentBuffer[0]&0x00FF;   
          RS422_Send(LSB); 
        } 
        break; 
/* 
//command = set overvoltage for module 
    case 246: 
      slave_address = (slave_address_module_number>>4)&0x0F;  
      voltage = data1<<8; 
      voltage = voltage|data2; 
      if(RS485M_SetOV(slave_address,voltage)) { 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send command code 
        RS422_Send(command); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send slave address and module number 
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        RS422_Send(slave_address_module_number); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT);  
      } 
      else { 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send slave address and module number 
        RS422_Send(0xFF); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT);  
      }   
      break;  
 
//command = set undervoltage for module 
    case 245: 
      slave_address = (slave_address_module_number>>4)&0x0F;  
      voltage = data1<<8; 
      voltage = voltage|data2; 
      if(RS485M_SetUV(slave_address,voltage)) { 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send command code 
        RS422_Send(command); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send slave address and module number 
        RS422_Send(slave_address_module_number); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT);  
      } 
      else { 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send slave address and module number 
        RS422_Send(0xFF); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT);  
      }   
      break;   
 
//command = set overtemperature for module 
    case 244: 
      slave_address = (slave_address_module_number>>4)&0x0F;  
      temperature = data1<<8; 
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      temperature = temperature|data2; 
      if(RS485M_SetOT(slave_address,temperature)) { 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send command code 
        RS422_Send(command); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send slave address and module number 
        RS422_Send(slave_address_module_number); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT);  
      } 
      else { 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send slave address and module number 
        RS422_Send(0xFF); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT);  
      }   
      break;     
  
//command = set undertemperature for module 
    case 243: 
      slave_address = (slave_address_module_number>>4)&0x0F;  
      temperature = data1<<8; 
      temperature = temperature|data2; 
      if(RS485M_SetUT(slave_address,temperature)) { 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send command code 
        RS422_Send(command); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send slave address and module number 
        RS422_Send(slave_address_module_number); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT);  
      } 
      else { 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send slave address and module number 
        RS422_Send(0xFF); 
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//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT);  
      }   
      break;     
 
//command = set number of modules connected to slave 
    case 242: 
      slave_address = (slave_address_module_number>>4)&0x0F;  
      number_of_modules = data1; 
      modules_set = RS485M_SetNumberOfModules(slave_address, 
number_of_modules); 
      if(modules_set && (modules_set != 0xFF)){ 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send command code 
        RS422_Send(command); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send slave address and module number 
        RS422_Send(slave_address_module_number); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
      } 
      else 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT);  
        RS422_Send(0xFF); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
        while(!U2STAbits.TRMT);  
      break; 
*/ 
//command = acknowledge signature from GUI 
    case 241: 
      if(!initialized) { 
      RS485M_Init(); 
      number_of_slaves = RS485M_DetectSlaves(SlaveStatus);  
      ADCM_InitScanInputs(); 
      initialized++; 
      } 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send command code 
      RS422_Send(command); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send command code 
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      RS422_Send(0x4C); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send command code 
      RS422_Send(0xC2); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send command code 
      RS422_Send(0xCC); 
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
//Send command code 
      RS422_Send(0x0A);  
//Wait for previous transmit to complete 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT);      
      break; 
  
    default: 
      while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
      RS422_Send(0xFF); 
      break; 
  }  
//Clear the interrupt flag status bit associated with the  
//peripheral in the IFS0 Status register 
//to signal that interrupt was handled 
  IFS1bits.U2RXIF = 0;  
} 
 
void __attribute__((interrupt, no_auto_psv)) _T1Interrupt( void ) { 
    unsigned char error_modules = 0, 
                  command = 0, 
                  slave_number = 0; 
    unsigned int i = 0, 
                 j = 1; 
    slave_number = RS485M_DetectSlaves(SlaveStatus); 
    while( (slave_number != number_of_slaves) && (ERROR_COUNT < 10)) { 
      for(i=0;i<0xFF;i++){}  
      slave_number = RS485M_DetectSlaves(SlaveStatus); 
      ERROR_COUNT++; 
    } 
    for(i = 0; i<number_of_slaves; i++){ 
      for(j = 1; j<4; j++){ 
        if(SlaveStatus[i][j]){ 
          error_modules++; 
        } 
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      } 
    } 
    /*for(i = 0; i < number_of_slaves; i++) { 
      command = i; 
      command = command<<4; 
      command = command + 2; 
      RS485M_ReceiveVoltages(command, VoltBuffer, 11); 
      command = command + 1; 
      RS485M_ReceiveTemps(command, TempBuffer, 11);  
    }*/ 
//Get voltages from slave 0 
    RS485M_ReceiveVoltages(0x02, VoltBuffer, 11); 
 
//Get temperatures from slave 0 
    RS485M_ReceiveVoltages(0x03, TempBuffer, 11); 
    if(number_of_slaves > 1) { 
//Get voltages from slave 1 
    RS485M_ReceiveVoltages(0x12, VoltBuffer2, 11); 
 
//Get temperatures from slave 1 
    RS485M_ReceiveVoltages(0x13, TempBuffer2, 11); 
    } 
    ADCM_GetCurrents(CurrentBuffer); 
 
    if(error_modules || 
       (CurrentBuffer[0]<-8000) || 
       (CurrentBuffer[0]>4000) || 
       (CurrentBuffer[1]<-8000) || 
       (CurrentBuffer[1]>4000) || 
       (ERROR_COUNT > 9) ) { 
      ERRORS = 1; 
      LATG = LATG&~0x8000; 
      LATD = LATD&~0x200; 
    } 
    else{ 
      ERRORS = 0; 
    } 
    ERROR_COUNT = 0; 
    if(PORTG&0x4000){ 
      LATG &= ~0x4000; 
    } 
    else{ 
      LATG |= 0x4000; 
    } 
//Clear the interrupt flag status bit associated with the  
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//peripheral in the IFS0 Status register 
//to signal that interrupt was handled 
    IFS0bits.T1IF = 0; 
} 
 
void TimerInit(void) { 
  //Load PR1 with the timer period 
  PR1 = 0xFFFE; 
 
//Set T1CON options for Timer 1 
// <15>  TON   = 1 Starts the timer 
// <13>  TSIDL = 1 Discontinue timer operation when device enters Idle mode 
// <6>   TGATE = 0 Gated time accumulation disabled 
// <5:4> TCKPS = 00 Timer Input Clock Prescale Select bits 
//               11 = 1:256 prescale value 
//               10 = 1:64 prescale value 
//               01 = 1:8 prescale value 
//               00 = 1:1 prescale value 
// <2>   TSYNC = When TCS = 0, this bit is ignored. Read as ‘0’. Timer1 uses the 
internal clock when TCS = 0. 
// <1>   TCS   = 0 Internal clock (FOSC/4) 
  T1CON = 0xA030;//1010 0000 0010 0000  
 
//Specify the interrupt priority for the interrupt using the 
//T1IP<2:0> control bits in the IPC0 (Interrupt Priority Control 2) register 
  IPC0bits.T1IP = 5; 
 
//Clear the interrupt flag status bit associated with the peripheral in the IFS0 Status 
register 
  IFS0bits.T1IF = 0; 
 
//Set the T1IE bit in the IEC0 (Interrupt Enable Control 0) register 
  IEC0bits.T1IE = 1; 
} 
 
int main( void ) { 
  unsigned int i = 0; 
  //I2C_Init(); 
  RS422_Init(); 
  RS485M_Init(); 
  ADCM_InitScanInputs(); 
  for(i = 0;i<0xFFF;i++){} 
  number_of_slaves = RS485M_DetectSlaves(SlaveStatus); 
  for(i = 0;i<0xFFF;i++){} 
  TimerInit(); 
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  TRISG &= ~0xC000; 
  TRISD &= ~0x200; 
  for(;;){ 
    //buffer = I2C_WriteEEPROM((unsigned long)0, 0xAA); 
    //buffer = I2C_ReadEEPROMRandom((unsigned long)0); 
  } 
} 
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D1.2 “RS485M.c” 
//************************************************* ** 
//dsPIC30F6012A RS485 Master board Driver Source Code File 
//Archer Finley 
//BPS-UTSVT 
//March 30,2010 
//Description: Source code for drivers for the RS485 module on the 
dsPIC30F6012A(Master Board) 
//Filename: RS485M.c 
 
#include <p30Fxxxx.h> 
 
 
 
 
//*********RS485M_Init*********** 
//Description: Initializes master board dsPIC for  
//communication with the slave board dsPIC using 
//UART and RS-485 communication protocol 
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: none 
void RS485M_Init(void) { 
 
//Set U1MODE (UART1 Mode Register) options  
// <15>  UARTEN = 1  UART Enable bit 
// <13>  USIDL  = 0  Continue operation in Idle mode 
// <10>  ALTIO  = 0  UART communicates using UxTX and UxRX I/O pins 
// <7>   WAKE   = 1  Wake-up on Start bit Detect During Sleep Mode enabled 
// <6>   LPBACK = 0  Loopback mode is disabled 
// <5>   ABAUD  = 1  Auto Baud Enable bit, Input to Capture module from UxRX pin 
// <2:1> PDSEL  = 00 8-bit data, no parity 
// <0>   STSEL  = 1  2 Stop bits 
// U1MODE = 1000 0000 1010 0001 
  U1MODE = 0x80A1; 
 
//Set U1STA (UART1 Status and Control Register) options 
// <15>  UTXISEL = 1  Interrupt when a character is transferred to the Transmit Shift  
//                    register and as result, the transmit buffer becomes empty 
// <11>  UTXBRK  = 0  U1TX pin operates normally 
// <10>  UTXEN   = 1  UART transmitter enabled, UxTX pin controlled by UART (if 
UARTEN = 1) 
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// <7:6> URXISEL = 00 Interrupt flag bit is set when Receive Buffer is full (i.e., has 4 
data characters) 
// <5>   ADDEN   = 0  Address Detect mode disabled. If 9-bit mode is not selected, this 
control bit has no effect. 
// U1STA = 1000 0100 0000 0000 
  U1STA = 0x8400; 
 
//Set U1BRG (UART1 Baud Rate Register) options 
// U1BRG = (Fcy/(16*BaudRate)) - 1 = 0 for 156250 kbaud 
  U1BRG = 7; 
 
//Turn on TE(PORTD<0>) and /RE(PORTD<1> located on RS-485 chip. 
  TRISD = TRISD&0xFFC; 
  LATD = LATD|0x003; 
  //LATD = LATD&0xFFD; 
} 
 
void RS485M_Send(unsigned char data) { 
 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  U1TXREG = data; 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
} 
 
unsigned char RS485M_Receive(void){ 
  int counter = 0; 
//Wait for receive 
  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
  while( (!U1STAbits.URXDA) && ( counter<0xFF8 ) ) {counter++;} 
  if(counter == 0xFF8){ 
    return 0xFF; 
  } 
  else { 
    while(!U1STAbits.URXDA); 
    return U1RXREG; 
  } 
} 
 
unsigned char RS485M_SendReceive(unsigned char data) { 
  int buffer = 0; 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  U1TXREG = data; 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  for(;buffer<0xD0;buffer++){} 
  buffer = 0; 
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//Turn off TE(PORTD<0>) and turn on /RE(PORTD<1>) 
  LATD &= 0xFFC; 
//Wait for receive 
  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
  while(!U1STAbits.URXDA); 
  for(buffer=0;buffer<0xD0;buffer++){} 
//Turn on TE(PORTD<0>) and turn off /RE(PORTD<1>) 
  LATD |= 0x003;   
  return U1RXREG; 
} 
 
void RS485M_ReceiveVoltages(unsigned char data, unsigned int *VoltBuffer, unsigned 
char length) { 
  unsigned int buffer = 0; 
/*  unsigned char slave_status = 0, 
       volt12to5_status = 0, 
       volt4to1temp12to9_status = 0, 
       temp8to1_status = 0;*/ 
  unsigned char i = 0; 
//Send PEC1 = 'S' 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  U1TXREG = 0x53; 
//Send PEC2 = 'T' 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  U1TXREG = 0x54; 
//Send Address/Command byte 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  U1TXREG = data; 
//Send PEC3 = 'P' 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  U1TXREG = 0x50; 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  for(;buffer<0xD0;buffer++){} 
//Turn off TE(PORTD<0>) and turn on /RE(PORTD<1>) 
  LATD &= 0xFFC; 
//Receive Slave Status 
/*  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
  while(!U1STAbits.URXDA); 
  slave_status = U1RXREG; 
//Receive Error bits 
  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
  while(!U1STAbits.URXDA); 
  volt12to5_status = U1RXREG; 
  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
  while(!U1STAbits.URXDA); 
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  volt4to1temp12to9_status = U1RXREG; 
  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
  while(!U1STAbits.URXDA); 
  //temp8to1_status = U1RXREG;*/ 
//Wait for receive of all voltage data 
  for(i=0;i<length;i++) { 
    *VoltBuffer = (RS485M_Receive())<<8; 
    *VoltBuffer = *VoltBuffer|(((int)RS485M_Receive())&0xFF); 
    VoltBuffer++; 
    if( (i==3) || (i==7) || (i==11) ) { 
      U1STAbits.OERR = 0; 
    } 
  }   
  for(buffer=0;buffer<0xD0;buffer++){} 
//Turn on TE(PORTD<0>) and turn off /RE(PORTD<1>) 
  LATD |= 0x003;   
} 
/* 
void RS485M_ReceiveSlaveStatus(char slave_address, char SlaveStatus[][]){ 
  char i = 0; 
    for(;i<3;i++) { 
      while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
      while(!U1STAbits.URXDA); 
      SlaveStatus[slave_address][i] = U1RXREG 
    } 
}*/ 
   
void RS485M_ReceiveTemps(unsigned char data, signed int *TempBuffer, unsigned 
char length) { 
 /* unsigned char slave_status = 0, 
       volt12to5_status = 0, 
       volt4to1temp12to9_status = 0, 
       temp8to1_status = 0;*/ 
  unsigned int counter = 0, i = 0; 
//Send PEC1 = 'S' 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  U1TXREG = 0x53; 
//Send PEC2 = 'T' 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  U1TXREG = 0x54; 
//Send Address/Command byte 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  U1TXREG = data; 
//Send PEC3 = 'P' 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
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  U1TXREG = 0x50; 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  for(counter = 0;counter<0xD0;counter++){} 
//Turn off TE(PORTD<0>) and turn on /RE(PORTD<1>) 
  LATD &= 0xFFC; 
//Receive Slave Status 
/*  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
//  while(!U1STAbits.URXDA); 
  slave_status = U1RXREG; 
//Receive Error bits 
  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
//  while(!U1STAbits.URXDA); 
  volt12to5_status = U1RXREG; 
  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
//  while(!U1STAbits.URXDA); 
  volt4to1temp12to9_status = U1RXREG; 
  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
//  while(!U1STAbits.URXDA); 
  //temp8to1_status = U1RXREG;*/ 
//Wait for receive of all voltage data 
  for(;i<length;i++) { 
    *TempBuffer = (RS485M_Receive())<<8; 
    *TempBuffer = *TempBuffer|(((int)RS485M_Receive())&0xFF); 
    TempBuffer++; 
  }   
  for(counter = 0;counter<0xD0;counter++){} 
//Turn on TE(PORTD<0>) and turn off /RE(PORTD<1>) 
  LATD |= 0x003;   
}   
 
unsigned char RS485M_DetectSlaves(unsigned char StatusCode[16][4]){ 
  unsigned int i=0, j=0; 
  unsigned int buffer = 0; 
  unsigned char commandbyte = 0; 
  unsigned char number_of_slaves = 0; 
  for(;i<16;i++) { 
    commandbyte = i; 
    commandbyte = commandbyte<<4; 
    commandbyte = commandbyte&0xF0; 
    commandbyte = commandbyte+1; 
//Send PEC1 = 'S' 
    while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
    U1TXREG = 0x53; 
//Send PEC2 = 'T' 
    while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
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    U1TXREG = 0x54; 
    while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
    U1TXREG = commandbyte; 
//Send PEC3 = 'P' 
    while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
    U1TXREG = 0x50; 
    while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
    for(buffer=0;buffer<0xD0;buffer++){} 
//Turn off TE(PORTD<0>) and turn on /RE(PORTD<1>) 
    LATD &= 0xFFC; 
    for(j=0;j<4;j++) { 
      StatusCode[i][j] = RS485M_Receive(); 
    } 
    if(StatusCode[i][0] == 0xC0){ 
      number_of_slaves++; 
 } 
    for(buffer=0;buffer<0xFF8;buffer++){} 
//Turn on TE(PORTD<0>) and turn off /RE(PORTD<1>) 
    LATD |= 0x003;   
  } 
  return number_of_slaves; 
}   
 
unsigned char RS485M_SetOV(unsigned char address, unsigned int overvoltage) { 
  unsigned char counter = 0, 
       commandbyte = 0, 
       c_voltage = 0; 
  overvoltage = (overvoltage*2)/48; 
  c_voltage = overvoltage; 
  address &= 0x0F; 
  commandbyte = address<<4; 
  commandbyte += 4; 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  U1TXREG = commandbyte; 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  U1TXREG = c_voltage; 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  for(counter=0;counter<0xD0;counter++){} 
//Turn off TE(PORTD<0>) and turn on /RE(PORTD<1>) 
  LATD &= 0xFFC; 
//Wait for receive of Slave Status 
  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
  while(!U1STAbits.URXDA); 
  for(counter=0;counter<0xD0;counter++){} 
//Turn on TE(PORTD<0>) and turn off /RE(PORTD<1>) 
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  LATD |= 0x003; 
  return U1RXREG; 
} 
 
unsigned char RS485M_SetUV(unsigned char address, unsigned int undervoltage) { 
  unsigned char counter = 0, 
       commandbyte = 0, 
       c_voltage = 0; 
  undervoltage = (undervoltage*2)/48; 
  c_voltage = undervoltage; 
  address &= 0x0F; 
  commandbyte = address<<4; 
  commandbyte += 5; 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  U1TXREG = commandbyte; 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  U1TXREG = c_voltage; 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  for(counter=0;counter<0xD0;counter++){} 
//Turn off TE(PORTD<0>) and turn on /RE(PORTD<1>) 
  LATD &= 0xFFC; 
//Wait for receive of Slave Status 
  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
  while(!U1STAbits.URXDA); 
  for(counter=0;counter<0xD0;counter++){} 
//Turn on TE(PORTD<0>) and turn off /RE(PORTD<1>) 
  LATD |= 0x003; 
  return U1RXREG; 
} 
 
unsigned char RS485M_SetOT(unsigned char address, unsigned int overtemp) { 
  unsigned char counter = 0, 
       commandbyte = 0, 
       MSB = (overtemp>>8)&0xFF, 
       LSB = overtemp&0xFF; 
   
  address &= 0x0F; 
  commandbyte = address<<4; 
  commandbyte += 6; 
  RS485M_Send(commandbyte); 
  RS485M_Send(MSB); 
  RS485M_Send(LSB); 
  for(;counter<0xD0;counter++){} 
//Turn off TE(PORTD<0>) and turn on /RE(PORTD<1>) 
  LATD &= 0xFFC; 
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//Wait for receive of Slave Status 
  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
  while(!U1STAbits.URXDA); 
  for(counter=0;counter<0xD0;counter++){} 
//Turn on TE(PORTD<0>) and turn off /RE(PORTD<1>) 
  LATD |= 0x003; 
  return U1RXREG; 
} 
 
unsigned char RS485M_SetUT(unsigned char address, unsigned int undertemp) {  
  unsigned char counter = 0, 
       commandbyte = 0, 
       MSB = (undertemp>>8)&0xFF, 
       LSB = undertemp&0xFF; 
   
  address &= 0x0F; 
  commandbyte = address<<4; 
  commandbyte += 7; 
  RS485M_Send(commandbyte); 
  RS485M_Send(MSB); 
  RS485M_Send(LSB); 
  for(;counter<0xD0;counter++){} 
//Turn off TE(PORTD<0>) and turn on /RE(PORTD<1>) 
  LATD &= 0xFFC; 
//Wait for receive of Slave Status 
  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
  while(!U1STAbits.URXDA); 
  for(counter=0;counter<0xD0;counter++){} 
//Turn on TE(PORTD<0>) and turn off /RE(PORTD<1>) 
  LATD |= 0x003; 
  return U1RXREG; 
} 
 
unsigned char RS485M_SetNumberOfModules(unsigned char address, unsigned char 
amount) { 
  unsigned char counter = 0, 
       commandbyte = 0; 
  address &= 0x0F; 
  commandbyte = address<<4; 
  commandbyte += 8; 
  RS485M_Send(commandbyte); 
  RS485M_Send(amount); 
    for(;counter<0xD0;counter++){} 
//Turn off TE(PORTD<0>) and turn on /RE(PORTD<1>) 
  LATD &= 0xFFC; 
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//Wait for receive of Slave Status 
  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
  while(!U1STAbits.URXDA); 
  for(counter=0;counter<0xD0;counter++){} 
//Turn on TE(PORTD<0>) and turn off /RE(PORTD<1>) 
  LATD |= 0x003; 
  return U1RXREG; 
}  
 
// <9> UTXBF: Transmit Buffer Full Status bit (Read Only) 
//            1 = Transmit buffer is full 
//            0 = Transmit buffer is not full, at least one more data word can be written 
// <8> TRMT:  Transmit Shift Register is Empty bit (Read Only) 
//            1 = Transmit shift register is empty and transmit buffer is empty (the last 
transmission has completed) 
//            0 = Transmit shift register is not empty, a transmission is in progress or queued 
in the transmit buffer 
// <4> RIDLE: Receiver Idle bit (Read Only) 
//            1 = Receiver is Idle 
//            0 = Data is being received 
// <3> PERR:  Parity Error Status bit (Read Only) 
//            1 = Parity error has been detected for the current character 
//            0 = Parity error has not been detected 
// <2> FERR:  Framing Error Status bit (Read Only) 
//            1 = Framing Error has been detected for the current character 
//            0 = Framing Error has not been detected 
// <1> OERR:  Receive Buffer Overrun Error Status bit (Read/Clear Only) 
//            1 = Receive buffer has overflowed 
//            0 = Receive buffer has not overflowed 
// <0> URXDA: Receive Buffer Data Available bit (Read Only) 
//            1 = Receive buffer has data, at least one more character can be read 
//            0 = Receive buffer is empty 
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D1.3 “RS422.c” 
//************************************************* ** 
//dsPIC30F6012A RS422 Master board Driver Source Code File 
//Connor Koen, Archer Finley  
//BPS-UTSVT 
//April 7, 2010 
//Description: Source code for drivers for the RS422 module 
//on the dsPIC30F6012A(Master Board) 
//Filename: RS422.c 
 
#include <p30Fxxxx.h> 
 
//*********RS22_Init*********** 
//Description: Initializes master board dsPIC for  
//communication with the GUI using UART and RS-422 
//communication protocol 
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: none 
void RS422_Init(void){ 
 
//Set U2MODE (UART2 Mode Register) options  
// <15>  UARTEN = 1  UART Enable bit 
// <13>  USIDL  = 0  Continue operation in Idle mode 
// <10>  ALTIO  = 0  UART communicates using UxTX and UxRX I/O pins 
// <7>   WAKE   = 1  Wake-up on Start bit Detect During Sleep Mode enabled 
// <6>   LPBACK = 0  Loopback mode is disabled 
// <5>   ABAUD  = 1  Auto Baud Enable bit, Input to Capture module from UxRX pin 
// <2:1> PDSEL  = 00 8-bit data, no parity 
// <0>   STSEL  = 1  2 Stop bits 
// U2MODE = 1000 0000 1010 0001 
  U2MODE = 0x80A1; 
 
//Set U2STA (UART2 Status and Control Register) options 
// <15>  UTXISEL = 1  Interrupt when a character is transferred to the Transmit Shift  
//                    register and as result, the transmit buffer becomes empty 
// <11>  UTXBRK  = 0  U2TX pin operates normally 
// <10>  UTXEN   = 1  UART transmitter enabled, U2TX pin controlled by UART (if 
UARTEN = 1) 
// <7:6> URXISEL = 00 Interrupt flag bit is set when Receive Buffer is full (i.e., has 4 
data characters) 
// <5>   ADDEN   = 0  Address Detect mode disabled. If 9-bit mode is not selected, this 
control bit has no effect. 
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// U2STA = 1000 0100 0000 0000 
  U2STA = 0x8400; 
 
//Set U2BRG (UART2 Baud Rate Register) options 
// U2BRG = (Fcy/(16*BaudRate)) - 1 = 0 for 625 kbaud 
  U2BRG = 520; 
 
// 
  INTCON1 = 0x8000; 
 
  INTCON2 = 0x4000; 
 
//Specify the interrupt priority for the interrupt using the 
//U2RXIP<2:0> control bits in the IPC2 (Interrupt Priority Control 2) register 
  IPC6bits.U2RXIP = 4; 
 
//Clear the interrupt flag status bit associated with  
//the peripheral in the IFS0 Status register 
  IFS1bits.U2RXIF = 0; 
 
//Set the U2RXIE bit in the IEC0 (Interrupt Enable Control 0) register 
  IEC1bits.U2RXIE = 1; 
} 
 
//*********RS422_Send*********** 
//Description: Sends a byte using UART2 to transmit data via  
//RS-422 protocol. Waits for the transmit register to be empty 
//before sending the data 
//Inputs: 1 byte of char data 
//Outputs: none 
void RS422_Send(unsigned char data) { 
  while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
  U2TXREG = data; 
  while(!U2STAbits.TRMT); 
 
} 
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D1.4 “I2C.c” 
//************************************************* ** 
//dsPIC30F6012A I2C Master board Driver Source Code File 
//Archer Finley, Cory Loflin 
//BPS-UTSVT 
//April 7, 2010 
//Description: Source code for drivers for the I2C module 
//on the dsPIC30F6012A(Master Board) 
//Filename: I2C.c 
 
#include <p30Fxxxx.h> 
 
//*********I2C_Init*********** 
//Description: Initializes master board dsPIC for  
//communication using the I2c communication protocol 
//with a baud rate of 400kHz 
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: none 
void I2C_Init(void) { 
 
//Set I2CCON the I2C Control Register 
// <15> I2CEN   = 1   Enables the I2C module and configures the SDA and SCL pins as 
serial port pins 
// <13> I2CSIDL = 0   Continue module operation in Idle mode 
// <12> SCLREL  = 1   Release SCL clock (when operating as slave) 
//                    0 = Hold SCL clock low (clock stretch) 
//                    If STREN = 1: 
//                      Bit is R/W (i.e., software may write ‘0’ to initiate stretch and write ‘1’ to 
release clock) 
//                      Hardware clear at beginning of slave transmission. 
//                      Hardware clear at end of slave reception. 
//                    If STREN = 0: 
//                      Bit is R/S (i.e., software may only write ‘1’ to release clock) 
//                      Hardware clear at beginning of slave transmission. 
// <11> IPMIEN  = DNS (operating as master) 
// <10> A10M    = 0   I2CADD is a 7-bit slave address 
// <9>  DISSLW  = 0   Slew rate control enabled 
// <8>  SMEN    = 0   Disable SMBus input thresholds 
// <7>  GCEN    = 0   General call address disabled 
// <6>  STREN   = 0   Disable software or receive clock stretching 
// <5>  ACKDT   = 1   Send NACK during acknowledge 
// I2CCON = 1001 0000 0010 0000 
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  I2CCON = 0x9020; 
 
//Set I2C baud rate at 400khz 
  I2CBRG = 0x00F; 
} 
 
//*********I2C_WriteRTC*********** 
//Description: Writes to the RTC (address 0xA2) using the I2C bus on 
//the master board dsPIC 
//Inputs: address (unsigned char) of data location to be written 
//        data (unsigned char) to be written 
//Outputs: 0 if no acknowledgement from RTC 
//         1 if acknowledgement received from RTC 
unsigned char I2C_WriteRTC(unsigned char address, unsigned char data) { 
//Wait for the transfer buffer (I2CTRN) to be empty 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TBF); 
//Set SEN(I2CCON<0>) to 1 to Initiate start condition on SDA and SCL pins 
  I2CCONbits.SEN = 1; 
//Wait for the start condition to complete 
  while(I2CCONbits.SEN); 
//Send the address byte to select RTC with bit 0 = 0 to indicate write 
  I2CTRN = 0xA2; 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TRSTAT); 
//Verify slave acknowledgement and exit if no acknowledgement 
  if(I2CSTATbits.ACKSTAT)   
    return 0; 
//Send address of register to modify 
  I2CTRN = address; 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TRSTAT); 
//Verify slave acknowledgement and exit if no acknowledgement 
  if(I2CSTATbits.ACKSTAT)   
    return 0; 
//Send data to register under modifications 
  I2CTRN = data; 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TRSTAT); 
//Verify slave acknowledgement and exit if no acknowledgement 
  if(I2CSTATbits.ACKSTAT)   
    return 0; 
//Send stop condition 
  I2CCONbits.PEN = 1; 
//Wait for stop condition to complete 
  while(I2CCONbits.PEN); 
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  return 1; 
} 
 
//*********I2C_ReadRTC*********** 
//Description: Reads from the RTC (address 0xA3) using the I2C bus on 
//the master board dsPIC 
//Inputs: address (unsigned char) of data location to be read 
//Outputs: 0 if no acknowledgement from RTC 
//         data (unsigned char) if data is received from RTC 
unsigned char I2C_ReadRTC(unsigned char address) { 
  unsigned char data; 
//Wait for the transfer buffer (I2CTRN) to be empty 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TBF); 
//Set SEN(I2CCON<0>) to 1 to Initiate start condition on SDA and SCL pins 
  I2CCONbits.SEN = 1; 
//Wait for the start condition to complete 
  while(I2CCONbits.SEN); 
//Send the address byte to select RTC with bit 0 = 0 to indicate write 
  I2CTRN = 0xA2; 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TRSTAT); 
//Verify slave acknowledgement and exit if no acknowledgement 
  if(I2CSTATbits.ACKSTAT)   
    return 0; 
//Send address of register to read 
  I2CTRN = address; 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TRSTAT); 
//Verify slave acknowledgement and exit if no acknowledgement 
  if(I2CSTATbits.ACKSTAT)   
    return 0; 
//Wait for the transfer buffer (I2CTRN) to be empty 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TBF); 
//Send stop condition 
  I2CCONbits.PEN = 1; 
  while(I2CCONbits.PEN); 
//Set SEN(I2CCON<0>) to 1 to Initiate start condition on SDA and SCL pins 
  I2CCONbits.SEN = 1; 
//Wait for the start condition to complete 
  while(I2CCONbits.SEN); 
//Send the address byte to select RTC with bit 0 = 1 to indicate read 
  I2CTRN = 0xA3; 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TRSTAT); 
//Verify slave acknowledgement and exit if no acknowledgement 
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  if(I2CSTATbits.ACKSTAT)   
    return 0; 
//Enable receive mode 
  I2CCONbits.RCEN = 1; 
//Wait for receive to complete 
  while(I2CCONbits.RCEN); 
  while(!I2CSTATbits.RBF); 
  data = I2CRCV; 
//Send slave acknowledge bit 
  if(data) { 
    I2CCONbits.ACKEN = 1; 
    while(I2CCONbits.ACKEN); 
//Send stop condition 
    I2CCONbits.PEN = 1; 
    while(I2CCONbits.PEN); 
    return data; 
  } 
  else 
    return 0;  
} 
 
//*********I2C_WriteEEPROM*********** 
//Description: Writes to the EEPROM (address 0xA6 (block 0) or 0xAE (block 1)) using 
the I2C bus on 
//the master board dsPIC 
//Inputs: address (unsigned long) of data location to be written 
//        data (unsigned char) to be written 
//Outputs: 0 if no acknowledgement from RTC 
//         1 if acknowledgement received from RTC 
unsigned char I2C_WriteEEPROM(unsigned long address, unsigned char data) { 
//Wait for the transfer buffer (I2CTRN) to be empty 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TBF); 
//Set SEN(I2CCON<0>) to 1 to Initiate start condition on SDA and SCL pins 
  I2CCONbits.SEN = 1; 
//Wait for the start condition to complete 
  while(I2CCONbits.SEN); 
//Determine if the address is in block 0 (0x0000-0xFFFF) or block 1 (0x10000-0x1FFFF) 
//and send the address byte to select EEPROM with bit 0 = 0 to indicate write 
  if(address&0x10000){ 
//Block 1 
    I2CTRN = 0xAE; 
  } 
  else{ 
//Block 0 
    I2CTRN = 0xA6; 
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  } 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TRSTAT); 
//Verify slave acknowledgement and exit if no acknowledgement 
  if(I2CSTATbits.ACKSTAT)   
    return 0; 
//Send high address byte of register to modify 
  I2CTRN = (unsigned char) ((address&0xFF00)>>8); 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TRSTAT); 
//Verify slave acknowledgement and exit if no acknowledgement 
  if(I2CSTATbits.ACKSTAT)   
    return 0; 
//Send low address byte of register to modify 
  I2CTRN = (unsigned char) (address&0xFF); 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TRSTAT); 
//Verify slave acknowledgement and exit if no acknowledgement 
  if(I2CSTATbits.ACKSTAT)   
    return 0; 
//Send data to register under modifications 
  I2CTRN = data; 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TRSTAT); 
//Verify slave acknowledgement and exit if no acknowledgement 
  if(I2CSTATbits.ACKSTAT)   
    return 0; 
//Send stop condition 
  I2CCONbits.PEN = 1; 
//Wait for stop condition to complete 
  while(I2CCONbits.PEN); 
 
//Initiate Acknowledge Polling to ensure that EEPROM is ready for next operation 
//Wait for the transfer buffer (I2CTRN) to be empty 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TBF); 
//Set SEN(I2CCON<0>) to 1 to Initiate start condition on SDA and SCL pins 
  I2CCONbits.SEN = 1; 
//Wait for the start condition to complete 
  while(I2CCONbits.SEN); 
//Determine if the address is in block 0 (0x0000-0xFFFF) or block 1 (0x10000-0x1FFFF) 
//and send the address byte to select EEPROM with bit 0 = 0 to indicate write 
  if(address&0x10000){ 
//Block 1 
    I2CTRN = 0xAE; 
  } 
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  else{ 
//Block 0 
    I2CTRN = 0xA6; 
  } 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TRSTAT); 
//Verify slave acknowledgement and repeat if no acknowledgement 
  while(I2CSTATbits.ACKSTAT) { 
    while(I2CSTATbits.TBF); 
//Set SEN(I2CCON<0>) to 1 to Initiate start condition on SDA and SCL pins 
    I2CCONbits.SEN = 1; 
//Wait for the start condition to complete 
    while(I2CCONbits.SEN); 
//Determine if the address is in block 0 (0x0000-0xFFFF) or block 1 (0x10000-0x1FFFF) 
//and send the address byte to select EEPROM with bit 0 = 0 to indicate write 
    if(address&0x10000){ 
//Block 1 
      I2CTRN = 0xAE; 
    } 
    else{ 
//Block 0 
      I2CTRN = 0xA6; 
    } 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
    while(I2CSTATbits.TRSTAT); 
  }   
  return 1; 
} 
 
//*********I2C_ReadEEPROMRandom*********** 
//Description: Reads from the EEPROM (address 0xA7 (block 0) or 0xAF (block 1)) 
using the I2C bus on 
//the master board dsPIC 
//Inputs: address (unsigned long) of data location to be read 
//Outputs: 0 if no acknowledgement from EEPROM 
//         data (unsigned char) if data is received from EEPROM 
unsigned char I2C_ReadEEPROMRandom(unsigned long address) { 
  unsigned char data; 
//Wait for the transfer buffer (I2CTRN) to be empty 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TBF); 
//Set SEN(I2CCON<0>) to 1 to Initiate start condition on SDA and SCL pins 
  I2CCONbits.SEN = 1; 
//Wait for the start condition to complete 
  while(I2CCONbits.SEN); 
//Determine if the address is in block 0 (0x0000-0xFFFF) or block 1 (0x10000-0x1FFFF) 
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//and send the address byte to select EEPROM with bit 0 = 0 to indicate write 
  if(address&0x10000){ 
//Block 1 
    I2CTRN = 0xAE; 
  } 
  else{ 
//Block 0 
    I2CTRN = 0xA6; 
  } 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TRSTAT); 
//Verify slave acknowledgement and exit if no acknowledgement 
  if(I2CSTATbits.ACKSTAT)   
    return 0; 
//Send high address byte of register to modify 
  I2CTRN = (unsigned char) ((address&0xFF00)>>8); 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TRSTAT); 
//Verify slave acknowledgement and exit if no acknowledgement 
  if(I2CSTATbits.ACKSTAT)   
    return 0; 
//Send low address byte of register to modify 
  I2CTRN = (unsigned char) (address&0xFF); 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TRSTAT); 
//Verify slave acknowledgement and exit if no acknowledgement 
  if(I2CSTATbits.ACKSTAT)   
    return 0; 
//Set SEN(I2CCON<0>) to 1 to Initiate start condition on SDA and SCL pins 
  I2CCONbits.SEN = 1; 
//Wait for the start condition to complete 
  while(I2CCONbits.SEN); 
//Determine if the address is in block 0 (0x0000-0xFFFF) or block 1 (0x10000-0x1FFFF) 
//and send the address byte to select EEPROM with bit 0 = 1 to indicate read 
  if(address&0x10000){ 
//Block 1 
    I2CTRN = 0xAF; 
  } 
  else{ 
//Block 0 
    I2CTRN = 0xA7; 
  } 
//Wait for transmit to complete 
  while(I2CSTATbits.TRSTAT); 
//Verify slave acknowledgement and exit if no acknowledgement 
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  if(I2CSTATbits.ACKSTAT)   
    return 0; 
//Enable receive mode 
  I2CCONbits.RCEN = 1; 
//Wait for receive to complete 
  while(I2CCONbits.RCEN); 
  while(!I2CSTATbits.RBF); 
  data = I2CRCV; 
//Send slave acknowledge bit 
  if(data) { 
    I2CCONbits.ACKEN = 1; 
    while(I2CCONbits.ACKEN); 
//Send stop condition 
    I2CCONbits.PEN = 1; 
    while(I2CCONbits.PEN); 
    return data; 
  } 
  else 
    return 0;  
} 
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D1.5 “ADCM.c” 
//************************************************* ** 
//Master Board dsPIC30F6012A ADC Drivers Code 
//Archer Finley, Connor Koen 
//BPS-UTSVT 
//March 8, 2010 
//Description: Drivers for the ADC module on the dsPIC30F6012A 
//Filename: ADCM.c 
 
#include <p30Fxxxx.h> 
 
//***************ADCM_InitSingleSample*************  
//Description: Sets the configuration registers for the ADC. 
// The ADCON1, ADCON2 and ADCON3 registers control the operation  
// of the A/D module. The ADCHS register selects the input pins  
// to be connected to the S/H amplifiers. The ADPCFG register  
// configures the analog input pins as analog inputs or as  
// digital I/O. The ADCSSL register selects inputs to be  
// sequentially scanned. This initialization function 
// sets the ADC to scan input AN15. 
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: none 
void ADCM_InitSingleSample( void ) { 
 
  //ADCON1 
  // <15>     ADON       0      ADC module off   
  // <13>     ADSIDL     0      Continue operation in idle mode 
  // <9:8>    FORM       00     Integer data output format 
  // <7:5>    SSRC       111    Auto conversion 
  // <2>      ASAM       0      Sampling begins when SAMP bit is set 
  // <1>      SAMP       x      Write 1 to start sampling 
  // <0>      DONE              Flag: Conversion(s) Completed 
  ADCON1 = 0x00E0; // 0000 0000 1110 0000 
 
  //ADCON2 
  // <15:13>  VCFG       000    Voltage ref pins: AVdd and AVss 
  // <12>     RESERVED   0 
  // <10>     CSCNA      0      Do not scan inputs 
  // <7>      BUFS       Not valid: using 16 bit buffer 
  // <5:2>    SMPI       0000   Interrupts at the completion of conversion for each 
sample/convert sequence 
  // <1>      BUFM       0      16-bit buffer size 
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  // <0>      ALTS       0      Always use MUXA input multiplexer settings 
  ADCON2 = 0x0000; // 0000 0000 0000 0000 
 
  //ADCON3 
  // <12:8>   SAMC       00001  Auto sample time = 1Tad 
  // <7>      ADRC       0      Clock derived from system clock 
  // <5:0>    ADCS       000001 ADCS<5:0> = 2*(Tad/Tcy) - 1 
  ADCON3 = 0x0101; // 0000 0001 0000 0001 
 
  //ADCHS 
  // <12>     CH0NB      0      Channel 0 Neg input for MUXB is Vref- 
  // <11:8>   CH0SB      0000   Channel 0 Pos input for MUXB is AN0 
  // <4>      CH0NA      0      Channel 0 Neg input for MUXA is Vref- 
  // <3:0>    CH0SA      1111   Channel 0 Pos input for MUXB is AN15 
  ADCHS = 0x000F; // 0000 0000 0000 1111 
 
  //ADPCFG 
  // <15:0>   PCFG       0      Input pin in analog mode 
  ADPCFG = 0x0000; // 0000 0000 0000 0000 
 
  //TRISB<15:0> Port directions set to inputs 
  TRISB = 0xFFFF; 
 
  //Turn on ADC module 
  ADCON1 |= 0x8000; 
} 
 
//***************ADCM_InitScanInputs************* 
//Description: Sets the configuration registers for the ADC. 
// The ADCON1, ADCON2 and ADCON3 registers control the operation  
// of the A/D module. The ADCHS register selects the input pins  
// to be connected to the S/H amplifiers. The ADPCFG register  
// configures the analog input pins as analog inputs or as  
// digital I/O. The ADCSSL register selects inputs to be  
// sequentially scanned. This initialization function 
// sets the ADC to scan inputs AN0-15. 
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: none 
void ADCM_InitScanInputs( void ) { 
 
  //ADCON1 
  // <15>     ADON       0      ADC module off   
  // <13>     ADSIDL     0      Continue operation in idle mode 
  // <9:8>    FORM       00     Integer data output format 
  // <7:5>    SSRC       111    Auto conversion 
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  // <2>      ASAM       1      Sampling begins automatically 
  // <1>      SAMP       x      Write 1 to start sampling 
  // <0>      DONE              Flag: Conversion(s) Completed 
  ADCON1 = 0x00E4; // 0000 0000 1110 0100 
 
  //ADCON2  
  // <15:13>  VCFG       000    Voltage ref pins: AVdd and AVss 
  // <12>     RESERVED   0 
  // <10>     CSCNA      1      Scan inputs 
  // <7>      BUFS       Not valid: using 16 bit buffer 
  // <5:2>    SMPI       1011   Interrupts at the completion of conversion for each 12th 
sample/convert sequence 
  // <1>      BUFM       0      16-bit buffer size 
  // <0>      ALTS       0      Always use MUXA input multiplexer settings 
  ADCON2 = 0x042C; // 0000 0100 0010 1100 
 
  //ADCON3 
  // <12:8>   SAMC       00001  Auto sample time = 1Tad 
  // <7>      ADRC       0      Clock derived from system clock 
  // <5:0>    ADCS       000001 ADCS<5:0> = 2*(Tad/Tcy) - 1 
  ADCON3 = 0x0301; // 0000 0001 0000 0001 
 
  //ADCHS 
  // <12>     CH0NB      0      Channel 0 Neg input for MUXB is Vref- 
  // <11:8>   CH0SB      0000   Channel 0 Pos input for MUXB is AN0 
  // <4>      CH0NA      0      Channel 0 Neg input for MUXA is Vref- 
  // <3:0>    CH0SA      0000   Channel 0 Pos input for MUXA is AN0 
  ADCHS = 0x0000; // 0000 0000 0000 0000 
 
  //ADPCFG 
  // <15:0>   PCFG       0      Input pin in analog mode 
  ADPCFG = 0x0000; // 0000 0000 0000 0000 
 
  //ADCSSL 
  // <15:0>   CSSL       1      Pin selected for scan 
  ADCSSL = 0xFF3B;  // 1111 1111 0011 1011 
 
  //TRISB<15:0> Port directions set to inputs 
  TRISB = 0xFFFF; 
 
  //Turn on ADC module 
  ADCON1 |= 0x8000; 
} 
 
//************ADCM_Sample************ 
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//Description: Starts sampling on ADC channel AN15 and  
// returns the converted value as an unsigned 12-bit  
// integer 
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: unsigned integer 
unsigned int ADCM_Sample(void) { 
 
  //Start Sampling: SAMP(ADCON<1>) = 1 
  ADCON1 |= 0x0002; 
 
  //Wait for conversion to complete 
  while( ADCON1bits.DONE == 0 ); 
  return ADCBUF0; 
} 
 
//************ADCM_GetCurrents********* 
//Description:  
//  
//Inputs: unsigned int CurrentArray[2] to place data in 
//Outputs: none 
void ADCM_GetCurrents(signed int CurrentArray[]) { 
  signed long buffer = 0; 
  //Wait for 12 conversions to complete 
  while( ADCON1bits.DONE == 0); 
 
  //CurrentArray[0] = ((((ADCBUF7-1638)*10)/13)*5)/63; //100A 
  //CurrentArray[1] = ((((ADCBUF8-1638)*5)/13)*5)/63; //50A 
  buffer = ((long)ADCBUF7)-1638; 
  buffer *= 1000; 
  buffer /= 13; 
  buffer *= 5; 
  buffer /= 63; 
  CurrentArray[0] = (int) buffer; 
  buffer = ((long)ADCBUF8)-1638; 
  buffer *= 500; 
  buffer /= 13; 
  buffer *= 5; 
  buffer /= 63; 
  CurrentArray[1] = (int) buffer; 
} 
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D2 SLAVE TEMPERATURE BOARD SOFTWARE V 1.0 

This is the software loaded into the Temperature Slave Board. Identical software 

is loaded into every slave board. This is the V1.0 software used during ASC2010. 

D2.1 “Main.c” 
#include <p30Fxxxx.h> 
#include "SPI.h" 
#include "LTC6802.h" 
//#include "ADC.h" 
 
//Configuration register settings for the LTC6802 
//See LTC6802.c for detailed comments 
#define DEFAULT_CFGR0 0x91 
#define DEFAULT_CFGR1 0x00 
#define DEFAULT_CFGR2 0x00 
#define DEFAULT_CFGR3 0x80 
#define DEFAULT_CFGR4 125 //default Lower Voltage = 3.000V 
#define DEFAULT_CFGR5 175 //default Upper Voltage = 4.200V 
 
unsigned int VoltBufferA[11]; 
unsigned int VoltBufferB[11]; 
unsigned int TempBufferA[11] = {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}; 
unsigned int OverTemp = 3176; //default upper temp = 317.6K 
unsigned int UnderTemp = 2736; //default lower temp = 273.6K 
unsigned int OverVoltage = 4213; //default upper voltage = 4.200V 
unsigned int UnderVoltage = 3000; //default lower voltage = 3.000V 
unsigned int ErrorFlags = 0; 
char Volt12to5Status = 0; 
char Volt4to1Temp12to9Status = 0; 
char Temp8to1Status = 0; 
char CFGR0 = DEFAULT_CFGR0; 
char CFGR1 = DEFAULT_CFGR1; 
char CFGR2 = DEFAULT_CFGR2; 
char CFGR3 = DEFAULT_CFGR3; 
char CFGR4 = DEFAULT_CFGR4; 
char CFGR5 = DEFAULT_CFGR5; 
char SLAVE_STATUS = 0x8F; 
char NUMBER_OF_MODULES = 11; 
char BUFFER1; 
char BUFFER2; 
char BUFFER3; 
char BUFFER4; 
unsigned char TestArray[18]; 
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void Timer1Init(void) { 
//Load PR1 with the timer period 
  PR1 = 0xFFF; 
 
//Set T1CON options for Timer 1 
// <15>  TON   = 1 Starts the timer 
// <13>  TSIDL = 1 Discontinue timer operation when device enters Idle mode 
// <6>   TGATE = 0 Gated time accumulation disabled 
// <5:4> TCKPS = 00 Timer Input Clock Prescale Select bits 
//               11 = 1:256 prescale value 
//               10 = 1:64 prescale value 
//               01 = 1:8 prescale value 
//               00 = 1:1 prescale value 
// <2>   TSYNC = When TCS = 0, this bit is ignored. Read as ‘0’. Timer1 uses the 
internal clock when TCS = 0. 
// <1>   TCS   = 0 Internal clock (FOSC/4) 
  T1CON = 0xA030;//1010 0000 0001 0000  
 
//Specify the interrupt priority for the interrupt using the 
//T1IP<2:0> control bits in the IPC0 (Interrupt Priority Control 2) register 
  IPC0bits.T1IP = 4; 
 
//Clear the interrupt flag status bit associated with the peripheral in the IFS0 Status 
register 
  IFS0bits.T1IF = 0; 
 
//Set the T1IE bit in the IEC0 (Interrupt Enable Control 0) register 
  IEC0bits.T1IE = 1; 
} 
 
void __attribute__((interrupt, no_auto_psv)) _U1RXInterrupt( void ) { 
  char i = 0, 
       j = 0,  
       hw_address = (PORTD>>2)&0x0F, 
       address = 0, 
       command = 0,        
       MSB   = 0,  
       LSB   = 0, 
       data1 = 0, 
       data2 = 0, 
       data3 = 0, 
       PEC1 = 0, 
       PEC2 = 0, 
       PEC3 =0; 
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  int test = 0; 
//Receive PEC's 
  PEC1 = U1RXREG; 
  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
  PEC2 = U1RXREG; 
  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
//Determine address of slave sent in master transmit 
  address = U1RXREG; 
  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
  PEC3 = U1RXREG; 
  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
  data1 = U1RXREG; 
  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
  data2 = U1RXREG; 
  while(!U1STAbits.RIDLE); 
  data3 = U1RXREG; 
  command = address&0x0F; 
  address = address>>4; 
  address &= 0x0F; 
  if( (hw_address == address) &&  
      (command < 0x09) &&  
      (command > 0) && 
      (PEC1 == 0x53) && 
      (PEC2 == 0x54) && 
      (PEC3 == 0x50) ) { 
//Turn off /RE (PORTD<1>) and turn on TE (PORTD<0>) for slave transfer 
    for(;i<0x7A;i++){} 
    i = 0; 
    LATD |= 0x003;  
    switch ( command ) { 
 
//command = Initialize/Detect Slave 
      case 1: 
        if(!(SLAVE_STATUS&0x40)) { 
          ADCS_InitScanInputs(); 
          SPI_Init(); 
          LTC6802_ConfigRegWrite(CFGR0, CFGR1, CFGR2, CFGR3, CFGR4, CFGR5); 
          LTC6802_SelfTest1(TestArray); 
          SLAVE_STATUS = SLAVE_STATUS|0x40; 
          SLAVE_STATUS = SLAVE_STATUS&0xF0; 
          Timer1Init(); 
        } 
        RS485S_Send(SLAVE_STATUS); 
  RS485S_Send(Volt12to5Status); 
  RS485S_Send(Volt4to1Temp12to9Status); 
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        RS485S_Send(Temp8to1Status); 
        break; 
 
//command = Get Voltage, All 
      case 2: 
         /*while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
        RS485S_Send(SLAVE_STATUS); 
          while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  RS485S_Send(Volt12to5Status); 
          while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  RS485S_Send(Volt4to1Temp12to9Status); 
          while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
        RS485S_Send(Temp8to1Status); 
          while(!U1STAbits.TRMT);*/ 
        for(i=0;i<11;i++) { 
//Send MSB of Volt data 
          while(!U1STAbits.TRMT);  
          RS485S_Send((VoltBufferA[i]&0xFF00)>>8); 
//Send LSB of Volt data 
          while(!U1STAbits.TRMT);  
          RS485S_Send(VoltBufferA[i]&0x00FF); 
        } 
        break; 
 
//command = Get Temperature, All 
      case 3: 
         /* while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
        RS485S_Send(SLAVE_STATUS); 
          while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  RS485S_Send(Volt12to5Status); 
          while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  RS485S_Send(Volt4to1Temp12to9Status); 
          while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
        RS485S_Send(Temp8to1Status); 
          while(!U1STAbits.TRMT);*/ 
        for(i=0;i<11;i++) { 
//Send MSB of Temp data 
          while(!U1STAbits.TRMT);  
          MSB = (TempBufferA[i]>>8); 
          RS485S_Send(MSB); 
 
//Send LSB of Temp data 
          while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
          LSB = TempBufferA[i]&0x00FF; 
          RS485S_Send(LSB); 
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        } 
        break; 
 
//command = set over voltage 
      case 4: 
        if(LTC6802_SetOV(CFGR0, CFGR1, CFGR2, CFGR3, CFGR4, CFGR5, data1)) { 
          SLAVE_STATUS = SLAVE_STATUS&~0x01; 
          OverVoltage = data1&0x00FF; 
          OverVoltage = (OverVoltage*48)/2; 
        } 
        else { 
          SLAVE_STATUS = SLAVE_STATUS|0x01; 
        } 
//Send Slave Status      
        RS485S_Send(SLAVE_STATUS); 
        while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
        U1STAbits.OERR = 0;         
        break; 
 
//command = set under voltage 
      case 5: 
        if(LTC6802_SetUV(CFGR0, CFGR1, CFGR2, CFGR3, CFGR4, CFGR5, data1)) { 
          SLAVE_STATUS = SLAVE_STATUS&~0x02; 
          UnderVoltage = data1&0x00FF; 
          UnderVoltage = (UnderVoltage*48)/2; 
  } 
        else { 
          SLAVE_STATUS = SLAVE_STATUS|0x02; 
        } 
//Send Slave Status 
        RS485S_Send(SLAVE_STATUS);  
        while(!U1STAbits.TRMT);   
        U1STAbits.OERR = 0;      
        break; 
 
//command = set over temperature 
      case 6: 
        OverTemp = (data1<<8)&0xFF00; 
        OverTemp = OverTemp|(data2&0xFF); 
        SLAVE_STATUS = SLAVE_STATUS&~0x04; 
//Send Slave Status 
        RS485S_Send(SLAVE_STATUS); 
        U1STAbits.OERR = 0;        
        break; 
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//command = set under temperature 
      case 7: 
        UnderTemp = (data1<<8)&0xFF00; 
        UnderTemp = UnderTemp|(data2&0xFF); 
        SLAVE_STATUS = SLAVE_STATUS&~0x08; 
//Send Slave Status 
        RS485S_Send(SLAVE_STATUS);         
        U1STAbits.OERR = 0; 
        break; 
 
//command = set number of modules 
      case 8: 
        if(data1 < 11) { 
          CFGR0 = CFGR0|0x08;  
        } 
        if(LTC6802_SetNumberOfModules(CFGR0, CFGR1, CFGR2, CFGR3, CFGR4, 
CFGR5, data1)){ 
          NUMBER_OF_MODULES = data1; 
          RS485S_Send(SLAVE_STATUS);   
        } 
        else { 
          RS485S_Send(0xFF); 
        } 
        U1STAbits.OERR = 0; 
        break; 
 
      default: 
  //RS485S_Send(0xFF); 
        U1STAbits.OERR = 0; 
        break; 
    } 
 
    i = 0; 
    for(;i<0x1A;i++){} 
//Turn on /RE (PORTD<1>) and turn off TE (PORTD<0>) for slave receive 
    LATD &= 0xFFC;   
  }  
  for(i=0; i<4;i++) { 
    data1 = U1RXREG; 
  } 
  U1STAbits.OERR = 0; 
//Clear the interrupt flag status bit associated with the peripheral in the IFS0 Status 
register 
//to signal that interrupt was handled 
  IFS0bits.U1RXIF = 0; 
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} 
 
void __attribute__((__interrupt__, no_auto_psv)) _T1Interrupt( void ) { 
  unsigned int i = 0; 
  if(SLAVE_STATUS&0x40) { 
 
    LTC6802_ConfigRegWrite(0x90, CFGR1, CFGR2, CFGR3, CFGR4, CFGR5);    
    LTC6802_ConfigRegWrite(0x91, CFGR1, CFGR2, CFGR3, CFGR4, CFGR5);   
    LTC6802_StartConversions(); 
    for(i=0;i<10000;i++){} 
    LTC6802_ReadVoltages(); 
    LTC6802_SortVoltageArray(VoltBufferA); 
    LTC6802_ConfigRegWrite(0x90, CFGR1, CFGR2, CFGR3, CFGR4, CFGR5);    
    LTC6802_ConfigRegWrite(0x91, CFGR1, CFGR2, CFGR3, CFGR4, CFGR5);  
    LTC6802_StartOWConversions(); 
    for(i=0;i<10000;i++){} 
    LTC6802_ReadOWVoltages(); 
    LTC6802_SortOWVoltageArray(VoltBufferB); 
    LTC6802_ConfigRegWrite(0x90, CFGR1, CFGR2, CFGR3, CFGR4, CFGR5);    
    LTC6802_ConfigRegWrite(0x91, CFGR1, CFGR2, CFGR3, CFGR4, CFGR5);  
    for(i=0;i<11;i++){ 
      if( (VoltBufferA[i]<UnderVoltage) || (VoltBufferA[i]>OverVoltage) ) { 
        ErrorFlags = ErrorFlags|(0x0001<<i); 
      } 
      else { 
        ErrorFlags = ErrorFlags&(~(0x0001<<i)); 
      } 
      if((i < 10) && (((signed int)(VoltBufferB[i+1] - VoltBufferA[i+1])) >= 200)) { 
        ErrorFlags = ErrorFlags|(0x0001<<i); 
      } 
    } 
    Volt12to5Status = ErrorFlags>>4; 
    Volt4to1Temp12to9Status = (ErrorFlags&0x000F)<<4; 
    ADCS_ScanInputs(TempBufferA); 
    for(i=0;i<11;i++){ 
      if( (TempBufferA[i]<UnderTemp) || (TempBufferA[i]>OverTemp) ) { 
        ErrorFlags = ErrorFlags|(0x0001<<i); 
      } 
      else { 
        ErrorFlags = ErrorFlags&(~(0x0001<<i)); 
      } 
    } 
    Volt4to1Temp12to9Status = Volt4to1Temp12to9Status|((ErrorFlags&0x0F00)>>8); 
    Temp8to1Status = ErrorFlags&0x00FF; 
  } 
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//Clear the interrupt flag status bit associated with the peripheral in the IFS0 Status 
register 
  IFS0bits.T1IF = 0; 
} 
 
int main(void) { 
 
  RS485S_Init(); 
  for(;;){ 
  } 
} 
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D2.2 “ADCS.c” 
//************************************************* ** 
//Slave Board dsPIC30F6012A ADC Drivers Code 
//Archer Finley, Cory Loflin 
//BPS-UTSVT 
//March 8, 2010 
//Description: Drivers for the ADC module on the dsPIC30F6012A 
//Filename: ADCS.c 
 
#include <p30Fxxxx.h> 
 
//***************ADCS_InitSingleSample*************  
//Description: Sets the configuration registers for the ADC. 
// The ADCON1, ADCON2 and ADCON3 registers control the operation  
// of the A/D module. The ADCHS register selects the input pins  
// to be connected to the S/H amplifiers. The ADPCFG register  
// configures the analog input pins as analog inputs or as  
// digital I/O. The ADCSSL register selects inputs to be  
// sequentially scanned. This initialization function 
// sets the ADC to scan input AN15. 
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: none 
void ADCS_InitSingleSample( void ) { 
 
  //ADCON1 
  // <15>     ADON       0      ADC module off   
  // <13>     ADSIDL     0      Continue operation in idle mode 
  // <9:8>    FORM       00     Integer data output format 
  // <7:5>    SSRC       111    Auto conversion 
  // <2>      ASAM       0      Sampling begins when SAMP bit is set 
  // <1>      SAMP       x      Write 1 to start sampling 
  // <0>      DONE              Flag: Conversion(s) Completed 
  ADCON1 = 0x00E0; // 0000 0000 1110 0000 
 
  //ADCON2 
  // <15:13>  VCFG       000    Voltage ref pins: AVdd and AVss 
  // <12>     RESERVED   0 
  // <10>     CSCNA      0      Do not scan inputs 
  // <7>      BUFS       Not valid: using 16 bit buffer 
  // <5:2>    SMPI       0000   Interrupts at the completion of conversion for each 
sample/convert sequence 
  // <1>      BUFM       0      16-bit buffer size 
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  // <0>      ALTS       0      Always use MUXA input multiplexer settings 
  ADCON2 = 0x0000; // 0000 0000 0000 0000 
 
  //ADCON3 
  // <12:8>   SAMC       00001  Auto sample time = 1Tad 
  // <7>      ADRC       0      Clock derived from system clock 
  // <5:0>    ADCS       000001 ADCS<5:0> = 2*(Tad/Tcy) - 1 
  ADCON3 = 0x0101; // 0000 0001 0000 0001 
 
  //ADCHS 
  // <12>     CH0NB      0      Channel 0 Neg input for MUXB is Vref- 
  // <11:8>   CH0SB      0000   Channel 0 Pos input for MUXB is AN0 
  // <4>      CH0NA      0      Channel 0 Neg input for MUXA is Vref- 
  // <3:0>    CH0SA      1111   Channel 0 Pos input for MUXB is AN15 
  ADCHS = 0x000F; // 0000 0000 0000 1111 
 
  //ADPCFG 
  // <15:0>   PCFG       0      Input pin in analog mode 
  ADPCFG = 0x0000; // 0000 0000 0000 0000 
 
  //TRISB<15:0> Port directions set to inputs 
  TRISB = 0xFFFF; 
 
  //Turn on ADC module 
  ADCON1 |= 0x8000; 
} 
 
//***************ADCS_InitScanInputs************* 
//Description: Sets the configuration registers for the ADC. 
// The ADCON1, ADCON2 and ADCON3 registers control the operation  
// of the A/D module. The ADCHS register selects the input pins  
// to be connected to the S/H amplifiers. The ADPCFG register  
// configures the analog input pins as analog inputs or as  
// digital I/O. The ADCSSL register selects inputs to be  
// sequentially scanned. This initialization function 
// sets the ADC to scan inputs AN0-15. 
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: none 
void ADCS_InitScanInputs( void ) { 
 
  //ADCON1 
  // <15>     ADON       0      ADC module off   
  // <13>     ADSIDL     0      Continue operation in idle mode 
  // <9:8>    FORM       00     Integer data output format 
  // <7:5>    SSRC       111    Auto conversion 
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  // <2>      ASAM       1      Sampling begins automatically 
  // <1>      SAMP       x      Write 1 to start sampling 
  // <0>      DONE              Flag: Conversion(s) Completed 
  ADCON1 = 0x00E4; // 0000 0000 1110 0100 
 
  //ADCON2  
  // <15:13>  VCFG       000    Voltage ref pins: AVdd and AVss 
  // <12>     RESERVED   0 
  // <10>     CSCNA      1      Scan inputs 
  // <7>      BUFS       Not valid: using 16 bit buffer 
  // <5:2>    SMPI       1011   Interrupts at the completion of conversion for each 12th 
sample/convert sequence 
  // <1>      BUFM       0      16-bit buffer size 
  // <0>      ALTS       0      Always use MUXA input multiplexer settings 
  ADCON2 = 0x042C; // 0000 0100 0010 1100 
 
  //ADCON3 
  // <12:8>   SAMC       00001  Auto sample time = 1Tad 
  // <7>      ADRC       0      Clock derived from system clock 
  // <5:0>    ADCS       000001 ADCS<5:0> = 2*(Tad/Tcy) - 1 
  ADCON3 = 0x0301; // 0000 0001 0000 0001 
 
  //ADCHS 
  // <12>     CH0NB      0      Channel 0 Neg input for MUXB is Vref- 
  // <11:8>   CH0SB      0000   Channel 0 Pos input for MUXB is AN0 
  // <4>      CH0NA      0      Channel 0 Neg input for MUXA is Vref- 
  // <3:0>    CH0SA      0000   Channel 0 Pos input for MUXA is AN0 
  ADCHS = 0x0000; // 0000 0000 0000 0000 
 
  //ADPCFG 
  // <15:0>   PCFG       0      Input pin in analog mode 
  ADPCFG = 0x0000; // 0000 0000 0000 0000 
 
  //ADCSSL 
  // <15:0>   CSSL       1      Pin selected for scan 
  ADCSSL = 0xFF3C;  // 1111 1111 0011 1100 
 
  //TRISB<15:0> Port directions set to inputs 
  TRISB = 0xFFFF; 
 
  //Turn on ADC module 
  ADCON1 |= 0x8000; 
} 
 
//************ADCS_Sample************ 
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//Description: Starts sampling on ADC channel AN15 and  
// returns the converted value as an unsigned 12-bit  
// integer 
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: unsigned integer 
unsigned int ADCS_Sample(void) { 
 
  //Start Sampling: SAMP(ADCON<1>) = 1 
  ADCON1 |= 0x0002; 
 
  //Wait for conversion to complete 
  while( ADCON1bits.DONE == 0 ); 
  return ADCBUF0; 
} 
 
//************ADCS_ScanInputs********* 
//Description: Scans inputs AN15-8 and AN5-2 to gather 
// 12 temperature readings as unsigned 12-bit integers. 
//Inputs: unsigned int TempArray[12] to place data in 
//Outputs: none 
void ADCS_ScanInputs(unsigned int TempArray[]) { 
  char i = 0; 
  //Start Sampling 
  //ADCON1 |= 0x0002; 
  unsigned long Buffer[11] = {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}; 
  //Wait for 12 conversions to complete 
  while( ADCON1bits.DONE == 0); 
  Buffer[0] =  5*(((4095-((unsigned long)ADCBUFB))*200)/819); 
  Buffer[1] =  5*(((4095-((unsigned long)ADCBUFA))*200)/819); 
  Buffer[2] =  5*(((4095-((unsigned long)ADCBUF9))*200)/819); 
  Buffer[3] =  5*(((4095-((unsigned long)ADCBUF8))*200)/819); 
  Buffer[4] =  5*(((4095-((unsigned long)ADCBUF7))*200)/819); 
  Buffer[5] =  5*(((4095-((unsigned long)ADCBUF6))*200)/819); 
  Buffer[6] =  5*(((4095-((unsigned long)ADCBUF5))*200)/819); 
  Buffer[7] =  5*(((4095-((unsigned long)ADCBUF4))*200)/819); 
  Buffer[8] =  5*(((4095-((unsigned long)ADCBUF0))*200)/819); 
  Buffer[9] =  5*(((4095-((unsigned long)ADCBUF1))*200)/819); 
  Buffer[10] =  5*(((4095-((unsigned long)ADCBUF2))*200)/819); 
  for(;i<11;i++) { 
    TempArray[i] = (unsigned int) Buffer[i]; 
  } 
} 
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D2.3 “SPI.c” 
//************************************************* ** 
//dsPIC30F6012A SPI Driver Code 
//Archer Finley, Cory Loflin 
//BPS-UTSVT 
//February 15, 2010 
//Description: Drivers for the SPI2 module on the dsPIC30F6012A 
//Filename: SPI.c 
 
#include <p30Fxxxx.h> 
 
char SPIReadArray[20]; 
 
//*********SPI_Init*********** 
//Description: Initializes SPI2 port for communicaiton with LTC6802 voltage board 
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: none 
void SPI_Init(void) { 
 
  unsigned char dummy; 
 
//Sets the configuration for SPI communication in register SPI2CON 
// <bit#>    NAME   VALUE    DESCRIPTION 
//  <14>    FRMEN     0    no FramedSPI support 
//  <13>    SPISFD    0    /SS2 pin Frame Sync Pulse output 
//  <11>    DISSDO    0    SDO2 controlled by module 
//  <10>    MODE16    0    8-bit communication 
//  <9>     SMP       1    input sampled at end of output 
//  <8>     CKE       0    output changes from idle to active clock 
//  <7>     SSEN      0    using master mode 
//  <6>     CKP       1    idle = high, active = low 
//  <5>     MSTEN     1    master mode 
//  <4:2>   SPRE     101   secondary prescale = 3:1 
//  <1:0>   PPRE      11   primary prescale = 1:1 
// 
// TOTAL VALUE GOING INTO SPI2CON = 0000 0010 0111 0111 = 0x0277 
  SPI2CON = 0x0277; 
 
//Clears the SPIROV bit (SPI2STAT<6>) by reading the SPI buffer 
  dummy = SPI2BUF; 
 
//Enables SPI operation by setting the SPIEN bit (SPI2STAT<15>). 
//Continues operation while in idle mode by setting the SPISIDL bit (SPI2STAT<13>)     
  SPI2STAT = 0xA000; 
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//Specify the interrupt priority for the interrupt using the 
//T1IP<2:0> control bits in the IPC0 (Interrupt Priority Control 2) register 
  IPC0bits.T1IP = 4; 
 
//Clear the interrupt flag status bit associated with the peripheral in the IFS0 Status 
register 
  IFS0bits.T1IF = 0; 
 
//Load PR1 with the timer period 
  PR1 = 0xFFFF; 
 
//Set T1CON options for Timer 1 
// <15>  TON   = 1 Starts the timer 
// <13>  TSIDL = 1 Discontinue timer operation when device enters Idle mode 
// <6>   TGATE = 0 Gated time accumulation disabled 
// <5:4> TCKPS = 00 Timer Input Clock Prescale Select bits 
//               11 = 1:256 prescale value 
//               10 = 1:64 prescale value 
//               01 = 1:8 prescale value 
//               00 = 1:1 prescale value 
// <2>   TSYNC = When TCS = 0, this bit is ignored. Read as ‘0’. Timer1 uses the 
internal clock when TCS = 0. 
// <1>   TCS   = 0 Internal clock (FOSC/4) 
  T1CON = 0xA000;//1010 0000 0000 0000  
 
//Set the T1IE bit in the IEC0 (Interrupt Enable Control 0) register 
  IEC0bits.T1IE = 1; 
 
//Sets PORTG<9> as an output for CS active low 
  TRISG &= ~0x0200; 
} 
 
//*********SPI_SendReceive********* 
//Description: Sends 8 bits (data) through SDO2 and receives 8 bits through SDI2 
//Inputs: 8 bits (char data) to be sent through SDO2 
//Outputs: 8 bits (char data) received from SDI2 
char SPI_SendReceive(char data){ 
  //busy-wait for empty TxBuf (SPI2BUF) 
  while(SPI2STAT&0x0002){} 
   
  //write 8 bits to TxBuf 
  SPI2BUF = data;  
 
  //busy-wait for RxBuf to be full  
  while(!(SPI2STAT&0x0001)){}  
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  //read 8 bits from RxBuf 
  data = SPI2BUF;  
 
  return data; 
} 
 
//**********SPI_Receive************ 
//Description: Sends nothing(0x00) through SDO2 and receives  
// 8 bits through SDI2 
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: 8 bits (char data) received from SDI2 
char SPI_Receive(void){ 
  char data; 
 
  //busy-wait for empty TxBuf (SPI2BUF) 
  while(SPI2STAT&0x0002){} 
   
  //write 8 bits of nothing to TxBuf 
  SPI2BUF = 0x00;  
 
  //busy-wait for RxBuf to be full 
  while(!(SPI2STAT&0x0001)){}  
   
  //read 8 bits from RxBuf 
  data = SPI2BUF; 
   
  return data; 
} 
 
//**********SPI_ReceiveArray********** 
//Description: Receives a variable length array set by 
// the input parameters. 
//Inputs: char pointer to the Array to fill, unsigned  
// short length of input Array 
//Outputs: none  
void SPI_ReceiveArray(char *pt, unsigned int length){ 
 
  while(length--){ 
    *pt = SPI_Receive(); 
    pt++; 
  } 
} 
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//**********SPI_Send************* 
//Description: Sends 8 bits (data) through SDO2 
//Inputs: 8 bits (char data) sent through SDO2 
//Outputs: Dont Care (char data) received through SDI2 
void SPI_Send(char data) { 
  // busy-wait for empty TxBuf and RxBuf (SPI2BUF) 
  while(SPI2STAT&0x0002){} 
  SPI2BUF = data; // write 8 bits to TxBuf 
  
  while(!(SPI2STAT&0x0001)){} // busy-wait for RxBuf to be full 
  data = SPI2BUF; // read 8 bits from RxBuf 
  
} 
 
//***********SPI_slave_select_active_low********* 
//Description: Sets PORTG<9> to low for SPI CS active low 
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: none 
void SPI_SlaveSelectActiveLow( void ) { 
  PORTG &= ~0x0200; 
} 
 
//***********SPI_slave_select_off_high*********** 
//Description: Sets PORTG<9> to high for SPI CS off high 
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: none 
void SPI_SlaveSelectOffHigh(void) { 
  PORTG |= 0x0200; 
} 
 

D2.4 “RS485S.c” 
//************************************************* ** 
//dsPIC30F6012A RS485 Slave board Driver Source Code File 
//Archer Finley 
//BPS-UTSVT 
//March 30,2010 
//Description: Source code for drivers for the RS485 module on the 
dsPIC30F6012A(Slave Board) 
//Filename: RS485S.c 
 
#include <p30Fxxxx.h> 
 
//*********RS485S_Init*********** 
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//Description: Initializes slave board dsPIC for  
//communication with the master board dsPIC using 
//UART and RS-485 communication protocol 
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: none 
void RS485S_Init(void) { 
 
//Set U1MODE (UART1 Mode Register) options  
// <15>  UARTEN = 1  UART Enable bit 
// <13>  USIDL  = 0  Continue operation in Idle mode 
// <10>  ALTIO  = 0  UART communicates using UxTX and UxRX I/O pins 
// <7>   WAKE   = 1  Wake-up on Start bit Detect During Sleep Mode enabled 
// <6>   LPBACK = 0  Loopback mode is disabled 
// <5>   ABAUD  = 1  Auto Baud Enable bit, Input to Capture module from UxRX pin 
// <2:1> PDSEL  = 00 8-bit data, no parity 
// <0>   STSEL  = 1  2 Stop bits 
// U1MODE = 1000 0000 1010 0001 
  U1MODE = 0x80A1; 
 
//Set U1STA (UART1 Status and Control Register) options 
// <15>  UTXISEL = 1  Interrupt when a character is transferred to the Transmit Shift  
//                    register and as result, the transmit buffer becomes empty 
// <11>  UTXBRK  = 0  U1TX pin operates normally 
// <10>  UTXEN   = 1  UART transmitter enabled, UxTX pin controlled by UART (if 
UARTEN = 1) 
// <7:6> URXISEL = 00 Interrupt flag bit is set when Receive Buffer receives 1 
character(1 byte of data) 
// <5>   ADDEN   = 0  Address Detect mode disabled. If 9-bit mode is not selected, this 
control bit has no effect. 
// U1STA = 1000 0100 0000 0000 
  U1STA = 0x8400; 
 
//Set U1BRG (UART1 Baud Rate Register) options 
// U1BRG = (Fcy/(16*BaudRate)) - 1 = 0 for 625 kbaud 
  U1BRG = 0; 
 
//Turn on /RE (PORTD<1> located on RS-485 chip. 
  TRISD = TRISD&0xFFC; 
  LATD = LATD&0xFFC; 
 
//Specify the interrupt priority for the interrupt using the 
//U1RXIP<2:0> control bits in the IPC2 (Interrupt Priority Control 2) register 
  IPC2bits.U1RXIP = 4; 
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//Clear the interrupt flag status bit associated with the peripheral in the IFS0 Status 
register 
  IFS0bits.U1RXIF = 0; 
 
//Set the U1RXIE bit in the IEC0 (Interrupt Enable Control 0) register 
  IEC0bits.U1RXIE = 1; 
} 
 
void RS485S_Send(char data) { 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
  U1TXREG = data; 
  while(!U1STAbits.TRMT); 
} 
 
// <9> UTXBF: Transmit Buffer Full Status bit (Read Only) 
//            1 = Transmit buffer is full 
//            0 = Transmit buffer is not full, at least one more data word can be written 
// <8> TRMT:  Transmit Shift Register is Empty bit (Read Only) 
//            1 = Transmit shift register is empty and transmit buffer is empty (the last 
transmission has completed) 
//            0 = Transmit shift register is not empty, a transmission is in progress or queued 
in the transmit buffer 
// <4> RIDLE: Receiver Idle bit (Read Only) 
//            1 = Receiver is Idle 
//            0 = Data is being received 
// <3> PERR:  Parity Error Status bit (Read Only) 
//            1 = Parity error has been detected for the current character 
//            0 = Parity error has not been detected 
// <2> FERR:  Framing Error Status bit (Read Only) 
//            1 = Framing Error has been detected for the current character 
//            0 = Framing Error has not been detected 
// <1> OERR:  Receive Buffer Overrun Error Status bit (Read/Clear Only) 
//            1 = Receive buffer has overflowed 
//            0 = Receive buffer has not overflowed 
// <0> URXDA: Receive Buffer Data Available bit (Read Only) 
//            1 = Receive buffer has data, at least one more character can be read 
//            0 = Receive buffer is empty 
 

D2.5 “LTC6802.c” 
//************************************************* ** 
//LTC6802 Driver Code 
//Archer Finley, Cory Loflin 
//BPS-UTSVT 
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//February 15, 2010 
//Description: Drivers for the LTC6802 Multicell Battery Stack Monitor 
//Filename: LTC6802.c 
 
#include <p30Fxxxx.h> 
#include "SPI.h" 
 
#define WRCFG 0x01 
 
unsigned char PEC; 
char ReadVoltageArrayA[18]; 
char ReadVoltageArrayB[18]; 
char ReadFlagArray[3]; 
char ConfigReg[6]; 
 
//***************LTC6802_ConfigRegRead************ 
//Description: Uses SPI.c to read the LTC6802 Configuration 
// Register after sending empty (0x00) bytes. 
//Inputs: 6 byte char array (sends 0x00 as the temp SPI2BUF) 
//Outputs: none 
void LTC6802_ConfigRegRead(char ConfigReg[]){ 
 
  //Set SPI CS to active low 
  SPI_SlaveSelectActiveLow(); 
 
  //Send Configuration Register Read Command to LTC6802 
  SPI_Send(0x02); 
 
  //Send nothing (0x00), read CFGR0-6, and put in ConfigReg[]  
  SPI_ReceiveArray(ConfigReg, 6); 
 
  //Set SPI CS to off high 
  SPI_SlaveSelectOffHigh(); 
 
} 
 
//***********LTC6802_ConfigRegWrite********** 
//Description: Uses SPI.c to write to the Configuration Register of the LTC6802 (7 bytes: 
1 byte command and 6 bytes of data) 
//Inputs:  REGISTER              DESCRIPTION 
//           CFGR0       <7>WDTEN..........Watchdog Timer Enable 
//                            Write: 0=watchdog timer disabled; 1=watchdog timer enabled 
(default) 
//                            Read:  0=WDTB pin at logic ‘0’; 1=WDTB pin at logic ‘1’ 
// 
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//                       <6:5>GPIO2-GPIO1..GPIO Pin Control 
//                            Write: 0=GPIOx pin pull down on; 1=GPIOx pin pull down off 
(default) 
//                            Read:  0=GPIOx pin at logic ‘0’; 1=GPIOx pin at logic ‘1’ 
// 
//                       <4>LVLPL..........Level Polling Mode 
//                            0=toggle polling (default); 1=level polling 
// 
//                       <3>CELL10.........10-Cell Mode 
//                            0=12-cell mode (default); 1=10-cell mode 
// 
//                       <2>CDC2-0.........Comparator Duty Cycle 
//                            CDC               PERIOD                      BETWEEN MEASUREMENTS   
MEASUREMENT TIME 
//                         0(default)   N/A (Comparator Off)Standby Mode            Yes                 
N/A 
//                             1        N/A (Comparator Off)                        No                 13ms 
//                             2             13ms                                   No                 13ms 
//                             3             130ms                                  No                 13ms 
//                             4             500ms                                  No                 13ms 
//                             5*            130ms                                  Yes                21ms 
//                             6             500ms                                  Yes                21ms 
//                             7             2000ms                                 Yes                21ms 
//                             *Voltage determinations use the decimal value of the registers, 0 to 
4095 for 12-bit and 0 to 255 for 8-bit registers 
//   
//           CFGR1       <7:0>DCC8-1.......x=1..12 0=turn off shorting switch for cell ‘x’ 
(default); 1=turn on shorting switch 
// 
//           CFGR2       <7:4>MC4I-MC1I....Mask Cell x Interrupts 
//                            x=1..12 0=enable interrupts for cell ‘x’ (default) 
//                            1=turn off interrupts and clear flags for cell ‘x’ 
//                       <3:0>DCC12-DCC8...Discharge Cell x 
//                            x=1..12 0=turn off shorting switch for cell ‘x’ (default); 1=turn on 
shorting switch 
//      
//           CFGR3       <7:0>MC12I-MC5I...Mask Cell x Interrupts 
//                            x=1..12 0=enable interrupts for cell ‘x’ (default) 
//                            1=turn off interrupts and clear flags for cell ‘x’ 
// 
//           CFGR4       <7:0>VUV7-VUV0....Undervoltage Comparison Voltage 
//                            Comparison voltage = VUV * 16 * 1.5mV 
//                            (default VUV=0. When MMB pin is low a factory programmed 
comparison voltage is used) 
// 
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//           CFGR5       <7:0>VOV7-VOV0....Overvoltage Comparison Voltage 
//                            Comparison voltage = VOV * 16 * 1.5mV 
//                            (default VOV=0. When MMB pin is low a factory programmed 
comparison voltage is used) 
//Outputs: 1 if successful, 0 if unsuccessful 
char LTC6802_ConfigRegWrite(char CFGR0, char CFGR1, char CFGR2, char CFGR3, 
char CFGR4, char CFGR5){ 
 
  //Set SPI CS to active low 
  SPI_SlaveSelectActiveLow(); 
   
  //Send Write Configuration Register Command 
  SPI_Send(WRCFG); 
 
  //Send Configuration Register 0 Data 
  SPI_Send(CFGR0); 
 
  //Send Configuration Register 1 Data 
  SPI_Send(CFGR1); 
 
  //Send Configuration Register 2 Data 
  SPI_Send(CFGR2); 
 
  //Send Configuration Register 3 Data   
  SPI_Send(CFGR3); 
 
  //Send Configuration Register 4 Data 
  // Vcomp=V*16*1.5mV 
  SPI_Send(CFGR4); 
 
  //Send Configuration Register 5 Data 
  // 6V=250*16*1.5mV 
  SPI_Send(CFGR5);  
 
  //Set SPI CS to off high 
  SPI_SlaveSelectOffHigh(); 
  LTC6802_ConfigRegRead(ConfigReg); 
  if( (CFGR0==ConfigReg[0]) && 
      (CFGR1==ConfigReg[1]) && 
      (CFGR2==ConfigReg[2]) && 
      (CFGR3==ConfigReg[3]) && 
      (CFGR4==ConfigReg[4]) && 
      (CFGR5==ConfigReg[5])) { 
    return 1;  
  } 
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  else { 
    return 0; 
  } 
} 
 
 
 
//***************LTC6802_StartConversions********** * 
//Description: Uses SPI.c to send a Start Conversion  
// command to the LTC6802 for all 12 cells 
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: none  
void LTC6802_StartConversions(void){ 
 
  SPI_SlaveSelectActiveLow(); 
  SPI_Send(0x10); // STCVAD, all 12 cells 
  while(SPI2BUF != 0xFF){} // busy-wait until SDO is pulled high, LVLPL=1 
  SPI_SlaveSelectOffHigh(); 
 
} 
 
//***************LTC6802_StartOWConversions******** *** 
//Description: Uses SPI.c to send a Start OW Conversion  
// command to the LTC6802 for all 12 cells 
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: none  
void LTC6802_StartOWConversions(void){ 
 
  SPI_SlaveSelectActiveLow(); 
  SPI_Send(0x20); // STOWAD, all 12 cells 
  while(SPI2BUF != 0xFF){} // busy-wait until SDO is pulled high, LVLPL=1 
  SPI_SlaveSelectOffHigh(); 
 
} 
 
//***************LTC6802_ReadVoltages************** ** 
//Description: Reads voltage registers from the LTC6802. This  
// should take approx 464us with 1MHz SCK. 
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: none 
void LTC6802_ReadVoltages(void){ 
 
  SPI_SlaveSelectActiveLow(); 
  SPI_Send(0x04); // RDCV, read voltage registers 
  SPI_ReceiveArray(ReadVoltageArrayA,18); 
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  PEC = SPI_Receive(); // read PEC byte 
  SPI_SlaveSelectOffHigh(); 
 
} 
 
//***************LTC6802_ReadOWVoltages************ **** 
//Description: Reads voltage registers from the LTC6802. This  
// should take approx 464us with 1MHz SCK. 
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: none 
void LTC6802_ReadOWVoltages(void){ 
 
  SPI_SlaveSelectActiveLow(); 
  SPI_Send(0x04); // RDCV, read voltage registers 
  SPI_ReceiveArray(ReadVoltageArrayB,18); 
  PEC = SPI_Receive(); // read PEC byte 
  SPI_SlaveSelectOffHigh(); 
 
} 
 
//***************LTC6802_ReadFlagRegisters********* ******* 
//Description: Reads flags registers from the LTC6802.  
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: none 
void LTC6802_ReadFlagRegisters(void){ 
  
  SPI_SlaveSelectActiveLow(); 
  SPI_Send(0x06); // RDFLG, read flag registers 
  SPI_ReceiveArray(ReadFlagArray,3); 
  PEC = SPI_Receive(); // read PEC byte 
  SPI_SlaveSelectOffHigh(); 
 
} 
 
//************LTC6802_SortVoltageArray*************  
//Description: Sorts the ReadVoltageArray[17] (char)  
//from the LTC_6802 filled by LTC6802_ReadVoltages  
//into Voltages[12] (char) 
//Inputs: int Voltages[12] array to store data 
//Outputs: none  
void  LTC6802_SortVoltageArray(unsigned int Voltages[]){ 
  int i; 
  int j; 
  int buffer; 
  //int Voltages[17]; 
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  for(j=0, i=1; i<17; ){ 
    Voltages[j] = (int)ReadVoltageArrayA[i-1]; 
    Voltages[j] &= 0x00FF; 
    buffer = (int)ReadVoltageArrayA[i]; 
    buffer &= 0x0F; 
    buffer = buffer<<8; 
    Voltages[j] += buffer; 
    Voltages[j] = (Voltages[j]*3)/2; 
    Voltages[j+1] = (int)ReadVoltageArrayA[i]; 
    Voltages[j+1] &= 0xF0; 
    Voltages[j+1] = Voltages[j+1]>>4; 
    Voltages[j+1] += (int)ReadVoltageArrayA[i+1]<<4; 
    Voltages[j+1] &= 0x0FFF; 
    Voltages[j+1] = (Voltages[j+1]*3)/2; 
    i +=3; 
    j +=2; 
  } 
} 
 
//************LTC6802_SortOWVoltageArray*********** ** 
//Description: Sorts the ReadVoltageArray[17] (char)  
//from the LTC_6802 filled by LTC6802_ReadVoltages  
//into Voltages[12] (char) 
//Inputs: int Voltages[12] array to store data 
//Outputs: none  
void  LTC6802_SortOWVoltageArray(unsigned int Voltages[]){ 
  int i; 
  int j; 
  int buffer; 
  //int Voltages[17]; 
  for(j=0, i=1; i<17; ){ 
    Voltages[j] = (int)ReadVoltageArrayB[i-1]; 
    Voltages[j] &= 0x00FF; 
    buffer = (int)ReadVoltageArrayB[i]; 
    buffer &= 0x0F; 
    buffer = buffer<<8; 
    Voltages[j] += buffer; 
    Voltages[j] = (Voltages[j]*3)/2; 
    Voltages[j+1] = (int)ReadVoltageArrayB[i]; 
    Voltages[j+1] &= 0xF0; 
    Voltages[j+1] = Voltages[j+1]>>4; 
    Voltages[j+1] += (int)ReadVoltageArrayB[i+1]<<4; 
    Voltages[j+1] &= 0x0FFF; 
    Voltages[j+1] = (Voltages[j+1]*3)/2; 
    i +=3; 
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    j +=2; 
  } 
} 
 
//************LTC6802_SetOV********** 
//Description: Sets the overvoltage limit on the LTC6802 
//by writing to CFGR5 
//Inputs 
char LTC6802_SetOV(char CFGR0, char CFGR1, char CFGR2, char CFGR3, char 
CFGR4, char CFGR5, char data1) {  
  LTC6802_ConfigRegWrite(CFGR0, CFGR1, CFGR2, CFGR3, CFGR4, data1); 
  LTC6802_ConfigRegRead(ConfigReg); 
  if( (CFGR0==ConfigReg[0]) && 
      (CFGR1==ConfigReg[1]) && 
      (CFGR2==ConfigReg[2]) && 
      (CFGR3==ConfigReg[3]) && 
      (CFGR4==ConfigReg[4]) && 
      (data1==ConfigReg[5])) 
    return 1; 
  else 
    return 0; 
} 
 
//************LTC6802_SetUV********** 
//Description: Sets the undervoltage limit on the LTC6802 
//by writing to CFGR4 
//Inputs: 
//Outputs: 
char LTC6802_SetUV(char CFGR0, char CFGR1, char CFGR2, char CFGR3, char 
CFGR4, char CFGR5, char data1) { 
  LTC6802_ConfigRegWrite(CFGR0, CFGR1, CFGR2, CFGR3, data1, CFGR5); 
  LTC6802_ConfigRegRead(ConfigReg); 
  if( (CFGR0==ConfigReg[0]) && 
      (CFGR1==ConfigReg[1]) && 
      (CFGR2==ConfigReg[2]) && 
      (CFGR3==ConfigReg[3]) && 
      (data1==ConfigReg[4]) && 
      (CFGR5==ConfigReg[5])) 
    return 1; 
  else 
    return 0; 
} 
 
//******LTC6802_SetNumberOfModules***** 
//Description: Sets the number of modules measured by  
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//the LTC6802 
//Inputs: 
//Outputs: 
char LTC6802_SetNumberOfModules(char CFGR0, char CFGR1, char CFGR2, char 
CFGR3, char CFGR4, char CFGR5, char amount) { 
  if(amount < 11) { 
    CFGR0 = CFGR0|0x08;  
  } 
  LTC6802_ConfigRegWrite(CFGR0, CFGR1, CFGR2, CFGR3, CFGR4, CFGR5); 
  LTC6802_ConfigRegRead(ConfigReg); 
  if( (CFGR0==ConfigReg[0]) && 
      (CFGR1==ConfigReg[1]) && 
      (CFGR2==ConfigReg[2]) && 
      (CFGR3==ConfigReg[3]) && 
      (CFGR4==ConfigReg[4]) && 
      (CFGR5==ConfigReg[5])) 
    return 1; 
  else 
    return 0; 
} 
 
//***************LTC6802_SelfTest1**************** 
//Description: Tests ADC on the LTC6802.  
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: none 
void LTC6802_SelfTest1(unsigned char TestArray[]){ 
  int i=0;  
  SPI_SlaveSelectActiveLow(); 
  SPI_Send(0x1E); // Self test 
  SPI_SlaveSelectOffHigh(); 
  for(i=0;i<8000;i++){} 
  SPI_SlaveSelectActiveLow(); 
  SPI_Send(0x04); // RDCV, read voltage registers 
  SPI_ReceiveArray(TestArray,18); 
  PEC = SPI_Receive(); // read PEC byte 
  SPI_SlaveSelectOffHigh(); 
 
} 
 
//***************LTC6802_SelfTest2**************** 
//Description: Tests ADC on the LTC6802.  
//Inputs: none 
//Outputs: none 
void LTC6802_SelfTest2(unsigned char TestArray[]){ 
  int i=0;  
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  SPI_SlaveSelectActiveLow(); 
  SPI_Send(0x1F); // Self test 
  SPI_SlaveSelectOffHigh(); 
  for(i=0;i<8000;i++){} 
  SPI_SlaveSelectActiveLow(); 
  SPI_Send(0x04); // RDCV, read voltage registers 
  SPI_ReceiveArray(TestArray,18); 
  PEC = SPI_Receive(); // read PEC byte 
  SPI_SlaveSelectOffHigh(); 
 
} 

D3 CRIO  SOFTWARE (BPS SERIAL DRIVER ) V1.0 

The BPS serial driver is written in Labview. This code is best viewed on the 

computer. The original Labview files (written in Labview 8.5) are available in the set of 

files accompanying this thesis. Large (too large to realistically include in this document) 

images of the screenshots of the Labview code are also provided. 

D4 BPS GUI  V1.0 

While the BPS GUI application code is in standard C# text format, the GUI is 

created graphically in the Microsoft Visual Studio C# application. Thus, it is best to view 

this code in the actual C# development environment. Any version of the Microsoft visual 

studio with c# will work. The “Professional” version has the most features, but a free 

version is available. We used the free version. The free version of C# is called “Microsoft 

Visual C# Express Edition” and can be readily downloaded from Microsoft. The software 

lacks some of the advanced features, but for simpler software, it is much more than 

adequate. The only other limitation is that after 30 days, registration is required. 

Registration is free; it is basically just filling out a web form with an email address and 

some information. 
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Appendix E  
 

Solar Car Schematics 

Here all of the available and current solar car electrical diagrams, except for the 

BPS, are shown. Some of these figures may be repeated from the main text. 

Unfortunately, in the rush of developing this system for FSGP2009 and ASC2010, the 

documentation has been rather poor.  

 

 

Figure E1: Solar car electrical system overview (repeat of figure 1.3) 
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Figure E2: Solar car power wiring 

This diagram shows the physical wiring of the car’s high power wiring. This is for 

the high voltage system. The battery and motor wiring is using 4 gauge wire. The internal 

wiring of the battery, power distribution and solar array system. The three solar arrays are 

wired independently, with 6 wires (3 pairs of positive and negative leads) running back to 

the power tracker box with a large “MS” (Military Style) connector. 
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Figure E3: Solar car signal wiring diagram 

This shows the physical connection of the various boxes and cables. Each line 

represents a cable. The text by each cable shows the name of the connection (which is 

usually also the name of the cable’s pinout in the pinouts spreadsheet and the name by 

each of the connectors at the ends), as well as the type of connector. The car generally 

uses CPC (Tyco Circular Plastic Connectors) in 4, 7, and 14 pin sizes (be careful, there 

are “normal” and “reverse gender” 4 pin CPCs) and Dsub (9, 15, and 25 pin). 
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Figure E4: Brake light logic schematic 

 

Figure E5: Turn signal schematic 
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Figure E6: Dashboard discrete wiring diagram 

This shows the wiring of the individual elements on the dashboard. This includes 

the wiring of the rotary ignition switch. These dashboard devices are wired up according 

to this diagram and then connected to the dashboard PCB. 
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Figure E7 Array input and monitoring board schematic 
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Figure E8: Bootstrap charger logical overview 
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Figure E9: Bootstrap charger logic NILPIM schematic 

The hand-drawn schematic was taken from my senior design paper [43]. This 

board, together with a current sensing resistor and the Bootstrap charger power NILPIM, 
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form a complete battery charger. The schematic is from the TI BQ2004 development 

board DV2004S1 [47]. 

 

Figure E10: Bootstrap charger power NILPIM schematic 
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Figure E11: Bootstrap voltage Limiter NILPIM schematic 

This board has been rather problematic. It implements a Low Drop Out regulator 

with a disable input (to isolate the boostrap battery when the bus is OK). Later versions 

will eliminate the problematic low dropout regulator.  
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Figure E12: Bus-OK NILPIM schematic 
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The BUS-OK board is used to monitor if the 24V output Vicor is alive and thus 

output a signal to isolate the bootstrap battery output from the LV system bus. It has a 

comparator (with hysteresis) which compares the output of the “main” HV to 24V Vicor 

DC-DC converter to a turn-on and a turn-off threshold and then outputs a “BUS-OK” 

signal. The Bus-OK signal is used to isolate the bootstrap battery (via the BS-Vlimit 

board) and also to enable the bootstrap battery charger system.   

 

 

Figure E13: cRIO high level diagram (2010 version) 

This diagram shows what systems connect to the cRIO and to which modules. 

Almost every signal is routed through the cRIO interface PCB. 
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Appendix F  
 

Solar Car PCB Foils and Pictures 

All of the circuit boards used in the current version (ASC2010) version of the 

solar car are shown here. These PCBs are made using the ExpressPCB “standard service” 

that provides a double sided PCB with plated through holes. The standard service does 

not provide a soldermask or a silkscreen. These PCBs are also only two layers. Even 

though the silkscreen layer is not printed, it is still included in the PCB file. The 

silkscreen layer was still used as internal notation and notes. This has been used to note 

the component values, as well as to label the pinouts of the connections. The mechanical 

drawing (which includes the silkscreen layer) is this used to help assemble the boards and 

to document the pinouts (which are also in the pinouts Excel file). The majority of these 

files were laid out by myself. 
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F1 ARRAY CONTROL BOARD (NEW VERSION) 

 

Figure F1.1: picture of array control board 

This PCB is used to switch the three power trackers on and off with relays (driven 

by DRV 102s). The PCB also includes a hall-effect current sensor to monitor the total 

array current (to the HV bus), as well as connections to facilitate connection of the array 

input board. 
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Figure F1.2: Array control board mechanical drawing 

 

Figure F1.3: Array control board layout 
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Figure F1.4: Array control board top copper layer 

 

Figure F1.5: Array control board bottom copper layout 
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F2 ARRAY INPUT AND MONITORING BOARD  

 

Figure F2.1: picture of array input board 

 

Figure F2.2: Array input board mechanical drawing 
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Figure F2.3: Array input board layout 

 

Figure F2.4: Array input board top copper layer 
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Figure F2.5: Array input board top copper layer 
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F3 POWER DISTRIBUTION BOARD  

 

Figure F3.1: picture of power distribution board 

This board is used to provide 24V and 12V power to the rest of the solar car’s low 

voltage system. This board also includes the majority of the bootstrap system (minus the 

bootstrap battery charger and the bootstrap battery). This board contains two Vicor DC-

DC converters to provide 24V power from the HV bus, the BUS-OK and BS-Vlimit 

NILPIM modules to manage the changeover from the bootstrap battery to bus power, as 

well as a CINCON 24V to 24V DC-DC (isolated) converter  to power the upper bootstrap 

battery charger. A small relay (too small – the contacts welded and a larger relay had to 
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be wired in) is used to switch on the LV system power via a signal from the rotary 

ignition switch. There is also a 24V to 12V (smaller) Vicor to power the car’s 12V loads. 

A standard automotive relay is used to operate the horn (from the bootstrap battery). 

Fuses are used at each power tap as well for electrical safety and to aid in debugging. 

There is also an SCR based (controlled via an MC3423) overvoltage crowbar for the 12V 

and 24V rails, but it has been disconnected due to being problematic. The board also 

routes a few signals between the CRIO, MOTOR, and DASHBOARD connections as 

well. 

 

Figure F3.2: Power Distribution Board mechanical drawing 
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Figure F3.3: Power distribution board layout 
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Figure F3.4: Power distribution board top copper layer 
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Figure F3.5: power distribution board bottom copper layer 
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F4 BOOTSTRAP CHARGER BOARD  

 

Figure F4.1: picture of bootstrap charger board (with modules installed) 

This board, when two pairs of bootstrap charger NILPIM boards are installed, 

becomes a bootstrap battery charger. It also provides analog sensing and signal 

conditioning to monitor the charger status LEDs, battery voltages, charger power supply 

voltages, battery temperatures and battery currents. The above picture (figure F4.1) also 

shows the BPS’s Bootstrap Monitor Board installed (on the right). 
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Figure F4.2: Bootstrap charger board mechanical drawing 
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Figure F4.3: Bootstrap charger board layout 
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Figure F4.4: bootstrap charger board top copper layout 
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Figure F4.5: bootstrap charger board bottom copper layer 
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F5 DASHBOARD PCB 

 

Figure F5.1: Dashboard PCB mechanical drawing 

This PCB is installed inside the dashboard. The majority of the layout was done 

by Cyrus Bavarian. 

 

 

Figure F5.2: Dashboard PCB layout 
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Figure F5.3: Dashboard PCB top copper layer 

 

Figure F5.3: Dashboard PCB top copper layer 
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F6  CRIO  INTERFACE BOARD (V2.0, 2010 VERSION) 

 

Figure F6.1: cRIO interface board mechanical drawing 

This board is mounted in the cRIO enclosure and makes an attempt to clear up the 

wiring. All of the connections inside this box are routed to this board. This board than 

routes the signals between the connectors. The board also contains a 5V supply for pull-

up resistors for some of the cRIO’s input switches (rotary switch and gas pedal). There is 

also a 3.3V supply for the inertial sensor (which was not yet installed) and the GPS. The 

Trimble Copernicus’s serial data output is converted to both RS232 and RS422 signals 

for connection to the radio modem and/or cRIO. 
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Figure F6.2: cRIO interface board layout 
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Figure F6.3: cRIO interface board top copper layer 
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Figure F6.4: cRIO interface Board bottom copper layer 
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F7 MOTOR INTERFACE PCB 

 

Figure F7.1: motor interface board mechanical drawing 

This is the oldest PCB in the solar car. It was one of my earlier PCBs and was 

designed for the 2008 FSGP. It is basically a break-out of the motor controller’s 25 pin 

connector. There are also two DRV102 relay drivers, one to drive the motor’s main 

contactor (an EV200) and one to drive the (included on the PCB) precharge system. 
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Figure F7.2: Motor interface board layout 

 

Figure F7.3: Motor interface board top copper layout 
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Figure F7.4: Motor interface board bottom copper layer 
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F8 NILPIM2  (BUS OK  AND BS-VLIMIT ) 

 

Figure F8.1: Picture of BUS-OK “NILPIM” 
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Figure F8.2: Picture of BS-Vlimt “NILPIM” 
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Figure F8.3: NILPIM2 mechanical drawing 

The NILPIM (“Nifty In-Line Plug In Module”)modules are half the size of a 2.5” 

x 3.8” ExpressPCB “miniboard”. Two of the small circuits are included on one PCB, 

which is then cut in half. This allows them to very inexpensive.  
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Figure F8.4: NILPIM2 layout 
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Figure F8.5: NILPIM2 top copper layer 
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Figure F8.6: NILPIM2 bottom copper layer 

F9 NILPIM3  (BOOTSTRAP CHARGER POWER AND LOGIC ) 

 
Figure F9.1: Picture of bootstrap charger power “NILPIM” 
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Figure F9.2: Picture of bootstrap charger logic “NILPIM” 

 

Figure F9.3: NILPIM3 mechanical drawing 
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Figure F9.4: NILPIM3 layout 
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Figure F9.5: NILPIM3 top copper layer 
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Figure F9.5: NILPIM3 bottom copper layer 
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Appendix G  
 

Solar Car Wiring System 

The Samsung Solorean’s wiring is a bit more complex than most solar vehicles 

owning to our more complex electrical system. The majority of the wiring is done using 

Tyco CPC connectors. The pinout of every connector may be found in the “LV system 

pinouts – new version_v2.1.xls” Excel spreadsheet file. This file has a tab/sheet for 

almost every connector in the car. The car is then wired such that signals of the same 

name are connected together. PCBs that connect multiple different connector together, 

such as the cRIO interface board and the power distribution board, are made using the 

pinouts in this file. Unfortunately, schematics for these boards were not generated – the 

PCB was created without a schematic. First the connectors were placed on the PCB, then 

the names of the signals were placed next to the associated connector pins using the 

silkscreen layer (which is a good way to take notes on the PCB when using the 

“standard” service that does not include a silkscreen). Then all pins of the same name 

were tied together.  

 

The 2010 version of the car’s electrical system is also simpler in that there is only 

a single low voltage ground point. The older cRIO based BPS had several isolated 

grounds that were very, very confusing to troubleshoot. “GND” is the new standardized 

LV system ground. The car is also wired in a sort of a “star” grounding scheme, where 

the star point is in the power distribution box. Also, any analog sensing inputs, such as 

the array monitoring and the bootstrap monitoring, are referenced to a “COM” that is 

isolated from the normal “GND” (the sensors are powered by isolated DC-DC 

converters) and is fed directly back to the cRIO’s analog input, where it is connected to 
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normal LV system “GND”  and the COM of the cRIO’s analog input module (this 

connection is done very close to the cRIO in the cRIO interface box). This is to avoid 

ground loop issues.  There are a few isolated electrical systems, but they are generally 

contained to their own “system”. One example would be the isolated 24V for the upper 

bootstrap charger. Also, the SPI bus for the LTC6802’s is isolated as well. The power 

supply for the air gap mechanism and the lower bootstrap system is tied to the LV system 

GND via the lower bootstrap charger’s current sense resistor, so this system can have up 

to 25mv difference from regular GND. Future versions of the car’s electrical system will 

seek to simplify this even further. 

 

The low voltage system is galvanically isolated from the high voltage system, and 

both systems are isolated from the body or chassis for safety. The input switches and 

controls of the motor controller are also isolated from the LV system as well (but the 

motor controller also has inbuilt isolation already). The only connection between the LV 

system and the motor controller’s grounds is in the speedometer circuit. Future versions 

of the solar car wiring would most likely try to isolate this.  
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Glossary 

 

• ASC – American Solar Challenge. ASC is a cross-country solar car race 

on the highway. 

• ASIC – Application-Specific Integrated Circuit. An ASIC is an IC that is 

designed for a very specific task. 

• AT command – a standard for communicating with a dial-up or cellular 

modem. Commands are prefixed with “AT” (for “ATtention”). 

• BMS – Battery Management System: A BMS is a system for monitoring a 

battery pack and providing balancing, State of Charge, and State of Health information. 

• BPS – Battery Protection System: a system that monitors the parameters 

of a battery pack and enforces protection limits by disconnecting the pack if any 

parameter becomes unsafe. 

• CAN – Controller Area Network. CAN bus is a protocol primarily 

intended for networking control units in an automobile. 

• Cell – “The smallest available source of energy in the battery pack as 

purchased from a manufacturer. A single electrochemical cell.” According to the 

ASC2010 regulations. 

• DHCP – Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol. A DHCP server 

automatically assigns IP addresses to devices on a network that are not configured to use 

a fixed IP address. 

• ECU – Engine Control Unit or Electronic Control Unit. An ECU is used to 

manage the fuel flow and ignition timing on a modern fuel injected internal combustion 

engine. 
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• EDGE – Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution. EDGE is a 2G wireless 

data service standard that is faster than GPRS but not as fast as 3G or 4G 

communications. 

• ESD – Electro-Static-Discharge. ESD can cause damage to sensitive solid-

state electronics by improper handling. The static electricity can build up on a person or 

his/her clothing and cause a high voltage spike when he/she touches an electronic device 

• ESR – Effective Series Resistance. ESR is a resistance intrinsic to a 

capacitor. It is modeled as a resistor in series with an ideal capacitor. 

• FCC – Federal Communications Commission. The FCC regulates radio 

communications in the United States. 

• FPGA – Field Programmable Gate Array. An FPGA is an IC with 

reconfigurable logic blocks and a programmable interconnect fabric. The FPGA can be 

programmed to be wired up as many different logic circuits. The FPGA “programming” 

is then realized as an electrical circuit in the FPGA. The FPGA’s advantage is in its speed 

and true parallel execution.  

• FSGP – Formula Sun Grand Prix. The FSGP is a solar car racing event 

held at a racetrack. 

• FTP – File Transfer Protocol. FTP is a communications protocol whereby 

a client system can upload or download files from a server.  

• GPRS – General Packet Radio Service. GPRS is the most basic and 

slowest of the GSM cellular data services.  

• GSM – Global System for Mobile communications. GSM is a cellular 

phone communications standard popular in Europe. In the United States, GSM service is 

provided by AT&T and T-Mobile (Verizon and Cingular use the competing CDMA 

standard). 
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• I2C – Inter-Integrated Circuit. I2C is a simple low-speed data bus used to 

connect peripherals to a microcontroller. 

• ISP – Internet Service Provider. An ISP is a company that provides a 

connection to the internet.  

• LabView – A graphical programing language from National Instruments 

• LAN – Local Area Network. A LAN is a grouping of computer systems 

communicating with each other in close proximity.  

• LSB – Least Significant Byte. The LSB is the portion of a multibyte word 

that contains the least significant digits (units place).  

• Module – “The smallest easily removable group in a battery pack” 

according to the ASC2010 regulations. 

• MPPT – Maximum Power Point Tracker – An MPPT is a device that 

maximizes the power output of a solar array by operating it at its maximum power point. 

• MSB – Most Significant Byte. The MSB is the portion of a multibyte 

word that contains the most significant digits. 

• NAT – Network Address Translation. NAT is a method where a single 

internet connection may be shared (via a NAT router) by several computers or devices on 

a LAN. 

• NMEA 0183 – A communications protocol for GPS navigation receivers 

that output in a standard data format published by the National Marine Electronics 

Association. 

• NI – National Instruments. NI is a technology company that produces 

LabView and companion hardware such as the Compact RIO. They are also a main 

sponsor of the UTSVT. 
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• PCB – Printed Circuit Board. A PCB is an assembly that contains the 

components and interconnects to form a circuit. 

• PID – Proportional Integral Differential. A PID controller is a high-

performance control scheme that has three terms in the feedback loop. 

• PPP – Point to Point Protocol. PPP is a protocol used to tunnel TCP/IP 

communications over a serial data link. It is generally used to provide dial-up internet 

access. 

• RFI – Radio Frequency Interference. RFI is electrical noise emitted by an 

electrical circuit in the radio frequency range. 

• RTOS – Real-Time Operating System. An RTOS is an operating system 

for embedded devices that allows multiple threads or programs to run while maintaining 

a high degree of timing accuracy. 

• Samsung Solorean – The Samsung Solorean is the UTSVT’s current solar 

vehicle (whose electrical system is described in this paper). The Samsung Solorean was 

built for the 2008 ASC and has competed in the 2009 FSGP and the 2010 ASC. The 

vehicle was named the Solorean during early design stages when the body used a 

gullwing door just like the Delorean car. The car number of 88 is a reference to the movie 

“Back to the Future” which featured a Delorean which could time travel when it hit a 

speed of 88 MPH. The car was named the Samsung Solorean (and painted “Samsung 

Blue”) because Samsung is UTSVT’s largest sponsor for the construction of the Samsung 

Solorean. 

• Scrutineering – Scrutineering is an exhaustive inspection of the solar 

powered vehicles before they are allows to race. The judges will inspect the vehicles for 

safety and compliance with race regulations. 
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• SIM – Subscriber Identity Module. A SIM card is a secured smart card 

chip used to gain access to a GSM network. 

• Solar Steer – The Solar Steer was the UTSVT’s old solar car built for the 

2005 ASC. 

• SoC - State of Charge: an indicator of the amount of energy stored in the 

battery pack, usually expressed as a percentage of full charge. 

• SoH – State of Health: an indicator of the condition of the battery pack; 

The BMS tracks the degredation of the pack and calculates the life remaining; usually 

expressed as a percentage of the performance of a new pack. 

• SPI – Serial Peripheral Interface. SPI is a serial protocol used to connect 

peripheral ICs to a microcontroller. 

• TCP/IP – Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol. TCP/IP is the 

networking communications suite that is used by the internet and most networked 

devices. TCP/IP can be carried over many types of networks. 

• TPMS – Tire Pressure Monitoring System; a system that wirelessly senses 

the pressures in the vehicle’s tires while driving.  

• UART – Universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter. A UART is a 

microcontroller peripheral which is used to implement a serial port (such as RS232, 

RS422, or RS485). 

• VI – Virtual Instrument. A VI is a LabView software module. 

• WAN – Wide Area Network. A WAN is a network external to the LAN. 
Generally used to refer to the internet connection on an internet sharing router.
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